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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to increase our understanding

of participaLion in professional Iearning activities by dental

hygienists in Manitoba. The "theory of reasoned action" of

Fishbein and Àjzen provided the basis for lhe study. This theory

links behavior with intention which in turn depends on attitude

toward the behavior and perceived social pressures related to that

behavior. These attitudinal and normatíve components can be fur-

ther understood by examining the underlying beliefs. A question-

naire survey was constructed according to a methodology associated

with the theory of reasoned action and administered to 120 dental

hygienists. Results were analyzed for group and non-group learn-

ing activities. I{hile attitude was positively related to the

intention to participate in both kinds of learning activities, a

perception of social pressure was related to the intention to par-

ticipate in group learning activities on1y. This suggests that as

participation in professional development becomes more structured

and visible, it is more apt to be influenced by individuals who

are important to the participants. Àlthough the correlations are

modest, the results suggest that efforts to enhance Manitoba den-

tal hygienists' plans to participate in both kinds of professionaL

learning activities might be successful if their beliefs regarding

the consequences of participating are influenced positively. It

appears that any efforts directed toward encouraging important

others to promote participalion will have a grealer potential to

effect plans for participating in group, rather than non-group

learning activities.
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CHÀPTER I

TNTRODUCTION TO lHE STUÐY

Introduetion

The pub).ic relies upon heaLth professionals to provide the

best possible service and care. Health professionals are expected

by members of the professions and society in general to stay

abreast of research and developments in their field. Being obso-

lete in one's profession can lead to ineffective job performance.

The health professions have become increasingly threatened by

obsolescence. They have been estimated to have a professional

half-life of five years, after five years without further educa-

tion they cou1d, possibly, be halfway to total obsolescence

(Hozid, 1969). Many factors throughout the span of a profession-

a1's career can contribute to obsolescence. Examples include:

the creation of new knowledge based on research and technological

developments, periods of unemployment, and work settings which do

not fosler professional development. Continuing education is one

of the means for combating professional obsolescence.

Às a result of lhe need to remain professionally current, the

past 25 years have produced vast opportunities for the growth of

continuing education, in both numbers and diversity (nuhe, 1982).

To enhance participalion in quality learning experiences, a varí-

ety of innovative approaches have been used in continuing educa-

tion. These have included designing learning activities for
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groups and individuals based on assessment of lheir needs or

learning styles, accrediting sponsors of continuíng education, and

using resources and technology to reach distantly located profes-

sionals. In addition, research efforts have atlempted to under-

stand or explain the phenomenon of participation in hopes that

their findings will 1ead, ultimately, Lo greater participation.

This studyr ârì example of the latter, is an attempt to understand

Manitoba dental hygienists' participation in a variety of profes-

sional learning activities by identifying the beliefs and atli-

tudes that are associated with their plans to participate.

This chapter provides the rationale for the study, its pur-

pose, its usefulness, as well as its limitations. The conceptual

framework and research design are briefly discussed, but receive

greater attention in subsequent chapters.

Need for the Study

Dental hygienists, like other health professionals, have the

potential to become obsolete during Èhe span of lheir career

unless atlempts are made to upgrade their professional knowledge

and ski]1s. Identifying factors which motivate them to partici-

pate in continuing educatíon could be of use to all those con-

cerned with their professional development: providers of continu-

ing education, professional schools and associations, employers,

and dental hygienists themselves. Very littIe data exist that

contribuLe to an understanding of the phenomenon of dental hygie-
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nists' participation in continuing education. Previous studies

have reported thal employment status, educational attainment,

association membership, geographic location, and cerlain attitudes

regarding mandatory continuing education were positively related

to participation (rorgay, 1981; Malvitz & Judge,1976), The iden-

tification of socio-demographic variables related !o participa-

tion, however, has contributed Iittle to understanding whv some

dental hygienists participate while others do not. In a discus-

sion of directions for research in continuing educalion, it has

been suggested that there is a need for a better understanding of

the participation behaviors of dental hygienists and the rela|ion-

ship between their behaviors and their attitude toward conlinuing

education (O'Brien, 1982). Àdult educators have expressed sinilar

views. Cross (982) suggests that a good beginning to understand-

ing why some adults participate and others do not is to begin wilh

an examination of their attitudes toward continuing education.

Others have expressed the need to explore parLicipation fron the

psychosocial perspective based on the ineffectiveness of current

research approaches used to predict participatory behavior

(Scan1an & Blagg, 1985). These suggestions from experts in dental

hygiene and adult education provide strong motivation and direc-

tion for this study.

The Research Problem

The main purpose of this sludy was !o develop an increased
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underslanding of why dental hygienists plan to participate

professional learning activities. In more specific terms,

their beliefs and attitude regarding participation related

their plans to participate?

1n

are

to

Conceplual Framework

Parlicipation in continuing professional education is a com-

plex phenomenon. Adult educators have chosen to study this phe-

nomenon from several perspectives. The concept of motivational

orientations based on the work of Houle (1951) has conceptualized

participation as a function of a combination of orientation fac-

lors (Boshier, 1971; Burgess, 1971; Morstain & Smart, 1974¡

Sheffield, 1964). Others have chosen to study the relationships

of demographic factors with participation (e.g., Curran, 1977¡

Malvitz & Judge, 1976¡ Puetz, 1980). Tough (979) and his follow-

ers have used the concept of anticipaled benefits to explain par-

ticipation. More recently and with greater success, Scanlan and

Darkenwald (1984) used the concept of barriers, developing deter-

rent factors similar in concept to the motivational orientation

factors, to determine which deterrents were associated with non-

participation.

This study is based on a conceptual framework developed by

Fishbein and Ajzen f975, 1980), known as a "theory of reasoned

action" and on an adaptation of the associated methodology for

application in the area of continuing professional education.
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Fishbein and Àjzen's theory and method are used in this study of

dental hygienists because of its wide use and recognition in other

fields to understand and predict behavior, its sound theoretical

base (fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), its straightforward methodology

(Rjzen & Fishbein, 1980), and support for its use by adult educa-

tors (Grotelueschen & CauIley , 1977)', À theory of reasoned action

has been successfully applied to a wide variety of behavioral

donains. For example: smoking marijuana (Pomazal & Brown , 1977ll,

donating btood (Pomazal 6, Jaccard, 1976), losing weight (sejwacz,

Àjzen, & Fishbein, '1980), voting (Fishbein, Àjzen, & Hinkle,

1980), and choosing an occupation (Sperber, Fishbein, & Àjzen,

1980).

In brief, Fishbein and Ajzen's (1980) theory of reasoned

action is based on the view lhat people are usually quite rational

and therefore, when making decisions, they make use of the infor-

mation available to them in a reasonable manner. This available

information constituLes their belief structure. They identify two

kinds of beliefs which undertie behavior: behavioral beliefs and

normative beliefs. Behavioral beliefs link the performance of the

behavior to good or bad outcomes. If the behavior is thought to

result in more good than bad outcomes, a positive evaluation or a

positive attitude will result. Normative beliefs are based on the

belief lhat cerlain individuals with whon a person is motivated to

comply think they should or should not perform lhe behavior. An

individual perceives social pressure to perform a behavior when

she believes that people with whom she is motivated to comply

think she should engage in the behavior. When people are deciding
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whether to engage in the behavior, they weigh out their personal

feelings and the perceived social pressure related to that behav-

ior. Their plan or intention to behave is directly linked to

their actual behavior.

A pictorial representation of the model is found on the foI-

lowing page in Figure 1. It can be seen that a person's behavior

is determined by their intention. À personrs intention to engage

in a behavior is determined by two main factors: (1) personal

attitude toward the behavior (¡r), and (2) perceived social norms

(SN) regarding the behavior. À personts attitude toward the

behavior is related to the summation of her beliefs about the con-

sequences of performing the behavior (nS) weighted by the value

each of these conseguences has for the individuaf (On).

Similarly, a person's perceived social norm is related to the sum-

mation of her normative beliefs about what important others think

she should do (Ng), weighted by her motivation to comply with

these referents (uC).

The present study gathers data regarding dental hygienists'

behavioral and normative beliefs, attitude, social norm, and

intention to participate in professional Ìearning activities.

These data and their subsequent analysis all.ow the investigator to

determine the strenglh of the relationships between these compo-

nents, particularly their ability to predict intention. Other

studies have shown that while cerlain events or conditions might

influence the ability of intenlion to predict behavior, generally

speaking, there is a slrong relationship between a groups' inten-

tions and their behavior when appropriate techniques for measure-
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1. Factors determining a person's behavior according to
Fishbein and Àjzen's theory of reasoned action.

The person's beliefs
that a behavior
leads to certain
outcomes (gs) and
her evaluation of
these outcomes (0E) Àttitude toward

the behavior (¡r)

Relative inrportance of
attitudinal and normative
cons iderat i ons

Intention (¡l ) Behav i or

Social norn (sN)The person's beliefs
that specific
individuals or groups
think she should or
should not perform
the behavior (Hg) and
her motivation to comply
with the specific
referents (uC)
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ment are employed (ljzen I Fishbein, 1980; McPhee & Cushman,

1980). Gathering data on actual behavior was left to a second

optional investigation.

A familiarity with the model is paramount to understanding

the methodology, the results, and the conclusions drawn, there-

fore, the theoretical framework will receive greater attention in

Chapters II and III.

0b'iec t i ves of the Study

The objectives of the study are:

(1 ). To determine if dental hygienists' attitude¡ social norm

and the corresponding underlying beliefs are related to their

intention to participate in professional J.earning activities.

This is accomplished by challenging the following nuI1 hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' behavioral beliefs (EgSon) about participat-

ing in professional learning activities and their atti-

tude toward participation (¡r).

Hypothesis 2. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' attitude toward participation (¡t) in pro-

fessionaL learning activities and their behavioral

intentions (gl ).

Hypothesis 3. There will be no correlation (r=0) between denlal

hygienists' normative beliefs (¡H¡l¡c) about parLicipat-

ing in professional learning activities and their social
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norm (sN).

Hypothesis 4. There wilL be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' social norm (SH) and their behavioral inten-

tions (nl ) regarding parlicipating in professional

learning activities.

Hypothesis 5. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' behavioral beliefs (rgSon) about participat-

ing in professional learning activities and their behav-

ioral intentions (¡l ).

Hypothesis 6. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' normative beliefs (¿¡¡sl'{C) about participat-

ing in professional learning activities and their behav-

ioral intentions (¡i ) .

(2). To determine which of the two major model components, the

attitudinal (er) or the normative (SH), appear to have the greater

effect, if any, cn dentaL hygienists' intentions to participate in

group and non-group professional learning activities.
(3). To determine to what extent dental hygienists intend to

participate in different kinds of professional Iearning acfivi-

Lies, specífically those in which the dental hygienis! is part of

ä group (group professional learning activities) and those in

which she is learning more independently (non-group professional

learning activities).
(4). To identify the beliefs that dental hygienists hold about

participating in group and non-group professional learning activi-

ties.
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Research Desiqn

The research design followed, with minor modification, lhe

guidelines provided by Ajzen and Fishbein in Understandinq

Attitudes and Predictinq Social Behavior ( 1 980 ) .

The first step according to the authors was to define the

behavior to be studied. In this case, the behavior was dental

hygienists' participation in learning activities that are directed

¡oward their professional development. The learning activities

were divided into two categories, those in which the dental hygie-

nist is part of a group (continuing education courses, other

institutionally sponsored courses, and conventions or conferences)

and those in which she is learning more independently (utilizing

written or audiovisual materials and discussing or consulting with

one other person ) .

The population being studied was dental hygienisls currently

licensed to practice and residing in Manitoba (H=Z+3). Àn inter-

view schedule was designed, piloted, and administered on a one-to-

one basis to a random sample of 15 dental hygienists. The inter-

view methodology was developed by the investigator based on the

questions that Ajzen and Fishbein suggest be included. The inter-

viewees were asked what they felt were the advantages or disaCvan-

tages of participating in group and non-group professional learn-

ing activities and whose opinion they might take into

consideration when deciding whether or not they wilJ. participate.

The grouping of similar responses resulted in the conslruction of

four lists: (1) beliefs regarding the consequences of participat-
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ing in group professional learning activities, Q) important oth-

ers who might influence participation in group professional learn-

ing activities, (3) beliefs regarding the consequence of partici-

pating in non-group professional Iearning activities, and (4)

important others who might influence participation in non-group

professionaL learning activities. These salient beliefs and refe-

rents were used to construct a questionnaire which gathered dala

on the strength of dental hygienists' beliefs (gS), their evalua-

tion of the outcomes (On), their normative beliefs (Hg), their

motivation to comply with the salient referents (l¿c), their atti-
tude toward participation (¿r), their social norm (SN), and their

behavioral intention (gi ) regarding participating in both group

and non-group professional learning activities. Following the

pilot study, the resultant questionnaire was administered to

another random sample of the population (¡t=120). Fo11ow-up meas-

ures included a letter and telephone contacts. The returned ques-

tionnaires were divided into two groups based on time of return.

The returned questionnaires s¡ere subjected to cross-

validation. This procedure required that one-half of the returned

questionnaires be used to refine the instrument. For this half of

the questionnaires each behavioral and normative belief was corre-

lated with the intention to participate. Those beliefs weakly

correlated rlith the intention to participate were deleted and not

included in the analysis of the remaining questionnaires, lhose

used to address the four objectives of the study.

Analysis of the data involved utilizing the Pearson product-

moment correlation coefficient for both the item deletion process
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and for testing the hypotheses" Àn alpha of .10 was selected and

partitioned among the six hypotheses in accordance with Bonferroni

(ttirl, 1982). The t.-test was used as the test for significance.

Following an examination of the daLa, some addiLional explor-

atory analyses were also performed in order to seek further

insight into the beliefs underlying the intention to participale

and into the research design itself.

SÍq n i f icance of the Studv

This study is meant to contribute information of potential

theoretical and practical significance to the limíted body of

knowledge about dental hygienists' participation in professional

learning activities. Unlike previous studies of dental hygie-

nists' parLicipation in continuing education which have examined

the more formal modes of participation or which have used socio-

demographic variables to explain participation (e.g. Malvitz &

Judge, 1976), this study combines the qualitative and quantitative

approach, examines both the group and non-group mode, and is based

in theory. Other theory based studies, such as Bowser's motiva-

tional orientation research (1979), have not predicted behavior

successfully. In addition, the site of the study allows for den-

tal hygienists'be1iefs, attitudes, and intentions regarding par-

ticipation to be identified and measured without the influence of

mandatory continuing education (minimum requirements of participa-

tion in continuing education for licence maintenance).
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The interview provides an opportunity for a documented,

personal account of reasons why dental hygienists choose or do not

choose to participate in both group and non-group professional

learning activities and what individuals or groups they perceive

might influence their participation. The results of the question-

naire will determine how likely dental hygienists believe certain

consequences will result from participating and their evaluation

of these conseguences. For example, do dental hygienists think

that participation will contribute to their career advancement and

how important is career advancement to them? Who do dentaL hygie-

nists perceive affect their participation? For example, do they

perceive that their employer wants them to participate and if so,

to what extent do they want to comply with their employer?

Beliefs and referents that are more strc;ngly related to the inten-

tion to participate might be those that should be attended to in

marketing and planning efforts. For example, if interacting with

feIlow dental hygienists is associated with an attitude conducive

to participating, plans for participating might be enhanced if

interaction is incorporated in the learning activity and promotion

efforls highlight this information.

It is anticipated that a clearer picture of the extent of

intended parlicipation in both group and non-group professional

learning activiLies will emerge as a result of this study.

Providers of continuing education and the profession at large

could find this information valuab1e. For example, if plans for

participation in courses are fewer than those reported in other

studies of similar populations, why? Providers might ask them-
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selves if they are meeting the needs of their target population.

Of particular interest will be their plans for using written or

audiovisual materials and discussing or consulting with others.

The extent to which hygienists parlicipate in more independent

forms of learning does not appear to have been reporLed in the

I i terature .

The major questions this study addresses are as follows: (1)

"Àre dental hygienists' attitudes and social norm related to their

plans to participate in professional learning activities?", and

(2) "Àre dental hygienists' attitudes and social norm related to

their underlying behavioral and normative beliefs?" If so, close

examination of the relative importance of each of the components'

ability to predict intention may provide valuable insight into the

sources of motivation for continuing education participation and,

therefore, help to direct attention toward strategies which might

effectively enhance participation. For example, if the social

normative component appears to influence participation in group

professional learning activities, providers might decide to direct

their marketing and promoting efforts to capitalíze on this

effect.

It is anticipated that this investigation, using a theory of

reasoned action, will provide valuable information about continu-

ing education which will be of interest, not only to the dental

hygiene and dental communities, but to other professional groups

with similar concerns who might benefit from the replication of

the methodological technique, if not the actual empirical results.

It is further anticipated that this study will serve as an impetus
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for future investigations concerned rlith denta] hygienists' con-

tinuing education behavior.

Limitations

The selection of a theory and model automatically precludes

the investigator from exploring other potentially fruitful

avenues. Fishbein and Àjzen's theory of reasoned action limits

the study of human behavior to a selected number of variables,

those which they consider to be the ultimate determinants of human

behavior. Às weII, no theory can claim to have all the answers.

Fishbein and Àjzen (1980) make it clear that their theory is still

in the process of development, particulariy the normative compo-

nent.

In order to fu1ly understand a particular behavior, all rela-

tionships in a theory of reasoned action must be verified empiri-

calIy (ejzen & Fishbein, 1980)" r,thile the relationship of inten-

tion to behavior requires stuoy as well, this thesis was limited

to measuring intention and its determinants as outlined by

Fishbein and Àjzen. Therefore, this study conpletes the first

stage of dala gathering--measuring beliefs, attitudes, and inten-

tions, and leaves the second stage--measuring actual behavior to a

separate optionaJ- investigation.

Further limitations of this study are those that are ordinar-

ily associaled with the use of interviews and mail-ed self-

administered questionnaires. In the personal inlerview, there
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alr+ays exisLs the potential influence of the interviewer, both

positively and negatively. Considerable care is required to con-

struct and administer the interview schedule appropriately. The

content analysis of the interview results is also subject Lo the

investigator's biases. Mailed questionnaires typically suffer

from low response rates. When response rates are low, ëfforts

must be made to ensure that non-respondents do not differ substan-

tially from respondents. Proper construction of the items is par-

amount to gathering useful data. Àmbiguous or poorly constructed

items can Iead to inconsistent responses. For both the interview

and the questionnaire, the problem of social desirability bias, or

responding in a way that is perceived to be the "right wây", is a

significant one (Sudman & Bradburn, 1982).

Findings will be generalizable only to I'tanitoba dental hygie-

nists. Three significant variables at the provincial level which

undoubtedly wouLd cause findings to vary from province to province

are: (1) the existence of mandatory continuing education in

sritish Columbia and Saskatchewan, Q) differing employment set-

tings, for example, some provinces have a proportionately greater

number of public health positions than other provinces (Lewis,

1 982 ) , and ( 3 ) variations in available continuing education

resources (wener, 1985).
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Qrqanizatíon of the Report

Chapler II reviews several bodies of literature that are rel-

evant to this study: facLors which can contribute to a dental

hygienist's obsolescence, motivation theories and research on par-

ticipation, and characteristics of different kinds of learning

activities. Chapter III begins with a detailed discussion of

Fishbein and Ajzen's theory of reasoned action. The remainder of

the chapter consists of a discussion of the methodology: the

development and administration of the instruments, the subjects,

variable measurement, and the data analysis. Chapter IV presents

the results and analysis of the data. Chapter V is a discussion

of the results in terms of the relevant literature. Based upon

the results, suggestions for further study are proposed and con-

cJ.uding remarks are made.
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CHÀPTER Ii

REVIEW OF THE RETEVANT TITERÀTURE

I ntroduction

Several bodies of literature are relevant to this study. To

establish the need for an investigation concerned with dental

hygienists' professional development, the literature related to

the factors which can contribute to their cbsolescence is ini-

tialLy discussed. Essentially this study attempts to understand

the determinants of behavior. 0f particular relevance is a review

of the theories which have been developed to expJ.ain motivation.

À broad overview of motivational theory is followed by a discus-

sion of theories which are more specific to the phenomenon of

adults' motivation to participate in learning activities.

Fishbein and Àjzen's theory is contrasted to other motivational

theories by highlighting the prernises of their theory which are

similar to the motivational concepts used by adult educators. The

prevalent approaches to studying participation in adult education

are presented, including examples of their usage. Summaries of

research in the dental and dental hygiene professions related to

participation in conlinuing education are provided.

Professionals use a wide variety of resources to continue

their learning. Previous research in other disciplines supports

the notion that dental hygienists may also be motivated to partic-

ipate in different kinds of learning activities for different rea-
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sons. In the present study, continuing education behaviors were,

therefore, divided into Lwo groups: lhose which are generally

more formal in nature in which the denlal hygienist is part of a

group and those which are generally more informal, in which she is

learning independently, in a non-group situation. The chapler

closes with a discussion of these learning activities.

0bsolescenc e in Dental Hvqiene

Following a brief description of the profession of dental

hygiene, factors which can contribute to their obsolescence are

di scussed.

Dental hygiene is a relatively young profession, beginning in

the United States in 1907 (rales, 1975\¡ and in Canada in 1,949

(Johnson, 1982); and legally recognized in Manitoba, the site of

the study, in 1952 (Johnson, 1984). Dental hygienists use "pre-

ventive, educational, and therapeutic methods for the control of

oral diseases to aid individuals and groups in attaining and main-

taining optimum oral health" (wilkins, 1983, p. 3). There are nor+

about 6,500 dental hygienists in Canada most of whom are graduates

of two-year diploma programs and are licensed, Iegally regulated,

and employed by dentists. Most employment opportunities are in

private dental offices as clinical preventive therapists perform-

ing a basic, traditional set of procedures (Johnson, 1984). A

limited number of opportunities for employment are available in

educational instilutions, public health, the arned forces, and in
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hospitals (Johnson , 1982). The majority of dental hygienists work

a four-day week and are employed in one location (Johnson, '1984).

Professional obsolescence has been defined as the failure to

be current h'ith the state of the art. This failure can ultimately

Iead to less than optimal proficiency for current professional

performance (Knox, 1979). The obsolescence of dental hygienists

can be influenced by a variety of overlapping individual, work

environnent, and professional environment factors. Consequently,

dental hygienists could experience varying degrees of obsolescence

during their career. Obsotescence in many cases may be success-

fuIly remedied by engaging in appropriate professional learning

activities.

Individual. Factors

Dental hygienists for the most part are not self-governed or

self-employed. They share lega1 responsibility for their profes-

sional performance v¡ith their employer. ÀIthough the existing

legislation and the employer have a great deal of impact upon the

scope of their duties and t.heir performance, it is ulLimately the

dental hygienists' values and intellectual and technical skills

which will determine the quality of care she provides. According

to a theory of reasoned action, it is also her beliefs and values

which will uttimately determine her motivation to participate in

continuing education.

To ensure that everyone participates in a minimal amount of

contínuing education regardless of the individual leve1 oi motiva-

tion, many of the health professions formally require updating as
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a prerequisite for professional Iicensure or membership. This

concept, known as mandatory continuing education, began taking a

firnr hold in the professions in the nrid-1970's; a result of a pub-

lic outcry for professional accountability (Pennington, 1980;

RockhiIl, 1983). Mandatory continuing education continues to be a

controversial issue in continuing professional education.

Proponents argue that mandatory continuing education is one rläy,

and possibly the easiest way, of ensuring that professionals keep

abreast of new developments. Opponents contend that while contin-

uing education is an integral component of ensuring competent

practice, it is not a panacea for health care deficiencies and it

should not be used in lieu of other compebency assurance methods

such as peer reviel,l or examinations (Pennington, 1980). Merenger

(1981) found that mandatory continuing education changed the moti-

vational patterns of pharmacists. They were more likely to par-

r"icipate in continuing education to fulfill continuing education

requirements and less likely to participate to satisfy their curi-

osity and improve their competence. He poses the question, "Could

mandatcry continuing education (by decreasing the competency

motive) be detrimental to competence." (Merenger, 1981, p. 275).

Experts in continuing education for the health professions have

said that a professional's learning must be self-motivated. For

lhe learning experience to be successful, he or she must be ready

to learn and ready to apply the nerv competencies in the health

care setting (Suter et a1., 1984). Mandatory conLinuing education

can ensure that individuals will be niotivated to participate, but

it does not guarantee that learning or reduced obsolescence will
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result from participation.

Currently in Canada, two provinces have mandated continuing

educalion for Iicensure for dental hygienists and four for den-

tists. Other provinces continue to debate the issue for dental

hygienists. In the United States, 12 states have mandated contin-

uing education for licensure for dental hygienists and 11 for den-

tists (O'Brien, 1982). The province of Manitoba, where this study

was undertaken, requires continuing education for dentists, but

not for dental hygienists. Thus, the results of this study will

reflect the beliefs, values, and plans regarding dental hygie-

nists' voluntary participation, not influenced by the threat of

losing their licence.

In addition to an inoividual's motivation to learn or not to

learn, a dental hygienist's career choices can also contribute to

her obsolescence. Às noted in other professions, an individuaL

may choose or be required in her job to specialize in so narrow a

range of practice that she uses only a portion of her professionaL

knowledge. Overspecialization can result in less than minimal

proficiency (Knox, 1979) and an unavrareness of new developments in

the rest of the profession (Dubin, 19'12). An example would be the

dental hygienist who receives training in restorative ski11s, but

whose practice is limited to periodontal skilIs. Shifting to a

new job which requires proficiency in new areas may also result in

the dentat hygienist becoming obsolete in her netl position unless

she makes an effort to update her knowledge and skills. As well,

she may become obsolele in those tfittt previously performed but

no longer needed, to the same degree, in her nerv job.
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Àdditiona1ly, âs more denlal hygienisls aspire to hold positions

in the currently limited number of non-traditional areas such as

educational, public health, and institutional settings, they may

be considered obsolete if they do not possess the appropriate cre-

dentials. These dentaL hygienists will have to prepare lhemselves

educationally to compete.

Contrary to the prevailing myth that many dental hygienists

leave the workforce after several years of practice, nationwide

surveys in Canada indicate that dental hygienists are continuing

to practice 00% of those aged 45 and over still practising)

(Johnson, 1984). The longer one practices, the greater the chance

for obsolescence. Many dental hygienists are re-entering active

praciice following periods of unemployment (Johnson , 1982). À

longitudinal study of graduates from a dental hygiene school in

Connecticut (47% of. 719 graduates returned the survey) revealed

that dental hygienists regard their profession as a career rather

than temporary employment. Unemployment is of a temporary nature,

largely due to personal reasons, with the majority of dental

hygienists intending to return to practice (Sodano & Javian,

1980). This group of dental hygienists re-entering active prac-

tice is often in need of refresher experiences or updating.

Work Environment Factors

The work environment is another major concern in the discus-

sion of obsolescence. It can influence motivation, condition

attitudes, and shape behavior related to keeping up to date

(oubin, 1972). Dubin (cited in Naughton, 1980) states that under-
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utilization of a professional is the most common form of organiza-

tional influence on obsolescence. The less a person uses her pro-

fessional skiIIs, the more obsolele she is like1y to be. if the

professional's work assignments are not compatible with their

abilities, interests, and career goaIs, they are more apt to

become a candidate for obsolescence. Responsibility' job involve-

ment, and challenging work assignnrents have been said to contrib-

ute to an individual's awareness of needs and subsequent motiva-

tion to keep up to date (oubin, 1972). Ritti (cited in Naughton,

1980) used surveys to investigate the factors engineers felt con-

tributed to technical skills obsolescence. They included: that

the work assignment did not require the latest knowledge, time

pressures left no time for updating, their work was within a nar-

ror+ specialization, and a iack of interest in their work.

Many of the factors that have been associated with avoiding

obsolescence have also been associated with job satisfaction.

Heine, Johnson, and EmiIy (1983) reported that 87% ot '128 respon-

dents were satisfied with their career as a dental hygienist.

Those satisfied with their career were more likely to be satisfied

r+ith their freedom to grow professionally, their ability to per-

form a variety of services, their freedom to grow financially,

their relationships with co-workers and employer, and the employ-

er's support of the dental hygienist's role. As well, satisfied

dental hygienists were more likely to value achievement, indepen-

dence, and altruism. Lawson and Martinoff (1980) reported that

the five most satisfying aspects of dental hygienists' work were:

the chance to be of service to others, the chance lo work indepen-
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dently of others, the technical expertise of the dentist(s), the

spirit of cooperation among co-workers, and the freedom to use

their own judgement. The five least salisfying aspects were: a

lack of variety of work, little chance for advancement, low sal-

âry, a poor relationship with the dentist, and the way the office

is run. Hygienists who had completed expanded functions training

rated several aspects of their job higher in satisfaction than

those who had not. These included: "the variety of work, the

chance to do different things frorn time to time, the chance to try

my or+n methods of doing the job, how interesting and rewarding my

work is, the amount of status I have in the office, and the chance

to be of service to others" (Lawson & Martinoff, 1980, p. 79),. In

this case, it appears that additional learning increased job sat-

isfaction in several important areas. Àlthough the results of

both of these surveys is questionable because they suffered from

response rates of l-ess than 50%, it appears that independence,

responsibility, variety, and career advancement are related both

to obsolescence and to job satisfaction. One can speculate that

dental hygienists less satisfied with their job would also be more

threatened by obsolescence.

The way in which the employer deals with rewards and incen-

tives for updating may influence participation, and therefore

affect obsolescence. À salary survey conducted by the Manitoba

Dental Hygienists' Àssociation revealed that 24% of the 103

respondents received ful1 payment for attending conventions or

continuing education, 17% received partial payment, and 57% no

benefits (Handziuk, 1985). By itself, the availability of finan-
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cial assisLance for continuing education will most Iikely not be

sufficient to motivaLe individuals Lo participate, however, those

with benefits may be more apt to participate.

The degree to which a dental- hygienist interacts with her

peers may affect her proficiency. Knox (1979) states that, "con-

tact vrith practitioners who do similar work can be a source of

encouragement for innovation and maintenance of high standards"

(p. 137). Dubin (1972) goes even further, asserting that peer

interactions promote learning, and the development of ideas. But

dental hygiene work settings do not always provide the best milieu

for such interactions. Frequently a dental setting will employ

only one hygienist, requiring grealer efforts upon her part to

naintain peer interaction.

Professional Environment Factors

Characteristics of a profession as a whole can contribute to

obsolescence. For example, the creation of new knowledge based on

research and technological developments can have a major impact

upon practice (¡tnox, 19'79). A recent substantial growth in den-

tistry's knowledge base, particularly in the biological advances

in the etiology and prevention of dental disease, if appropriately

transmitted to practitioners couLd help them to deal with the

widespread dental problems of the public (uilgrom, 1979). The

obsolescence rate of the profession of dental hygiene (which could

be considered a subspeciaì.ty) is based mainly on the new knowledge

r+hich is relevant to the practice of dental hygiene and would vary

according to practice setting. Às this nerv knowledge grot'i's, more
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denLal hygienisLs will be susceptible to being out of date.

Dental professionals, including dental hygienists, are seeing

a more diverse group of patients than they treated in the past.

This is due in part to lhe growth of pre-payment mechanisms that

have made professional care accessible to a much wider socioeco-

nomic range cf people (t'tilgrom, 1979). Individuals with Iower

socioeconomic status have been found to have higher rates of den-

tal disease and therefore increase the demands placed upon the

practice setting and its enrployees (t'tilgrom, 1979). Professional

obsolescence can also result from shifts in client expectations

(Knox , 1979). Às the mass nedia make patients more knowledgeable

about new products or treatment modalities, âs client groups

demand services to meet iheir special needs, or as the population

ages, dental professionals nust increase their knowledge and

skills to respond to these needs in an effective manner.

The provinces and states through the dental licensing bodies

are responsible for determining which duties are 1ega1Iy performed

by dental hygienists in their jurisdiction. Frequently these

duties will di f.ter f.rom one location to another (Johnson, 1984).

If a dental hygienist moves from one jurisdiction to another, she

may be faced with being IegaIIy unable to perform duties she has

been trained to do or she may be prevented from performing certain

duties until she acquires the necessary training or passes an

examination. Às a conseguence, dental hygienists who move into

new regions, may find that differences in jurisdictions make them

f unc tionally obsolete.

The professional schools also have the potential to influence
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a dental hygienist's obsolescence. It has been said lhat profes-

sional schools do not prepare future practitioners to take respon-

sibility for their professional development because most of lhe

decisions regarding learning are made by the faculty rather than

the students (¡IIan, Grosswafd, & Means, 1984; Houle, 1980).

DentaI hygienists attending schools whose educators are concerned

with providing a quality educational experience, designed to help

the future professional acquire values and skiIls conducive to

lifelong learning, would possibly be less like1y to become obso-

lete.

The availability and suitability of learning resources that

dental hygienists have access to could affect their degree of

obsolescence. The professional aSsociations have made strides to

address this issue of access. In order to help provincial contin-

uing education providers in their efforts to provide continuing

education, the Canadian DentaI Hygienists' Association sponsors

workshops, ffiâintains a continuing education catalogue that

includes course descriptions and resource persons, and has gath-

ered national data relevant to continuing education. Two surveys

were undertaken by the C.D.H.A. in 1983, one to delermine the

access hygienists have to dental l-ibrary holdings and one to

determine the needs of hygienists located at a distance from

learning centres. Nineteen of the 33 responding librarieç indi-

cated that they would be willing to serve as a learning resource

center for dental hygienists (c.¡.H.À. , 1 983 ) . Regarding the

Canadian dental hygienist distant learner, it was found that half

of the respondents had no access to continuing education courses
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or self-study maLerials within 80 kilometers of their home. The

majority of this group reported that they were having difficulty

meeting lheir continuing education needs and that they wanted more

continuing education opportunities than were available (wener,

1985)"

The professions witl be able to provide more effective

resources to help students and graduates in their quest for pro-

fessional development as research helps to identify the factors

which contribute to optimum learning that has maximum impact upon

patient care. ÀIthough evaluating the effects of continuing edu-

cation has been said to be difficult due to the complexity of the

variables involved (nichards , 1983), it is recognized that

research efforts are needed to establish the connections between

parr-icular educational experiences and improved quality care

(Kress, 1979; Milgrom, 1979). The results of research in this

area to date are mixed. Some have reported positive results such

as changes in participant behaviors or improved patient or client

outcomes, while others have reported no changes at aII (Cervero 5,

Rottet, 1984)" Suter eL al. (1984) Ueiieve that many of the stud-

ies that fail to show proof of impact are due to the design of the

educational experience or its evaluation rather than to a failure

of continuing education per se. Stein (cited in l,lalsh, 1984)

reported that continuing education projects for physicians that

were organized around sound educational principles were more

likely to impact on their performance and on patient care out-

come5.

In dentistry, âs in the other professions, there has been
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little evaluation of the effects of continuing education (Milgrorn,

1979). Several dental continuing education projects, designed

with the intent to impact upon professional performance, report

positive results of participation. In a pre-post-course observa-

tion of paLient care activities, Chambers, Hamilton, Swendeman and

McCormick (1976) found thar- following a course in four-handed den-

tistry, dentists made changes in lheir practices, adapting what

they had learned to their specific needs. Weinstein, Milgrom,

Ratener, Read, and Morrison (1977 ) reported higher quality treat-

nent as measured by examination of patients given by dentists þ,ho

participated in study clubs and other active forms of continuing

education; poorer treatment was provided by dentists who adhered

strictLy to more passive sources of professional education, such

as journals, books, and dental supply house representatives.

Sutton and Lysaught (1979) reported that a six week practicum for

dental hygienists resulted in positive behavior changes evident

one year following participation. However, it was found that the

role of significant others, particul-ar).y the dentist employer,

appeared to affect significantly the implementation of changes.

Milgrom, Weinstein, and Ratener (1980) used a clinical assessment

program to identify practice deficits. Over a two year period, a

combination of peer review and self-assessment followed by indi-

vidualized counselling was found to significantly improve the den-

tists' clinical performance. Chapko, Milgrom, Bergner, Conrad,

and Skalabrin (1984) found that a course in dental practice man-

agement had a positive effect on delegation of duties to auxiliar-

ies after one year and practice output and dentist income after
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two years. The continuing education experience was designed to be

individualized, required the praclice to set goals for change, and

included in-office follow-up and consultation.

Theories of Motivation

Human behavior is compLex and multifaceted. Adult educators

seeking to understand participation are confronted r+ith a profu-

sion of complex motivational theories which attempt to explain

human behavior.

Motivational theories can be classified as mechanistic, c09-

nitive or humanistic (weiner , 1972). The mechanistic theories

conceptualize behavior as a function of some instinct, need,

drive, or state of arousal (Weiner, 1972). Two examples that typ-

ify Lhis theoretical approach are HuIl's classical drive reduction

theory which explains behavior choice as being a function of the

frequency of responses for which we have been previously rein-

forced and the strength of the drive, and Skinner's operant

approach based on stimulus-response theories (Levine , 1975).

Cognitive theorists believe lhat human beings knowingly

engage in behavior Lo attain or accomplish things that they value

(cordes , 1984) " Lewin's force field analysis and Àtkinson's

achievement theory are examples of cognitive theories, and more

specifically, expectancy-value theory. Expectancy value theories

assume that human beings consciously expect outcomes that are val-

ued, and lhis anticipation of something valued results in behavior
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designed to attain lhe vatued outcome (Cordes, 1984). Lewin's

force field analysis explains behavior in terms of the valence or

positive and negative forces acting upon individuals as they

interact in their environment. Individuals have a "positive-

valence" with those parts of the Iífe-space that help them reach

goals and a "negative-valence" with those areas that decrease

fheir chance of reaching the goal (West & Glass , 1981 ).

Àchievement theory specifies that achievement-related behavior is

a result of a conflict between the hope of success (approach moti-

vation) and a fear of failure (avoidance motivation). The

approach and avoidance tendencies are a function of the need for

achievement and anxiety about failure, the expectancy of success

and failure, and the incentive value of suscess and failure

(¡¡einer, 1972).

Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance and attribution

theories incorporate other cognitive concepts, in addition to goaJ.

expectation. Festinger argues that inconsistency among cogni-

tions, where hotding one cognition essentially precludes the other

on logical grounds, leads to a drive-like state. This dissonance

or sLaLe of tension is lessened by a change in beliefs, attitudes

or ideas. Behavior is therefore the result of the individual

striving for internal consistency (tevine, 1 975) . Àttribution

theory deals with the tendency of people to find reasons rt'hy

event,s occur. These perceived reasons or causes are deemed to

have profound effects on subsequent behavior (Levine, 1975).

Humanists, such as Maslow and Rogers, claim that personal

growth is the motivating factor (Levine, 1975). According to
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our basic physiological and survival

er motivational forces, like self-

, cão come into play (tevine, 1975).

ization proposes that a strivíng for

that they have a natural motivational

ves given the appropriate growth ori-

7s).

theory of reasoned action explains

udinal model; linking beliefs, atti-
r. The theoretical underpinnings of

great detail in Belief, Attitude,

Introduction to Theory and Research,

'1975. In that volume, it is evident that Fishbein anC Ajzen have

drawn upon both the mechanistic or behavioristic and cognitive

theories to develop their model.

Fishbein and Àjzen's model (1975) accounts for the relation

between beliefs and attitude in terms of conditioning processes.

They describe their theory of attitude formation as follows:

(1) Àn individual holds many beliefs about a given
objecti i.e., the object may be seen as related to
various attributes, such as other objects, character-
istics, goa1s, etc, Q) Àssociated with each of the
attributes is an implicit eval-uative response, i.e. ,
an attitude. (¡) through conditioning, the evaluative
responses are associated with the attitude object.
(4) The conditioned evaluative responses summate, and
thus (5) on future occasions the attitude object will
elicit this summated evaluative response, i.e., the
overall attitude. According to the theory, a person's
attitude toward any object is a function of his
beliefs about the object and the implicit evaluative
responses associated with those beliefs. (Fishbein u

Ajzen, 1975, p. 29)
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They note that cognitive theorists have developed models describ-

ing attitude formation which are structurally very similar to

their own, but have been drawn from other theoretical assumptions

(nishbein & Ajzen, 1975). For example, expectancy-va1ue theorists

have described attitude also as a function of a belief regarding

the probability that an action will lead Lo an outcome and the

value of that outcome (nisirUein & Àjzen, 1975).

Attribution theory is used by Fishbein and Àjzen to exp).ain

the formation and change of beliefs, specifical-1y lhat behavior

itself will influence an individual's belief structure (fishbein ç

Àjzen, 1975).

A theory of reasoned action proposes that behavioral inten-

tions are a function of two basic determinants, one attitudinal

and the other normative. This aspect of their model has been to a

great exLent based on the work of the behaviorist Dulaney, who

also utilized these trvo components to predict intention in a math-

ematical fashion similar to that of Fishbei.n and Àjzen. These

same attitudinal and normative components can also be viewed as

the determinants of behavior if there is a high correspondence

between intention and behavior (nishbein & Àjzen , 1975),

Adult Education Theories of Motivation

Although some adult educalors believe lhal no models cur-

rently exist which can explain adult education participation

(Courtney , 1982), many adult educators have drawn from the worh of
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prominent motivational theorists and have attempted to develop

models sensitive to adult education issues. Cross (1981) dis-

cusses the common eleynenls among three models of adult notivation

for learning: Mil1er's force-field analysis, Rubenson's

expectancy-valence paradigm, and Boshier's ccngruence model. She

concludes that these theorists agree that:

1. Participation can be understood through an analysis of the

interaction between an individual and his or her environment.

2. The strengLh of the motivation to participate is the result of

the individuat's perception of positive and negative forces

in the situation.

3. The individual has some control over his destiny.

4, The individual's self-esteem is an important factor in educa-

tional participation.

5. Reference groups shape attitudes and therefore affect partici-

pation.

6. Incongruence and dissonance can explain participation. The

greater the individual's congruence or compatibility with the

values of the educational activity or the anticipated out-

comes, the more likely participation will occur.

7. Maslow's needs hierarchy is a fundamental way to explain

behavÍor. Higher-order needs for achievement and self-

actualization cannot be fuIfilled until lower-order needs for

security and safety have been met.

Cross (1981) develops her own eclectic motivational model,

drawn from the various theories of motivation. Her chain-of-

response model idenlifies six relevant variables regarding partic-
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ipation: (1) an individual's sense of self-esteem or confidence

in their own abilities, Q) an individual's attitudes toward edu-

cation based on their personal experience and the affect of sig-

nificant others, (3) tire importance of goals and the expectation

that goals witl be met, (4) life transitions or periods of change

which may serve as trigger events, (5) opportunities and barriers

to J-earning, and (6) accurate information regarding the learning

opportunity. Experts in continuing professional education have

said that this model is an excellent application model for contin-

uing education in the health professions because al each step it

offers the providers of continuing education an opportunity to

make conscious management decisions that can enhance quality par-

ticipation (cordes, 1984).

0ther theoretical perspectives include those of Knox and

Tough. Knox (1980) in his proficiency theory of adult learning

and teaching uses the variable of proficiency as a unifying con-

cept to relate acquisition of knowledge, ski11s, and attitudes to

improved performance, which motivates adult learning. He defines

proficiency as the capability to perform, given the opportunity.

Strivíng for enhanced proficiency encourages adults to engage and

persist in learning activities. High leveIs of commitment to con-

tinuing education are typically produced by a commitment to

enhanced proficiency, combined with a belief that learníng activi-

ties will enhance proficiency, and optimism that enhanced profi-

ciency will lead to more satisfactory and satisfying performance

and recognition (Knox, '1980).

Tough and his colleagues, in their research on self-directed
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learning, have built their model of anticipaled benefits on the

belief that the learner's conscious anticipation of benefits,

raLher than subconscious or environmental forces, constitute a

significant port.ion of the person's total motivation for Iearning

(Tough, Àbbey & Orton, 1980).

Fishbein and Àjzen's theory of reasoned action will receive

further attention in the chapter on methodology, but it is now

appropriate to examine some of the assumptions of their theory in

order to make comparisons to other prominent theories used by

adult educators to explain the phenomenon of participation.

1. "Human beings are usually quite rational and make system-

atic use of the information available to them people consider

the impiications of their actions before they decide tc engage or

not engage in a given behavior." (ejzen & Fishbein, 1980, p. 5).

This assumption recognizes the belief that humans have control

over their destiny and the concept of conscious anticipated ben-

efits.
2. "À person's intention to perform (or not to perform) a

behavior (is) the immediate determinant of the action." (Àjzen e

Fishbein, 1980, p. 5). Intentions can be affected if the behavior

is dependent on other people or events (¡jzen & Fishbein, 1980).

These assumptions recognize that opportunities for learning, accu-

rate information regarding the Learning opportunity, and other

barriers to learning can affect behavior.

3. "À person's intention is a function of two basic determi-

nants, one personal in nature and the other reflecting social

influence." (ajzen & Fishbein, 1980, p. 6). This assumption rec-
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ognizes the interaction of the individual and his or her environ-

ment as a critical component of behavior and in particular, recog-

nizes the influence of significant others.

4. Underlying the attitudinal and normative determinants are

the beliefs about performing the behavior. These beliefs can

include both positive and negative conseguences of engaging in the

behavior as well as positive and negative effects of important

others (ejzen & Fishbein, 1980). Thus, recognition is given !o

the presence of positive and negative forces acting upon the indi-

vidual.

5. Behavioral actions depend on the beliefs at the disposal

of the decision maker at the time of action and on the salience of

the beliefs, which determines the liketihood of their retrieval

and use (risnbein & Àjzen, 1975). Here recognition is given to

the importance of the individual's unique perception of a situ-

ation, which is based upon the information available to that indi-

vidual.

It cannot be said that one theory offers a complete explana-

tion of human educational behavior. What can be gleaned from

these theories is the obvious--explaining parlicipation is

extremely complex and for this reason most research lo date has

attempted to explain participation by focusing on a selected num-

ber of variables. The variables Fishbe!n and Ajzen contend pre-

dict behavior and the relationships between them are supported by

using both behavioristic and cognitive motivational theories

(ristrUein & Àjzen, 1975). Their approach appears to recognize

many of the critical variables incorporated in other prominent
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motivational theories, in particular, those theories adul! educa-

lors have developed.

Àd!l! Education Participation Research

Participation research has been one of lhe nost frequently

studied topics in adult education. Rockhill (1982), in a review

of adult educalion participation research, places participation

studies in two major categories: qualitative and quantitative.

The qualilative approach typically seeks to understand and explain

people from within their own frame of reference using the inter-

view method, whereas the quantitative approach uses statistical

models to predict human behavior. This section which reviews

adult education participation research centres around the four

historically prevalent approaches to studying participation used

by researchers in adult education; specifically, the approaches

are the examination of motivational orientations, deterrent fac-

tors, anticipated benefits, and socio-demographic variables. The

relevant research findings associated with each approach are pre-

sented.

Motivational 0r ientat ions

HouIe (1961 ), in a well known qualitative study, interviewed

in depth 22 adults who were exceptionally active learners. He

identified three types of learners: goal oriented learners (those

who employ education as a means for achieving clear-cut goals),
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activity oriented learners (those who utilize adult education as a

means for satisfying social needs), and learning oriented learners

(those who seek knowledge for íts own sake). Many subsequent

quantitative sludies have used the factor analytic approach to

identify factors associated with these and other motivational ori-

entations (e.g. Boshier, 1971¡ Burgess, 1971¡ Morstain & Smart,

1974¡ Sheffield, 1964). Based on a synthesis by Cross, a generic

typclogy has been developed by Scanlan and Darkenwald (1985) which

consists of six motivational factors that include many of the ele-

ments commonly found in previous studies of this kind. They

incl-ude:

(1) the desire to achieve practical goaIs, especially
those related to career advancenent; Q) the desire to
achieve personal satisfaction and other inner-directed
goals; (3) the desire to gain new knowledge, including
the desire Lo learn for its own sake; (+) the desire
to comply with formal educational reguirements,
including receipt of degrees and certification; (5)
the desire to socialize with others or escape from
everyday routinei and (6) the desire to achieve socie-
taI goals (p. 33).

Researchers in the area of continuing professional education

have al-so used the motivational orientation approach. 0'Connor

(1979) , using Boshier's Educational Participalion ScaIe, identi-

fied seven factors which motivated nurses to participate in insti-

tutionally sponsored continuing education courses. Results sug-

gested thal nurses were motivated primarily to remain current in

their profession and to improve their ability to serve the public.

Clark and Dickinson (1976), using Sheffield's Continuing Learning

0rientation Index, studied motívation Loward participation in a

broad range of professional learning activities for nurses of both
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the other- and self-directed formats. The factor "Learning

0rientation" was found to be positively and significantly corre-

lated with participation. As wetlr nurses who were more motivated

to increase their occupational status and prestige were inclined

to engage in more self-directed learning activities.

Interestingly, nurses whose reasons for participation in continu-

ing education rvere more related to professionar competence rvere

less likely to participate. clark and Ðickinson (1976) arso found

that more favorable attitudes of nurses toward continuing educa-

tion (as measured by an adaptation of Àdolph and Whaley's instru-

ment, Àttitudes toward Àdurt Education), were positively and sig-

nificantly correLated with participation in both self- and

other-directed continuing learning activities. cervero ( 1981 )

assessed physician's reasons for participating in continuing edu-

cation using the Participation Reasons scale (xenny & Harnisch

[1982J report on the development of this instrument) and found

four clusters of reasons. The two most important factors were "To

Maintain and Improve Professional competence and service to
Patients", and "To interact with Col1eagues". Scanlan and

Darkenwald (1985) found that for allied heatth professionals, the

"Social 0rientation" factor accounted for the most variation in

participants' reported 1evels of other-directed continuing educa-

tion, followed by "Social Welfare" and "Cognitive Interest" fac-

tors. No single orientation accounted for more than nine percent

of the variation in participation.
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Deterrent Factors

Ordos (1980), in a review of models for parlicipation in

aduLt education concluded that although Hou1e's typology of adult

learners and the subsequent factor-analytic studies of motiva-

tional orientaLions have enhanced the understanding of lhe partic-

ipation phenomenon, they have nol been successful in predicting

participation behavior. Some adult e<iucators have also concluded

that socio-demographic variables have done IittIe to expLain adul-t

education participation (Anderson and Darkenwald, cited in Cross,

1 981 ; Scanlan & Blagg [ 1 985] ) . 0n this basis, Scanlan and

Darkenwald (1984) took another approach to attempt to understand

participation. They focused on the theory-based concept of barri-

ers or deterrents. They developed the Deterrent to Partícipation

ScaIe and administered it to 750 aIlied health professionals.

Using factor analysis they found six deterrent factors, five of

r+hich accounted for 41% of the variance in participation. They

were in order: "Disengagement" ( the general feeling of a low

level of activity or wanting to be involved), "Cost", "Family

Constraints", "Lack of Benefit", "Lack of QuaIity" and "liork

Constraints" (did not contribute to the variance). ResuLts were

claimed to have direcL applicability because four of the factors

reflected, in part, perceptions related to programming character-

istics.

Anticioated Benef i ls

In 1970 Tough and his colleagues interviewed a group of

order to determine how common and important self-adults in
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directed learning projects were. Although almost every learner

had more than one reason for engaging in learning, Tough found the

strongest reason for beginning a learning projecL was the inten-

tion of using the knowledge and skill (tough , 1979) . Tough's

work, like Houle's, has served as the impetus for a great deal of

further research. Tough himself (979) reports on 20 research

projects that followed his 1970 report. In summarizing these

projects, he reports "The rnost common motivation for a learning

project is some anticipated use or application of the knowledge

and skill less common is curiosity or puzzlement, or wanting

to possess the knowledge for its own sake. Àlso rare is learning

for credit toward a degree or other certificate: it is about

5% of. all learning projects ..." (tough, 1979, ÞÞ. 193-194).

Socio-Demoqranhics

The following sampling of continuing education studies in

nursing serves to exemplify the other constructs or socio-

demographic variables which have been used to explain participa-

tion. Schoen (1982) found that measures of professional orienta-

tion such as the number of journals received, current and past

employment, and additional education obtained accounted f.ot 29% ot

the variance of continuing education participation. Her measures

of attitude toward continuing education were not related to

reports of participation. Puetz ( 1980) concluded that attenders

of continuing education were more like1y to be employed fuII-time

and higher on the professional hierarchy. The less like1y atten-

ders were lhose who were Lhe least educationally prepared, func-
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tioned in a single nurse situation, and províded the most direct

nursing care. Curran (977 ) aetined participation in continuing

education as reading professional literature, participating in

formal continuing education programs, and the amount of money

spent on educational materials. Some of the conclusions she drew

were that older nurses read more than the younger nurses; whereas

the younger nurses atbended more workshops and courses for college

credit than the older ones. Nurses in lower income brackets spent

more on educational materials and enrolled in courses for college

credit more than higher income nurses. Nurses employed fulL-time

and nurses who had earned a degree beyond their basic nursing pro-

gram reported greater continuing education activity than their

counterparts.

Deq!_ql and DentaI Hvqiene Participation Research

Research in the dental field related to participation in con-

linuing education has attempted to quantify participation and to

determine preferences for particular kinds of learning activities.

Several studies have employed theoret.ical constructs in an attempt

to understand participation.

In a comprehensive review of the dental continuing education

Iiterature from 1960-1970, Nakamoto and Verner (1972) reported

that the major factor motivating attendance was subject matter and

the two major deterrenls were time and distance. They concluded

that participation is a matter of the attitude and moLivation of
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the individual as well as the relevancy of programs available.

À questionnaire returned by 339 New York dentists (represents

a 57% response rate) reported the following continuing education

behaviors for the preceeding year t 79"/" had consulted with col-

leagues; 76% had attended continuing education courses; 58% had

taken advantage of commercial exhibits, detail men and dental

salesmen¡ 50% had participated in study clubs; and 24% had partic-

ipated in other continuing education activities (Cafferata,

Goldberg, Roughmann, & Fox, 1975). It was also found that. spe-

cialists read more and were more like).y to belong to study clubs

than general practitioners.

Several studies have attempteC to determine which continuing

education resources dentists find mc'st useful. Weinstein,

Milgrom, Ratener, Read, and Morrison (1977 ) found the following

modes most useful ( in decreasing order ) : university continuing

education courses, study clubs, " taLking shop", dental society

courses, professional journals and books, trade journals, and

dental supply house representatives. They found continuing educa-

tion for dentists was composed nrainly of lecture and seminar cour-

ses. When dentists were asked in another study (slandford & Dane,

1981) which resources they used to solve problems encountered in

practice, the most frequently mentioned resource t+as peer consul-

talion. Independent study (journal reading) and the use of con-

sultants or other professional support were the most frequently

noted. Formal continuing education offered by dental schools and

societies was last, accounting for only 15% of the mentions as

resources for solving practice problems. The resulls of these two
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studies indicate that the kind of participation selected may be

associaled with the individual's goaI. The contexts "most usefuI"

(Weinstein et al., 1977') and "to solve problems encountered in

practice" (glandford & Dane, 1981 ) are concerned with different

goals and therefore elicited different responses, notably the

polar opposite for formal continuing education courses, which was

at the top of Weinstein et al.'s list and the bottom of Blandford

and Dane' s.

Naughton (1980) utilized a peer rating procedure whereby a

group of dentists participating in study clubs identified peers

who were perceived to be exemplary or ordinary in their profes-

sional up-to-dateness. Naughton was hopeful that as a result of

his study efforts could be made to help the ordinary professional

keep up to date in a more efficient manner by identifying the suc-

cessful strategies that the exceptional professional uses to keep

to to date. Twenty-eight peer dentists were interviewed in order

to determine their utilization of professional development

resources and their values, attitudes, and practices of profes-

sional development. I.lith E = exemplars and 0 = ordinary, Naughton

reported the following continuing education activity over the pasl

three years t 100% had attended continuing education programs (p >

O), 89% had attended professional conferences (g = O), 100% had

participated in study clubs (r > O) (influenced by sample being

drawn from study club participants), 32% had attended inservices

(g < o), 100% had read journals (n = O), 79/" had read professional

books (n < o), 68% had fornal discussion with colleagues (n > 0),

96% had informal discussion with colleagues (n > o), 79% had been
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involved in teaching/training/mentoring (n < O), and 75% had used

salespersons (n > O). Naughton also went about the same procedure

with a group of nurses. He concluded about both groups that talk-

ing shop with colleagues, having supervised praclice of nevr

ski11s, teaching clinical skills to others, and having one's own

work open to scrutiny by peers seem to be major factors which dif-
ferentiate exemplars from ordinary professionals.

Milgrom, Ratener, Weinstein, Kiyak, and Beazoglou (1983) uti-
lized the approach-avoidance construct to study Montana dentists'

participation in a quality assessment continuing education pro-

gram. Two of the four model variables were significantly associ-

ated with acLual participation; the variables "benefits" as meas-

ured by questions Like, "Do you feel that participation in this

project would improve your restorative treatment?" and "social

barriers" as measured by questions like "I would not þ¡ish to share

the results of a lpeer] review with the patients who partici-

pated." The results indicated that perceived benefits may have a

greater ímpact on participant behavior than acknowledged deter-

rents. The non-significanl variables were "financial barriers"

and "severity" or how severe the dentist felt the problem of qual-

ity care was in their community" Comparing these results with

those of Scanlan and Darkenwald (1984), cost or financial barriers

were a much greater deterrent for allied health professionals than

for this group of dentists.

Bowser (1979), using Burgess' Reasons for Educational

Participation, a motivation orientation instrument, found thal

denta] hygienists' parlicipation in continuing education was not
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significantly correlated with any of the seven motivational fac-

tors: the desire to know, to reach a personal goal-, to reach a

societal goal, to reach a religious goal, to take part in a social

activity, to escape, and to comply with formal requirements. In

her study she compared dental hygienists, nurses, and physical

therapists. ÀlL groups indicated that the factor "À Desire to

Know" was first among the seven motivational factors examined as

an influence for continuing education. 0f the three groups, den-

tal hygienists had the lowest "Desire to Knot,l". Bowser speculated

that lhis might be attributed to dentai hygienists as a group

being younger and therefore not as threatened by obsolescence or

that dental hygienists for some reason are lacking in the desire

to know. An increased "Desire to Know" score for dentat hygie-

nists vras associated with greater educational attainment, employ-

ment in an educational institution, and recent licensure.

In 19'16, MaIviLz and Judge investigated correlates of

Michigan dental hygienists' reported continuing education par*"ici-

pation (2,020 respondents represented a 90% response rate) .

Twenty-one percent cf their sample reported they had never partic-

ipated in continuing education, 13.5 had participated more than

three years ago, 14,5% in the past tvro to three years, and 50.5%

in the past year. À greater percentage of dental hygienists

ernployed claimed participating in the last year than lhose unem-

ployed. Reported participation varied considerably, even among

the employed, according to geographic localion; urban dental

hygienists were more active participants lhan rural dentai hygie-

nists. Over 70% percent of members of the Michigan Dental
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Hygienists' Àssociation reported having participated in the pre-

ceeding year versus only 33% of non-members. Hygienists holding

advanced degrees vrere more likely to report they had parLicipated

in the last year than those holding baccalaureate degrees and the

latter were more tikely to have participated than those whose only

credential was an associate degree.

Lewis, Pierce, Carsjo and, Àndrews ('1981), in a comprehensive

Canadian survey of dental hygienists, reported that courses in

continuing education were taken by 80% of the currently pracLising

hygienists who responded, with the average number of courses taken

in the last two years being 3.8. 0f Èhose trained in expanded

duties , 31.5% received their training from their original dental

hygiene program. Forty-one percent of the respondents had addi-

tional post-secondary education with university courses accounting

tor 83.1%.

Forgay ( 1 98'1 ) , in a study of Canadian dental hygienists'

attitudes toward mandatory continuing education, reported that

participation in continuing education during the preceding twelve

months was found to be significantly and positively correlated

with two of the three mandatory factors: "Professional

Enhancement" (the betief that mandatory continuing education will

increase the prestige, competence, and appreciation of dental

hygiene as a profession) and "Voluntariness" (the belief that con-

tinuing education should not be mandatory).

DentaI hygienists' participation in continuing educalion has

been studied from several perspectives. Factors such as employ-

ment status, educational attainment, association membership, geo-
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graphic location, and certain attitudes regarding mandaLory con-

tinuing education have been found to be correlat,ed with participa-

tion in continuing education (norgay, 1 981 ; Malvitz & Judge,

1976). This study hopes to add to that body of knowledge by exam-

ining dental hygienisls' formal, organized (group) or informal,

independent (non-group) continuing education behavior by examining

their belief structure, their attitudes, and their intentions

regarding participation.

Professional Learninq Àctivities

Continuing education for health professionals has been

defined as "processes aimed at improving health care outcomes

through learning, either by individual efforts or as part of

activities, products, and services developed by continuing educa-

tion provider units" (Suter et al., 1984, pp. 1-2). Professionals

use a wide variety of resources to continue their education

including formal continuing education activities, human resources

such as their colleagues or experts, and print and non-print

materials. A1l resources have the potential to provide a signifi-

cant Iearning experience, but more so if the content is personal-1y

relevant to an individual's past experience and focuses on the

problems of the immediate present (nrundage & Mackeracher, 1980).

Professionals will make choices regarding which resources to use

depending on their individual preferences and the accessibility of

the resource. Individuals who have experienced satisfaction when

engaging in a particular kind of learning activity have been said
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to be more inclined to particip'ate in those same kinds of learning

activities in the futurer expecting similar positive experiences

(pennington, À11an, & Green, 1984). Furthermore, learners have

been said to develop definite preferences for how they go about

learning; cerlain methods enhancing their ability lo take in and

process information more effectively (I¿essick, 1978).

Different methods of learning have had particular advantages

or disadvanLages attributed to them. For example, in a study of

family physicians, Means (1984) reported that print materials were

used mcre than any other source of information because they were

available in close proximity to practice and provided reliable

information quickly. Disadvantages incJ.uded that print materiais

were at times irreÌevant because they were out of date or did not

provide the specific information needed. FormaI and informal con-

tacts with colleagues were the second most frequent source of

information for the physicians. Conversations and interactions

with colleagues were reported to provide immediate feedback, clar-

ification, and confirmation necessary when addressing a critical

clinicai problem. One of the drawbacks noted was that frequently

the experts would assume that the physician understood more about

a problem than was the case. Fornal educational activities were

also an important part of their information-seeking process. They

rlere more apt to participate in activities that addressed aspecLs

of a current clinical problem when time was not a critical factor

in resolving the problem. The disadvantages associated with for-

maL activitíes were the difficuity of finding a replacement and

time constraints due to heavy patient loads. Às wel1, many of the
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physicians felt opportunities for effective interaction were not

available in most forms of organized continuing education.

Nonprint sources such as audio- and video-tapes were used infre-

quently. They preferred using these resources if they vrere accom-

panied by supplemental reading materials. They reported they were

more difficult to use because of prohibitive costs, the difficulty

of availability or access, and the l-ack of knowledge about what is

actually available or how to use it.

Learning activities have been described using a wide array of

variables. One of the more frequently used dichotomies in contin-

uing professional education is that of other- vs. self-directed

learning. In setf-directed learning, the learners are the deci-

sion nakers and planners for meeting their own unique needs.

SeIf-direcLed learning is not synonymous with independent learn-

ing, an instructional method where the professional works alone

(ellan, et aI., 1984). Much of the research on self-directed

learning was initiated by Tough's work (1979), at which time he

classified learníng activities according to who takes the respon-

sibility for planning. He distinguished four types of planners:

the learner himself, a group or its leader-instructor, one person

in a one-to-one situation, and a non-human resource.

Learning actívities have also been classified as other- and

self-designed. In a self-designed learning activity the learner

has more control of: (1) the identification of learning needs,

(2) the topic and purpose of the learning activity, (3) the objec-

tives or expecled outcones, (4) the appropriate learning experi-

ences, (5) the learning resources, (6) the environment, 0 ) tire
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time, (8) the place, (9) the methods of evaluation, and (10) the

methods of documentation (Cooper, 1980).

The self-directed approach to learning has been said to pro-

vide significant benefits to the professional:

I t provides an opportunity for professionals to
resolve their specific practice problems, generally
within their own practice setting. It is responsive
!o the autonomy, flexibility, and convenience so
important to practicing professionals; it a1lows the
professionals to select the content and learning
method anC to control the pace of learning. Even more
importanLly, self-directed learning increases the pro-
fessionals' capacity to respond rapidly
quent changes in health care expectations
(Àl1is, 1980, quoted in Levine, Moore,
1984, p. 220),

to
an

&P

the fre-
d delivery
enn i ngton ,

Moore (1983) describes several variables which have been used

to describe learning activities in the context of distance educa-

tion. "Dialogue" refers to the extent to which the learner can

interact with a teacher; "Structure" the extent to which the

objectives, implementation procedures, and resources and evalua-

lion design of a learning activity can be adapted to meet the spe-

cific objectives of an individual learner; and "autonomy" the

extent to which the ]earner is able to determine the selection of

objectives, resources and procedures, and the evaluation of

design. Learner activities are considered most independent when

there is 1ow dialogue, low structure, and high autonomy.

Penland's (1979) study of reasons why peop).e prefer

on their own instead of taking a course addresses many of

to learn

the rel--

evant variables. The most important reasons given by individuals

who studied by themselves vrere: a desire to set my or+n learning

pace (46.8%), a desire to use my own style of learning ß7.4%), r
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wanted to learn this right away and couldn't wait until a class

might start ß6.2%) , I wanted to keep the learning strategy flexi-

ble and easy to change (31o/") , I didn't know of any class that

taught what I wanted to know Q9.8%) , a desire to put my orvn

structure on the learning project Q7.8%), lack of time to engage

in a group learning program ('1'7.9%) , I don't like a f ormal class-

room situation with a teacher (14%), transportation to class is

too hard or expensive (5.3%), and I don't have enough money for a

course or class (5.2%') ,

Several studies of health professionals' motivation to par-

ticipate in continuing education have categorized l-earning activi-

ties as either self- or other-directed, presumably on the premise

that different outcomes or motivational factors may be related to

different kinds of learning activities. 0ther-directed learning

activities have included attending courses, workshops, and confer-

ences (CIark & Dickinson , 19761 ¡ attending continuing education

courses sponsored by professional schools (O'Connor, 1979lri and

attending professional meetings and non-credit workshops not spon-

sored by the employer or a professional association (Scanlan ç

Blagg, 1 985). Self-directed learning activities have included

using reading and audiovisual materials (CIarh & Dickinson , 1976) I

participating in self-study programs offered through a profes-

sional journal (o'Connor, 1982l'; and reading professional journals

and specialized texts, conducting library research, and on the job

consultation with colleagues on practice-related issues or prob-

lems (ScanIan & BIagg, 1985). Other-directed learning activities

have been defined as learning efforts which are (a) controlled by
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an external educational agent who plans, develops, and implemenLs

the activity, and (b) conducted under the auspices of an institu-

tion, organization, or formally constituted group (Scanlan &

B1agg , 1985). Self-directed activities have been defined as

learning efforts in which the professionai exercises autonony or

primary control over all or part of the planning, development,

implementation, and evaluation of the activity (Scanlan & Blagg,

198s).

Based on the premise that dental hygienists were Iikely to

use similar resources that other professionals have been reported

to use, and that different kinds of learning activities may have

different outcomes associated with them, this study also classi-

fied learning activities using two categories--group and non-group

activities. Group learning activities included: ( 1 ) attending

courses offered by providers of professional continuing education,

Q) attending courses offered by providers of education to the

general public, for example, uDiversities, community coIleges,

community centres, etc., (3) attending conventions or conferences,

and (4) other group professional learning activities (an open cat-

egory for activities unique to individuals). Non-group learning

activities included: ( 1 ) utilizing written or audiovisual materi-

al.s, and (2) discussing or consulting with one other person. The

content of both kinds of learning activities is related to the

individual's professional development as a dental hygienist.
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CHÀPTER III

THE RESEÀRCH METHODOTOGY

A familiarity rvith Fishbein and Ajzen's theory of reasoned

action is critical to understanding the methodology, lhe results,

and t,he conclusions drawn. In Chapter I, a brief sLatement of

their theory rvas presented. Here, a more detailed description is

provided. Discussion includes t,he reasons for selecting a theory

of reasoned action for this study, âD historical review of the

attitude-behavior relationship, and an in-depth discussion of Lhe

theory itself. Additional information is provided on how their

theory was applied specifically to this study.

In the second half of the chapter, the subjects and sampling

procedures incorporated and Lhe methods used to develop, refine

and administer the questionnaire are described. Variables, the

data collected to describe the variables, and subsequent data

analysis procedures are explained.

The Research Model

Model Selection

The thrust of t.his study was to try to develop an understand-

ing of the phenomenon of dental hygienists' participation in pro-

fessional learning activities. The investigator first hypoth-

esized that what dental hygienists thoughl were the benefits or
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Iack of benefits of participating in professional learning

activities, were related in some way to their participation behav-

ior. With this premise in mind, the adult education literature

related to participation vlas reviewed. The current models for

examining participation did not appear to provide a conceptual

framework which described how peoples' beliefs and attitudes were

related to their behavior. It was within the social psychology

literature that the relationships between these variables vrere

most thoroughly explained. Àlthough a multitude of theories

exist, one that has received sigi f icant attention has been

Fishbein and À jzen' s theory of reasoned action (t"tcphee & Cushman,

1980). Àiken (1980) in a discussion of attitude measurement and

research states, "The results of research in a variety of settings

tend to confirm the essential features of the Fishbein model" (p.

13). Àdu1t educators have recognized that this theoretical

approach could contribute to the development of fundamental knowl-

edge about professional participation in continuing education and

that, to date, Do empirical inquiries have been conducted in the

field of continuing professional education using Fishbein and

Àjzen's model (Grotelueschen & CauIIey, 1977). Since this initial

article was published recommending the use of the model, there

appear to have been no reports of such studies in the adult educa-

tion literature. Scanlan and Blagg (1985) also promote exploring

continuing education behavior from a psychosocial perspect.ive.

They state:
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À growing body of theory
that individual's percep
ticularly those related t
cial factors) may well
participation than simpl
30).

in adult education suggests
tions and dispositions (par-
o environmental and psychoso-
be more useful in explaining
e descriptive attributes (p.

Dubin (1972) also suggests that "expectancy theory" or how the

professional evaluates different kinds of potential intrinsic and

extrinsic rewards can contribute to understanding motivation for

updating.

Not only did Fishbein and Àjzen's model accommodate the

belief--attitude-intention--behavior reiationship, but it also

allowed the investigator to use both qualitative (interview) and

quantitative (questionnaire) methods to gather data. As welJ., it
provided a means to gather information from individuals who plan

to participate or plan not to participate in a variety of differ-

ent kinds of learning activities.

After consulting both the research needs for dental hygie-

nists and continuing education and lhe prevalent support appearing

ín the literature for Fishbein and Ajzen's theory, it appeared

reasonable to base the present study on a theory of reasoned

action. However, prior Lo making a final decision regarding the

most appropriate and related theoretical approach concerning the

study, the attitude-behavior relationship r+as considered from an

historical point of view.

The Àttitude-Behavior Relationship: Àn H istorical Perspective

Throughout the historical development of the attitude
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consLruct, researchers and lay people alike have argued that atti-

tude can or cannot predict behavior. Fishbein and Àjzen draw upcn

and compare their theory to the work of earlier researchers,

therefore a brief account of the evolution of the attitude-

behavior relationship is provided.

The concept of attitude can be traced back as early as '1862

when it was argued that arriving at correct judgements on disputed

questions was dependent on attitude (¡jzen & Fishbein, 1980).

Historically, attitude is a concept which has been fraught by mul-

tiple definitions. By 1935, Allport in a scholarly revierl of the

attitude literature to date was able to list 'f7 conceptual influ-

ential definitions. Àt that time the essential feature of atLi-

tude was a "preparabion or readiness for response", but an addi-

tionat prominent feature noted was an affective or evaluative

directionality. The common theme in the majority of current defi-

nitions is very similar; attitude is fundamentally a person's gen-

eral evaluation of an object (ucphee & Cushman, 1980).

One of the more confusing issues in defining attitude is that

for some theorists and researchers, beliefs, attitudes, intentions

and even sometimes behaviors have all been used to represent atti-

tude (Schuman & Johnson, 1976). Fishbein and Àjzen's model (1975)

clearly separates each of these and defines attitude strictly in

the evaluative sense; as a person's general feeling of favorable-

ness or unfavorableness toward a concept.

It wasn't until 1918 that the theorists Thomas and Znaniecki

used the attitude concept to explain social behavior (ejzen &

Fishbein, 1980). In subsequent years theorists gradually devel-
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oped the classical measures of attitude: Thurstone's equal

appearing interval scale (1928), Likert's method of summated rat-

ings (1932), Bogardus's rneasure of social distance (1925),

Guttman's scalogram analysis ( 1 944 ) , and Osgood's semantic differ-

ential technique (1965). With measurement tools came the attempls

to test what appeared to be obvious--the logical notion that if a

person holds a favorable attitude toward some object, he will per-

form corresponding favorable behaviors and not perform unfavorable

behaviors. Àllport (1935) was the first to argue that the evalua-

tion dimension alone could not capture the complexity of the atti-
tude concept. Despite this concern, some early research found

that people who behave in different ways also differ predictably

in their attitudes (ejzen & Fishbein, 1980).

A ciassical study that posed the attitude-behavior relation-

ship in a stark r+ay r+as LaPiere's investigation of racial preju-

dice in 1934 (Schuman & Johnson, 1976), Àsking proprietors of

establishments such as hotels or restaurants if they would accept

individuals of the Chinese race as guests was not reLated to their

actual behavior (LaPiere, 1934), Soon other investigators began

to report that attitudes were not related to behavior (Schuman g

Johnson, 1976'). Theorists then began to consider possibLe expla-

nations for the failure of attitude to predict behavior. By the

late 1950's a new model emerged including three componenls of

attitude: affect, cognition, and overt behavior (Rosenberg,

1956). This model generated a considerable amount of research,

but also allowed theorists to explain 1ow empirical relations

between attítudes and behaviors by the typical incomplete measur-
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ing of all the components (rishbein & Àjzen, 1975).

In a comprehensive review of the attitude literature, I^ticker

(1969) concluded that attitudes were more ÌikeLy to be unrelated

or only slightly related to overt behaviors. By the early 1970's

many researchers vrere concluding thaL attitude alone could not

predict behavior. This led to the "other variables" approach

whereby attitude r+as seen as only one of a number of factors that

influence behavior (¡jzen & Fishbein, 1980). The problem with

this approach is that iL has done litt1e to advance the under-

standing of the attitude-behavior relation (Schuman & Johnson,

1976).

Recent conceptual and methodological advancements in the

study of the attitude-behavior relation have led to a more favora-

bIe view (t'lcphee & Cushman, '1980 ) . ln extensive reviews of empir-

ical evidence, authors have concluded:

most attitude behavior studies yield positive
results. The correlations that do occur are large
enough to indicate that important causal forces are
involved, whatever one's model of the underlying cau-
sa1 process may be (Schuman 6. Johnson, 1976, p. 199).

there is substantial evidence that Lhe (correla-
tional) consistency between attitudes and behaviors
will be moderate, even strong, under specific condi-
tions (siebotd, '1980, p. 213) ,

The consensus of beliefs regarding the ability of altitude to

predict behavior has come fuIl circle. The current belief that

attitude is related to behavior, however, is conditional. This

becomes clear in the following discussion of Fishbein and Ajzen's

theory of reasoned action.
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A Theory of Reasoned Àction

The foundation of Fishbein and Àjzen's theory of reasoned

action is based upon a clear distinction belween beliefs, atti-
tude, intentions, and behavior. They believe that these rela-

tively few concepts embedded within their theory can explain

almost any human behavior. Basic to their approach is the view

that people are usually quite rational and will therefore make use

of the information available to them in a reasonable manner to

arrive at their decisions. They describe this use of information

in the following manner:

Within our approach, this information constitutes the
person's beliefs. 0f the many different kinds of
beliefs a person ho1ds, wê have identified two types
as underlying any given action: behavioral beliefs
and normative beliefs. We have tried to show that
systematic processes iink these beliefs to behavior by
way of attitude toward the behavior, subjective norm,
and intention. Each stage in the sequence follows
reasonably from the preceding stage. For example, it
is reasonable to feel positively about performing a
behavior if you believe that its performance will lead
to more good than bad outcomes. It is also reasonable
to feel social pressure to not perform a behavior if
you believe that people with whom you are motivated to
comply think you should noL perform it. Final1y, it
is reasonable to weigh your personal feelings (atti-
tude) and the perceived social pressure (subjective
norm) in arriving at and carrying out your intention.
Taken together, the processes involved in this
sequence comprise a lheory of reasoned action. (ejzen
& Fishbein, 1980, p. 244).

Many theories have relied on external variables such as per-

sonality characteristics, demographics, or social status to
explain behavior. Ajzen and Fishbein agree that external vari-

ables such as lhese can influence behavior, but only to lhe extent
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that they influence the determinants of behavior: a person's

intention, their attitudes, and their beliefs regarding performing

the behavior.

In brief, Àjzen and Fishbein's (1980) theory of reasoned

action states that a person's intention to engage in behavior is

determined by two main factors: (1 ) their personal attiLude

toward performing the behavior, and Q) Lhe perceived social norms

regarding the behavior. À person's attitude toward performing the

behavior is related to the summation of her beliefs about the con-

sequences of performing the behavior weighted by the value each of

these conseguences has for the individual. SimilarIy, a person's

perceived social norm is related to the summation of her normative

beliefs about what important others think she should do weighted

by her motivation to compLy with these referents. Performing nevr

behavior may provide the person with new information lhat again

influences his or her beliefs, thus starting the causal chain all

over again (Fishbein & Àjzen, 1975). À graphic representation of

their model was provided in the first chapter as Figure f. it is

reprinted on the following page for the reader's convenience.

The components of the model will now be described in greater

detail beginning at the right of the model with behavior.

Behavior is defined as an overt acl or a verbaÌ or written

response. Behavior is distinguished from outcome. If, for exam-

pIe, the outcome is learning through engaging in a variety of con-

tinuing education activities, then the behavior is the actual par-

ticipation in a continuing education activity.

A specific behavior performed by an individual is a 'single
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Factors determining a person's behavior according
Fishbein and Àjzen's theory of reasoned action.

to

The person's beliefs
that a behavior
leads to certain
outcomes (gs) and
her evaluation of
these outcomes (OE) Àttitude toward

the behavior (¡f)

Relative inrportance of
attitudinal and normative
considerations

Intention (gl ) Behav i or

Social norm (SH)The person's beliefs
that specific
individuals or groups
think she should or
should noi perform
the behavior (Ng) and
her motivation to comply
with the specific
referents (ttc)
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act'. Sets of single actions form behavioral categories. To con-

struct a behavioral category involves selecting a set of single

actions deemed relevant to that category. For example, to study

the continuing education behavior of a dental hygienist, each sin-

gJ.e act could be studied as a separate entity or a behavioral cat-

egory could be constructed. A behavioral category might consist

of actions such as attending continuing education courses, attend-

ing conventions, reading, etc.

A person's behavior is most accurately predicted by their

intention Lo perform that behavior (gt). À behavioral intention

is the likelihood that a person will engage in a given behavior.

Intentions, like behaviors, can be the intent to perform single

actions or sets of actions. For 'example, the best predictor of

how many continuing education courses a denlal hygienist intends

to attend in the next year would be their answer to the question,

"I intend to attend (number) of continuing education cour-

ses in the next year." Considerable empirical evidence supports

the strength between intention and behavior (Ucphee & Cushman,

1980; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).

In fact, lhe relationship between inlention and behavior is

an approximate one, since a person may intend to engage in a

behavíor, but not actually do so because unforeseen events may

arise. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975: 370-371 ) cite three variables

which have the potential to significantly affect the intention

behavior relationship:

a)
measure of

there is a long time interval between the
intention and the observation of behavior;
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b) the behavior can occur only following some other
sequence of behaviors; and c) the performance of the
behavior is dependent on other people or events.

If the investigator is interested in groups of people, âs was the

case in this study, it has been found that the intentions of

aggregates are generally more stable over time than individual

intentions unless an external event changes the intentions of a

large proportion of the population (Rjzen & Fishbein, 1980).

To undersland behavior, more information is required in order

to identify the determinants of intentions. Two major factors

determine a person's behavíoral intention, the personal or attitu-
dinal component and the social or normative component. The rela-

tionship between these can be described as follows:

Assuming that appropriate measures are obtained, the
attitudinal and normative components shoul-d always
predict the intention; their ability to predict the
behavior wiIl depend on the strength of the intention-
behavior rel-ation. The effects of attitude and sub-
jective norm lsocial norml are thus mediated by the
behavioral intention (ejzen & Fishbein, '1980, p. 59).

Àttitude (¡f) is defined as a person's general feeling of

favorableness or unfavorabl-eness for that concept. A person's

attitude is generally not related to a specific intention to per-

form a single act, but to a set of intentions. If, for example, a

dental hygienist holds a generally favorable attitude to atÈending

continuing education courses, her favorable attitude will be more

related to attending continuing education courses in general, not

to her intention to attend a specific continuing education course.

The social norm (SH) is the person's perception that most people
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that are important to her think she should or should not perform

the behavior in question. Àjzen and Fishbein (1980) recommend

that each of these components be weighted and sunmed to predict

the intentíon.

To understand why a person holds a particular attitude t.oward

performing a behavior it is necessary Lo assess her beliefs about

performing the behavior. Fishbein and Àjzen ( 1 975 ) describe

beliefs in the following manner:

Beliefs are the fundamental building blocks in our
conceptuaL structure. 0n the basis of direct observa-
tion or information received from an outside source or
by way of various inference processesr a person learns
or forms a number of beliefs about an object. That
is, he associates the object with various attributes.
In this manner, he forms beliefs about himself, about
other people, about institutions, behaviors, events,
etc. The total-ity of a person's beliefs serve as the
informational base that ultímately determines his
attitudes, intentions, and behaviors (p. 14).

Hence, if the totality of a person's beliefs is associated with

mostly favorable attributes, then her attitude will tend to be

favorable.

In studying groups, the beliefs that are salient to the group

are determined by interviewing a sample of the population. Once

these modal salient beliefs are determined, items for quantitative

measurement are developed. For each modal salient belief, two

items result: one that measures "belief strength" (gS) or the

likelihood that performing a behavior will result in a given out-

come and one that measures "outcome evaluation" (Og) or the evalu-

ation of the consequence of performing a behavior. To predict

attitude, the belief sLrength is multiplied by the outcome evalua-
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tion for each modal salient belief (gSOe). These products are in

turn summed (E¡SOB) to produce a single figure which can then be

correlated to atlitude. This formula for calculating attitude

allows for two people lo hold the same beliefs, but have quite

different attitudes since their evaluations may be different. 0n

the other hand, two people may have the same attitude, but hold

quite different beliefs and evaluations. Knowledge of the atti-
fude alone gives very little information about what beliefs and

evaluations an individual holds.

Ànalysis of the data can identify the salient beliefs which

contribute more to an attitude conducive to performing the behav-

ior. First it must be confirmed that attitude does predict inten-

tion and that individuals who have different intentions also dif-
fer in their EBSOE, the more detailed way to measure attitude. If
this is the case, it is the beliefs whose products (sSOe) predict

intention that are more related to a conducive attitude.

Furthermore, by determing the ability of both the belief strength

(sS) and the outcome evaluation (On) to predict intention, one can

find whether it is the belief that a consequence is likely or

unlikely to result from performing the behavior or lhe belief that

the consequence is good or bad that contributes to the predictive

ability of the bel-ief .

Likewise, to understand why a person holds a particular

social norm (S¡¡), it is necessary to assess the impact of her

salient referenls, individuals or groups that think she should or

should not perform the behavior. Again, the sample of the popula-

lion is interviewed to determine which individuals or groups have
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an impacL on lheir decision to perforn or not to perform the

behavior in question. For each salient referenl, two items

result: one that measures the "normative belief" (H¡) or a per-

son's perception that individuals or groups who are important to

her think she should or should not perform the behavior in ques-

tion and one that measures the "motivation to comply" (MC) or the

degree to which the individual wants to do what he perceives

salient referents want him to do. To predict the social norm, the

normative belief is multiplied by the motivation to comply for

each salient referent (HBIîC). These products are in turn summed

(¿Hsl"fC) to produce a single total figure which can then be corre-

lated to the social norm.

Ànd, likewise, the salient referents which contribute more to

a social norm conducive to performing the behavior can also be

identified. First it must be confirmed that the sociaL norm does

predict intention and that individuals who have different inten-

tions also differ in their ENBMC, the more detailed way to measure

social norm. If this is the case, it is the beliefs whose prod-

ucts (¡¡SÌ,fC) predict intention that are more related to a conducive

social norm. Furthermore, by determining the abiì.ity of both the

normative belief (Hs) and the motivation to comply (tqC) to predict

intention, one can find whether it is the bel-ief that a salien!

referenl thinks she should perform the behavior or the motivation

lo comply with the salient referent that contributes to the pre-

dictive abiJ.ity of the referent.

The key to establishing a strong, significant relationship

between intention and behavior, and likewise for all the compo-
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nenLs of the model, is a corresponding leve1 of specificity in

measurement (ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). The measures of each of the

components of the model must correspond in the action, the object

at which the action is directed, the situation in which the action

is performed, and the time at which it is performed. This criti-
cal feature of their theory is discussed frequently and at length

in atl their publications (¡jzen & Fishbein, 1977, '1980; Fishbein

& Àjzen , 1 975 ) . For exanple ,

À person's intenLion to perform a given behavior in a
given situation is a function of his attitude Loward
performing that behavior in that situation, rather
than his attitude toward the object of the action, his
attitude toward the situation, or even his attitude
toward some related action. For example, Lt one
wishes Lo predict a person's intention to use a dia-
phragm, one must assess the person's attitude torvard
using a diaphragm, and not her attitudes toward dia-
phragms H sê, using a contraceptive, or contracep-
t.ives per se. (Fishbein & Jaccard, 1973, p.40)

FrequentLy, researchers are interested not only in the pre-

diction of behavior, but also in the development of strategies to

influence the likelihood of their occurrence. An excerpt from

Àjzen and Fishbein will provide clarity regarding attempts to

change inLentions and ultimately behavior.

In conclusion, to influence an intention or the
corresponding behavior, it is necessary to change
either behavioral beliefs or normative beliefs or
both. From our point of view, a message can be effec-
tive in changing a behavior only if it influences
these primary beliefs, that is, the beliefs that, from
a theoretical point of view, are functionally related
to (or are primary determinants of) the behavior in
question. To be effective, thereforef â persuasive
comnunication designed to change intentions or overt
behavior should contain information linking the behav-
ior to various positive or negative oulcomes, or it
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should provide information about the normative expec-
tations of specific referents.

It is important to note that the attitude toward a

behavior is based on the total set of beliefs about
performing the behavior and that the subjective norm
is similarly determined by the total set of normative
beliefs. Although a message that is successful in
changing one or two behavioral bel-iefs concerning the
behavior's consequences may at times influence lhe
person's attitude toward the behavior, it will often
have litt1e or no effect since the changes produced as
intended may be offset by unexpected changes in other
relevant beliefs. For the same reason, a message that
influences one or two normative beliefs may also have
Iittle effect on the subjective norm. On1y when lhe
message brings about a shift in the summed products
across the total set of underlying beliefs can it be
expected to influence attitudes or subjective norms,
and, hence, intentions and behavior. (ljzen &

Fishbein, 1980, p. 224-225)

It is clear that a theory of reasoned action not only has the

potential for helping investigators to understand why a behavior

does or does not occur, but also for providing valuable informa-

tion which can be used in attempts to change behavior.

The remainder of the chapter describes how a theory of rea-

soned action was put into operational terms for this study.

The Research Desiqn

In order to determine if dental hygienists' attitude, social

norm, and beliefs were related to their intention to participate

in professional learning activities, the methodological guidelines

provided by ¡jzen and Fishbein (1980) in Understandinq Att i tudes

and Predictinq SociaI Behavior were used. Following the selection

of the behavior of interest, the guidelines dictated that inter-
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vierls be conducted to develop lists of beliefs and referents

salient to the population. This qualitative information was then

used !o develop a quantilative instrument, the mailed question-

na i re.

Previous research efforts using Fishbein and Àjzen's nodel

(".g. Pomazal & Jaccard,1976) have analyzed the data using multi-

pLe regression analysis to test lhe model's accuracy, regressing

the behavioral inLention on the two components of the theory: the

attitude toward behavior and the social norm. The present study

took a somewhat different approach to the statistical analysis of

previous researchers. The ability of the attitude toward the

behavior (¡r) and the social norm (SH) to predict intention were

deternined separately rather than considering their simultaneous

effect using a multiple correlation coefficient as is done in

regression analysis. Therefore, no "weights" are obtained for the

effect of attitude and social norm. The relative importance of

each of these components is determined by ascertaining whether the

correlation of the attitude with intention is significantly higher

or lower than Lhe correlation of the social norm with intention.

This approach allowed for a more straightforward examination of

the data which was deemed more appropriate for the questionnaire's

initial usage. The other major departure was the subjection of

the questionnaire to a cross-validation procedure, whereby hatf of

the questionnaires were analyzed in order t.o delete beliefs which

did not appear to be related to these dental hygienists' inten-

tions to participate in professional learning activities. The

purpose of this procedure was to enhance the analysis of the sec-
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ond half of the questionnaires by producing a more refined instru-

ment. Secondly, a fewer number of salient beliefs/referents would

more closely approximate Fishbein and Ajzen's suggeslion that

behavior for a population generally can be explained by a small

group of salient beliefs/referents (Àjzen and Fishbein, 1980).

The second half of the questionnaires, minus the deleted items,

were then analyzed to address the objectives of the study. This

procedure was considered important for the development of a more

valid instrument.

In accordance with Fishbein and Àjzen's theory, the demo-

graphic variabLes were not used to statistically explain inten-

tions. Past researchers using Lheir theory have demonstrated that

the influence of these external factors on intentions has been

mediated by one or more of the theory's major components (Pomazal

& Jaccard, 1976; Pomazal & Brown, 1977). The design of the study

would not prevent the data being subjected to this type of analy-

sis in the future.

In summary, the study is correlational in that it attempts to

determine the degree or strength of the relationships between the

variables. Às we11, it incorporates cross-validation procedures

in order to develop an instrument which more accurately measures

the variables in question.

Upon completion of the study, the investigator will be able:

(1) to determine if dental hygienists'attitude, social norn, and

underlying beliefs are related to Lheir intentions to participate

in professional learning activities; Q\ to determine which of the

two major model components, the attitudinal or the normative,
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appear to have the greater effect, if any, oD dental hygienists'

intentions to participate in professional learning activilies; (3)

to determine how much dental hygienists intend to participate in

group and non-group professional learning activities; and (4) to

identify the beliefs that dental hygienists hold regarding partic-

ipating in group and non-group professional learning activities.

The Behavior of Interest

The behavior this study addressed was dental hygienists' par-

ticipation in professional learning activities. "Professional

learning activities" h¡ere defined as those activities deliberately

engaged in to learn something which can contribute to the individ-

ual's professional development as a dental hygienist. This was

operationalized by the selection of seven behaviors. The behav-

iors were divided between group and non-group professional Iearn-

ing activities in the following manner:

GROUP Professional Learning Àctivities

1 ). attending courses offered by providers of professional

continuing education

2), attending courses offered to the general public by

institutions

3). attending conventions/conferences

4). attending in-service education offered by the employer

5). participating in a study club
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NON-GROUP Professional Learning Activities

1 ). utilizing wrilten or audiovisual materials

2). discussing or consulting with one other person

The Subiects

The population studied was the 243 dental hygienists licensed

to practice and currently residing in the province of Manitoba.

This population provided an adequate number of subjects to alIov¡

for applying appropriate statistical tests, while also allowing

for feasible follow-up procedures.

The Manitoba Dental Àssociation (t'1.¡.e. ) is the licensing

body for dental hygienists. The Manitoba Dental Hygienists'

Association (u.¡.H.¡. ) is the provincial professional association

for dental hygienists. Neither require continuing education for

maintenance of professional standing.

Àn alphabetical list of the 289 licensed dental hygienists

and their addresses rvas obtained from the M.D.À. following their

receipt of a letter of support from lhe M.D.H.À. Those dental

hygienists with out of province addresses or known to be living

out of the province vrere deleted from the list. The researcher's

name and the dental hygiene member of the thesis committee were

also deleted, leaving 243 subjects.

Manitoba dental hygienists have access to a variety of pro-

fessional learning resources, both of a group and non-group

nature. The School of Dental Hygiene of the University of
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Manitoba, the M.D.H.À.f and other dental professional associations

are the major providers of dental conLinuing education in the

province. SeIf-study materials at lhe University of Manitoba den-

tal library and their interlibrary loan system, journal subscrip-

tions, materials available at the employment setlingr or profes-

sional materials available directly from publishers would

constitute another major resource. DentaL professionals at large

and the faculty at the dental school provide a potentially valua-

ble network for learni.ng. Several universities and community col-

leges located in the province provide a variety of non-dental

learn i ng resources .

Data Collection

Two methods for collecting data were used--an interview and a

questionnaire. The intervierr was used to gain information and to

validate the questionnaire. It will be described first; the sec-

tion on the questionnaire will follow.

The Interview

The purpose of the interview rlas to develop a list of dental

hygienists' beliefs regarding participation in group and non-group

professional learning activities and a list of oLher persons or

groups that might affect their participation by interviewing a

representative sample of the population. Eliciting this informa-

tion directly from dental hygienists' in conversational form
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helped to ensure thal the questionnaire would be relevant and

valid for this population"

The interviewees. The 243 dental hygienists were divided

into two groups, those r+ith Winnipeg mailing addresses (H=205) and

those residing outside of Winnipeg (H=38). This was done to allow

for any beliefs to emerge about participation that might be asso-

ciated v¡ith living at a distance from the major centre for dental

learning resources. Proportional sampling allowed '13 names to be

randomly selecLed from the l,iinnipeg group and 2 from the

non-Winnipeg group. These 15 dental hygienists were teJ-ephoned to

see if they were willing to be interviewed in lhe month of Àpril,

1985. The phone call informed them of the purpose of the

research, how they were selected, the importance of their partici-

pation, and assured them of confidentiality. The only criteria

for scheduling were that the time be convenient for the researcher

and the dental hygienist and that the interview take place outside

of the work setting. Thirteen of the'15 agreed to be interviewed.

The two who refused v¡ere "too busy". They were in the Winnipeg

group and were replaced by the individuals listed next alphabeti-

ca lly .

Contents of the interview. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) sug-

gest several questions that served as the starting point for the

development of the interview. While designing the interview, âD

attempt was made to incorporate procedures that would put the

interviewees at ease and allow them to be active participants.
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Prior to the inlerviews, the researcher received expert opinion

regarding the face validity of the interview and rehearsed and

refined the interview ilself with two dental hygienists Lo check

for comprehension and timing.

The resulting interview was moderately structured and tlas

conducted using the following format.

1 ). Introduce the interview

- participant was thanked for agreeing to be interviewed

- purpose of research in globa1 terms was explained

- protocol for interview vras explained

- precise definítions of terms were provided

2). Elicit "belief statements" and "referents"

- each response vras recorded by the researcher on individual

3 x 5 cards in the dental hygienist's own words and dis-

played so that it was in view and easily referred to

- each card was numbered in the order that it was recorded

- questions included:

a ) . What do you feel are some of the advantages/

disadvantages of participating in group and non-group

professional learning activities?

b). What else comes to mind when you think about partici-

pating in group and non-group professional learning

activities?

c). whose opinion might you take into consideration when

deciding whether or not to participate in group and

non-group professional learning activities?
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- data were reconfirmed by having the interviewees review

and confirm all their belief and referent cards

3). Complete the demographic data sheet (see Appendix À-1).

Results of the interviews. Two intervietvs tvere conducted

in the researcher's home and lhe remaining 13 were conducted in

the interviewee's homes. Inlerviews lasted from approxirnately 45

to 90 minutes.

A mean of 10 group belief statements, a mean of 7 non-group

belief statements, a mean of 3 group referents, and a mean of 2

non-group referents resulted from the interviews (fabl-e 1).

In order to produce a list of nodal salient beliefs and modal

normative beliefs, the 3 x 5 cards that resul-ted from the inter-

views 'l'ere grouped according to similarity. Statements that were

both of a positive and negative nature that applied to the same

consequence r+ere grouped, for example, "does contribute to my

career advancement" and "does not contribute to my career advance-

ment". Two adult educator experts also categorized the cards.

Following discussions with the experts and subsequent reviewing,

revising, and reorganizing, â list of the 19 most frequen!1y per-

ceived consequences of participating ín group professional learn-

ing activities (table 2) and the 7 most frequently mentioned refe-

renls resulted (taUte ¡). For non-group professional learning

activities, there were 12 most frequently perceived consequences

(tabte ¿) and 6 most frequently mentioned referents (raUte S).

These conseguences and referents were used to construct the first
draft of the questionnaire.
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TnsuE 1

InreRvrew Resulrs: Fneouerucy oF Gnoup ¡np NoN-Gnoup

BEulers Rno RereneNTs By Su¡¡ecr
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Tner¡ 2

Irureny¡or R¡sulrs: Fneouerucv or Gnoup Bel¡er Srare"te¡¡Ts
(¡ru onoeR or rneous¡cy)

Brlrer SrRremEm: PRnr¡clplr¡ruo IN GRoup pRoFEsstq,¡AL
LEARNI NG ACTIVI TI ES WqJLD:

FnrouerucY

16

J2
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7
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3
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2
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5.

6,

7,

8,

9,

10,

l_1,

n,
13,

14,

15,

16,

17,

18,

19,

Provide me with information that is usefuì to me

Heìp keep me up to date in nry profession.

Provide an opportunity for social enjoyment

inable me to integrate additional knowledge/skiìls
'i nto my work setting

Enable me to interact with other dental hygienists

Fuì fi I ì part of my professìonaì respons ibi I i ties

Stimulate my mind

Be personaì ìy sati sfy i ng

Be a significant financial expense

Confìict with my othelinterests or responsibiìities

Enable me to hear a variety of opinions/viewpoìnts

Enable me to provide a better service to my patients

Require that I travel ìong distances

Contribute to my career advancement

Provide an opportunity to compare myself with my peers

Cause probìems because my empìoyer and I have phiìosophicaì
di fferences

Provide an organized way for me to learn

Enable me to receive an increase in saìary

Alìow others to see me improving myseìf

Slrrcus GeL¡rr sTATEMENTS TuAT wERE GIVEN By oNLy o,¡E Ir{DIVIDTAD 18
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lbre, rr15

J2J
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TnsLE 3

IrureRv¡ew Resulrs: FnEourrucy oF Gnoup Snllrrur Rerenenrs
(rru onnen or rReouerucy)

RerEnenr FReourncy

1,

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

Er¡puoven

FnN ¡ ly

PRoress I oNAL coLLEAGUES
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6
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3
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T¡srr 4

IrureRvlew REsults: FReouerucv or ltbr'r-Gnwp BeuEr Srarr¡qnns
(rru onxn or rReouerucy)

Beurer St¡rg'lem: PARnclpnr¡¡¡G IN No{{Roup pRoFESSIq{AL

LEARNING ACTIVITI ES WqJLD:
FReouEncy

1,
,)
Lt

?

q,

5,

6.

7,
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Provide me with information that is useful to me

Allow me to seek out information when I want to

Be a personaì ly satisfyìng learning experìence

Help keep me up to date in my profession

Enabìe me to provide a better service for my patìents

Require a significant effort on my part to leai^n

Allow me to exchange ideas with another professionai

Prepare me to coÍmunicate intelligently with other
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Tner¡ 5
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Àjzen and Fishbein (1980) suggest that beyond the first few

beliefs emitted, not all are necessarily salient. They recommend

the use of the first 5 to 9 beliefs as a rule of thumb. Às a

result, for group professional Learning activities onJ.y the first
9 beliefs emitted by each dental hygienisl were used and for non-

group activities only the first 7. Às weI1, if interviewees had

more than one card in a belief statement category, these were

counted as one due to their similarity. Some of the 3 x 5 cards

contained statements which were applicable to two belief statement

calegor i es .

À "professional profife form" (Appendix À-1 ) was developed to

obtain demographic data. Interviewees' ages ranged frorn 21 to 71

with a mean of 31 years. They graduated from 1937 to 1984 with

more than half graduating in the last ten years. Eleven were

employed in denlal hygiene, 6 part-time and 5 fuÌl-time. Eight

worked in general practice, 1 in a specialty practice, and 2 in

both settings. Ten held dental hygiene diplomas as their highest

leve1 of education while 4 had a bachelor's degree and 1 a mas-

ter's degree. The two residing outside of Winnipeg lived 32 and

35 kilometers from the city. Eight of the 15 were members of the

prof essional assoc iation.

Thank you lelters were sent to all interviewees (Àppendix

À-2).

Generally speaking, the researcher felt the interviewees were

at ease and therefore comfortable in providing hones! responses.

Àccording to the demographic data, lhe interviewees appeared to

represent a cross-section of the population. The interview format
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tvas found to be well suited to exploring denlal hygienísts'

beliefs regarding participation in professiona] learning activi-
ties. ÀLthough attempls were made not to pose J.eading questions

and to create a non-threatening environment, the effect of the

interviewer is unknown and potentialty affects the validity of the

results in an unknown manner.

The Ouest i nna L re

The main purpose of the questionnaire was to colLect suitable

data in order to determine the strength of the relationships

belween the componenls of lhe modeL: the behavioral and nornative

beliefs, attitude, social norm, and intention.

Ouestionnaire development. A nine page questionnaire rvas

developed based on the results of lhe interviews ano using the

detailed guidelines and sample items provided by Àjzen and

Fishbein ('1980), (Àppendix B). The cover letter discussed the

research topic, the importance of each individual's response, the

assurance of confidentiality and encouraged prompt response. The

fol1ow-up leiter focused on the imporlance of each individual's

response to lhe success of the study and encouraged immediate

response.

The questionnaire began with a one page introductory section

of instructions and consisted of 113 items designed to measure the

variables and gather demographic data. Within each set of ques-

tions, lhe ilems were listed in a random order. Space was allowed
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at the end of the questionnaire for respondents' general comments.

The majority of the questions were of the semantic differen-

tial type developed originally by Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum

(1957). Fishbein and Ajzen provide a thorough defence of their

usage of these seven-point bipolar scale iLems in Belief,

Attitude, intention and Behavior¡ Àn Introduction to Theorv and

Research (1975), Chapter 4, "MethodologicaÌ Considerations". They

conclude, "that beliefs, attitudes, and intentions can be empiri-

cally distinguished and that reliable and valid techniques for

measuring these concepts are available" (p. 126).

Six dental hygienists who were not members of either the

interview or questionnaire samples rvere non-randomly selected to

read the cover and follow-up letters, complete the questionnaire,

and provide detailed feedback. One was employed in post-secondary

education, 3 in private practice and 2 were unemployed.

The questionnaire and letters were revised significant.ly

based on the pilot and suggestions from members of the thesis

advisory committee. Items found to be arnbiguous were reÌ{orded or

deleted. Two of the group learning activities were deleted.

Inservices rvere not considered a voluntary learning activity and

therefore not appropriate to include. Study clubs were deemed to

be virtually non-existent in Manitoba and were therefore deleted.

Providing the "other group professional learning activity" cat-

egory, in the secÈion that measured intentions to participate,

would allow for the inclusion of either of t,hese if the respondent

v¡ished to include them. Rather than asking non-group questions

within the time context of parlicipating in the "nexl month", the
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"next year" was used. The feedback received indicated that

respondents would have less difficulty answering the items in

terms of a longer period of time. The only exception was the sec-

tion that asked respondenls to eslimate their non-group learning

plans for "an average month in the next year". Feedback indicated

that it would most like1y be more difficult for respondents to

estimate how many hours they may use r¡ritten or audiovisual

materials in a year rather than in a monlh.

The final questionnaire and letters are contained in Appendix

C. The resulting questionnaire was 12 pages in length and con-

sisted of 108 items. The type utilized was reduced 77% and

printed on bolh sides of. 8 1/2" by '14" paper. When folded and

stapled into a booklet, one additional fold allowed it to fit into

a standard business-sized envelope.

Several concerns remained prior to administration.

1 ). $iou1d respondents overlook the fact that the items ask them

about their feelings and plans regarding participation "in

the next year" or "in an average month in lhe next year"?

2), Wou1d unemployed dental hygienisls have difficulty responding

to certain iÈems that dealt directly with employment and,

therefore, be less apt to respond due to the increased diffi-
culty or to possibly feeling the questionnaire did not apply

to them?

3). Àlthough lhe questionnaire h'as not thought to be difficult to

answer, would response rate be effected by the 12 page

length?
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Ouestionnaire administration. The questionnaire, cover

letter, and self-addressed envelope were nailed on Tuesday, June

11,'1985 to a random sample including 120 of. the 228 (excludes the

1 5 interviewees) dental hygienists licensed and residing in

Manitoba. I! was not necessary to stratify the sample according

to their address because no data analysis would be conducted using

geographic location as a variable.

The questionnaires were identified by a number to enable

fo).Iow-up. Two and one-half weeks later the folIow-up letter and

another questionnaire were sent lo all non-respondents. During

lhe four to six weeks following the follow-up letter, non-

respondents were telephoned and encouraged to respond. If needed,

they were sent a third questionnaire. If data were missing for

group or non-group behavioral intenlions, the information e¡as

gathered over the telephone. Àlthough this procedure allowed for

a different treatment, it rYas agreed that this was preferable to

non-usabl-e quest i onna i res.

Variable Measurement

The questionnaire gathered data which represented the dental

hygienists' behavioral intentions, attitudes, social norms, belief

strengths, outcome evaluations, normative beliefs, and motivations

lo comply for group and non-group professional learning activi-

ties. Demographic data were also obtained.
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The behavioraL intention ( BI ). The BI is the dental

hygienists' plans to participate in professional learning aclivi-
ties in the next year (group) and in an average month in the next

year (non-group). Group activities include attending courses

offered by providers of professional continuing education, courses

offered to the generaJ. public by institutions, convêntions/

conferences, and "other" group professional learning activities
(questionnaire p. 5, #6). Non-group activities include hours

spent using written or audiovisual naterials and discussing or

consulting with other persons (questionnaire p. 9, #6). Items

were of the fill-in-the-b1ank format. The higher the number, the

higher the intended participation.

Àttitude toward participation (et). The ÀT is the dental

hygienists' overall evaluation (favorable vs. unfavorable) of par-

ticipating in group (p. 5, #5) and non-group (p. 9, #S) profes-

sional learning activities in the next year. It is the sum of

five 7-point semantic differentials scored from +3 to -3; the more

positive the number, the more positive the attituder rtOrr means

there is no feeling one way or the other.

sampLe item:

if I were to participate in group professional learning acLivities

in the next year, it would be:

good bad

The following scale vlas used throughout lhe questionnaire:

Extremely Quite Slightly t¡e i Èher S J. i ght 1y Quite Extremely
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Social norm (SH). The SN is the dental hygienists' over-

all evaluation of how much she wants to do what important oLhers

want her to do regarding participating in group (p. 4, #3.a) and

non-group (p. 8, #3.a) professional learning activities in the

next year. This item is scored +3 to -3 on a 7-point scale; the

more positive the number, the more important olhers want her to

participate; "0" means that important others are perceived as

indifferent to the individual's participatíon.

sample item:

Most people who are important to me think

Ishould : 3 : : : : Ishouldnot

participate in group professional learning
activities in the next year

Belief strenqth (gS). BS is lhe degree to which the den-

tal hygienist believes a conseguence of participating in group (p.

1, #1.a-s) and non-group (p.6, #1.a-I) professional learning

activities will be a likely or unlikely result of participating in

the next year. Each item is scored +3 to -3 on a 7-point scaLe;

the more positive the number, the more the individual believes

that there is a likelihood of the consequence occurring¡ "0" means

the individual believes that participating neither results in or

does not result in the consequence. Four items (i, k, n, g) that

were considered to be negalive consequences of participation, like

"be a signíficant financial expense" were reverse scored, thus

causing the slatement to be read "(not) be a significant financial

expense " .
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sample iten¡

If I were to participate in group professional learning activities

in the next year, it would:

a). stimulate my mind

1 i kely unl i kely

Outcome evaluation (on). 0E is the denLa1 hygienists'

evaluation of the goodness of each consequence of participating in

group (p. 2, #2. â-s) and non-group (p. 7t #2, a-I) professional

learning activities in the next year. Each item is scored +3 Èo

-3 on a 7-point scale; the more posit,ive the number the more

highly valued is the consequence; "0" means the individual doesn't

value the conseguence one r+ay or the other. The previously

reverse scored belief items (i, k, n, q) were again reverse

sc ored.

sample item:

In regard to participating the group professional learning activi-

ties, indicate generally how you feel about the following:

a). stimulating my mind is

good bad

Normative betiefs (H¡). NB is the dental hygienists' per-

ception of what individual referents think she should do regarding

participating in group (p. 4¡ #3. b-h) and non-group (p. 8, #4,

b-g) professional learning activities in the next year. Each item

is scored +3 to -3 on a 7-point scale; the more positive the num-

ber the more the referent thinks the individual should partici-
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pate; "0" means that the denlal hygienist perceives the referent

does not care one vlay or the other.

sample item¡

The next section of questions asks about how other people might

influence your participation in group professional learning activ-

ities in the next year.

My family thinks

Ishould : r ¡ ! ¡ : Ishouldnot

participate in group professional learning
activiLies in the next year

Motivation to comply (uc). MC is how much the dental

hygienist wants to do what a particular referent thinks she shouLd

do regarding participating in group (p. 4 , #4. a-g) and non-group

(p. 8, t#4, a-f) professional learning activities. Each ilem is

scored +1 to +7 on a 7-point scale; the higher the number, the

more the individual wants to comply with the referent.

sample ítem¡

In regard to participating in group professional learning activi-

ties, how much do you rvant to do whaÈ your family thinks you

should do?

very much not at all

Professional profile. The dental hygienists' ä9ê, number

of dependent children, year of dental hygiene graduation, years of

dental hygiene employment, academic achievements, dental hygiene

enployment status, distance from Winnipeg, and their professional
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association membership were obtained in fill-in-the-blank and

multiple choice format. For the purposes of this study' these

variables served only to describe the sample.

The Data Ànalvsis

The investigator coded the queslionnaires and assigned them

to either Group À or Group B according to time of return. Every

other questionnaire received vlas placed into Group À and the

remainder into Group B in order that time of response not bias the

results. The data from the coded questionnaires r¡ere entered and

analyzed using the Statistical Package for SociaI Sciences (SpSS)

program (Nie et al., 1975). The Pearson product moment correla-

tion coefficient (r) was used to deter'mine the strength of rela-

tionships. The one-tailed t-test was used to determine if the

relationships were significant, where | = r
l- 12
n:T

Group À questionnaires were used to determine which beliefs

and which referents were nost strongl.y related to the intention to

participate. Each group and non-group belief (¡S) was multiplied

by the corresponding outcome evaluation (On). This resulted in a

BSOE which was correlated with group intention totals for group

beliefs and with non-group intention toÈals for non-group beliefs.

Ëikewise, each group and non-group normative belief (l¡¡) was mul-

tiplied by the corresponding motivation to comply (uC). This

resulLed in a NBMC which was correlaled with group intention
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tolals for group beliefs and with non-group intention totals for

non-group beliefs. The BSOE (behavioral belief) items and NBMC

(normative belief) items least correlaled with intention e¡ere

deleted prior to analyzing Group B questionnaires.

The modified Group B questionnaires were analyzed to address

the najor objectives of the study, including the testing of the

hypotheses. Correlations were calculated for all of the relation-

ships expressed in the hypoLheses. The Bonferroni test of signif-

icance (nirt, 1982) was used to test the hypotheses; whereby the

alpha is partitioned between the hypotheses. Using the Bonferroni

results in preserving Èhe alpha of a study in which multiple com-

parisons are made. The Bonferroni has been said to be a good test

when: (a) the investigator knows in advance which comparisons he

r+ishes to make, (b) these comparisons are not orthogonal, and (c)

there are not many comparisons. Although the Bonferroni is not a

commonly used statístical test, it was felt to be appropriate for

this study, due to the above considerations and the fact that a

model in its entirety is being tested. Note thaÈ the alpha of .10

has been divided unevenly between the six hypotheses. Because the

investigator wanted to avoid a Type I error when testing the rela-

tionships of the model's major components and wanted to have addi-

tional leeway when testing the relationships of the beliefs lo

intentioni the latter two were assigned an alpha of .03 whereas

the others had alphas of .01. Regardless of the alpha assigned to

an individual hypothesis, the resulls, according to the

Bonferroni, are reported at the overall alpha, in this case.10.
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Hypothesis 1. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' behavioral beliefs (EgSOn) about participat-

ing in group and non-group professional learning activi-

ties and their attitude toward participating (¡r).

alPha=.01

Hypothesis 2. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' attitude toward participating (eT) in group

and non-group professional learning activities and their

behavioral intentions (gI ). alpha=.0'1

Hypothesis 3. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' norma!ive beliefs (ENBMC) about participat-

ing in group and non-group professionaL Learning activi-

ties and their social norm (SN). alpha=.0'1

Hypothesis 4. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' social norm (SN) and their behavioral inten-

tions (gl ) regarding participating in group and non-

group professional learning activities. alpha=.01

Hypothesis 5. There wi]1 be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' behavioral beliefs (EBSOE) about participat-

ing in group and non-group professional learning activi-

ties and their behavioral intenlions (gl). alpha=.03

Hypothesis 6. There will be no correlation (r=0) between dental

hygienists' normative beliefs (XNBMC) about participat-

ing in group and non-group professionaL learning aclivi-

ties and their behavioral intentions (gt). alpha=.03

To determine which component, the attitude or the social norm

was the betler predictor of the intention to participate (specifi-
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cal}y the correlaÈions ÀT with BI vs. SN with gI and EBSOE wiLh BI

vs. ENBMC with BI) the following formula (walker & Lev, 1953) was

USed:f=F¡-rz

Z(I-r*tz - Frz-rzz * 2 x r¡y x r, x rz)

(n-3) (1 + r*r)

This calculation allowed the investigator to determine if two

varíables (rr, rz) that were both correlated with a third vari-

ab1e, were significantly different. The correlation betweerì r1

and rz is r*r.
The XBSOE is a nore detailed way to measure attitude. It is

obtained by summing the BSOE products for all the behavioral

beliefs. À high BSOE score results from a strong belief that a

consequence is likely to occur multiplied by a high evaluation of

the consequence (e.g. +3 x +3) or a s.trong belief that a conse-

quence is unlikely to occur multiptied by a low evaluation of the

consequence (e.g. -3 x -3). A more positive attitude toward par-

ticipating is based on a nore positive EBSOE score. À low BSOE

score results from a strong belief that a consequence is unlikely

to occur multiplied by a high evaluation of the conseguence (e.g.

-3 x +3) g a strong belief that the consequence is likely to

occur multiplied by a Low evaluation of the consequence (e.g. +3 x

-3). À more negative attitude toward participating is based on a

more negative EBSOE score.

The ENBMC is a more detailed way to ¡neasure the social norm.

It is obtained by sunming the NBMC products for all the referents.

À high NBMC score results from a strong belief that a referent
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r+ants the individual to participate nultiplied by a high

motivation lo comply with the referent (e.g. +3 x +7). The higher

the ENBMC score, the more important others are perceived to want

the individual !o participate. À low NBMC score results from a

strong belief that a referent does not want the individual to par-

ticipate multiplied by a high motivation to cornply with the refe-

rent (e.g. -3 x +7). The lower the ENBMC score, the less impor-

tant others are perceived to wan! the individual to participate.

Following an exanination of the results, it became evident

that additional exploratory analyses of the data might provide

further insight into the beliefs underlying the intention to par-

ticipate and into lhe research design itself. This addilional

analysis is described in the following paragraph.

In accordance with Àjzen and Fishbein (1980), to deternrine

which behavioral beliefs were better predictors of the intention

to participate, each belief product (¡SOe), belief strength (gs),

and outcome evaluation (Og) was correlated with the intention to

participale. Likewise, to determine which normative beliefs r¡ere

better predictors of the intention to participate, each belief

product (¡¡¡l'tC), normative belief (¡¡g) and motivation to comply

(t'lc) lvas correlated with the intention to participate. Those

behavioral and normative beliefs with significant correlations (p

< .10) were considered to be the beller predictors of intention.

In order to evaluate the cross-validation procedure, all the anal-

yses were performed not only for Group B questionnaires, but also

for Group A questionnaires, and for the t,wo groups of question-

naires combined. In addition, the itens deleted for the analyses
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of Group B questionnaires were also analyzed to facilitate compar-

tson.
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CHÀPTER IV

RESUTTS

The central purpose of the sludy was !o develop an increased

understanding of why denlal hygienists inlend to participate in

professional learning activities. The main daÈa collecting device

rvas a mailed questionnaire which was designed to measure the vari-

ables that constitute the ultimate determinants of behavior in

Fishbein and Àjzen's theory of reasoned action.

Response

One-hundred of the '120 mailed questionnaires were returned.

Two non-deliverable and two non-usable questionnaires tvere

deleted. This resulted in 96 usable questionnaires, an adjusted

sample of 116, and a response rate of 83 percent. See Àppendix D,

Table D-1 for return rate by week.

Dividing the questionnaires inlo two equal groups based on

time of return resulted in 48 in Group A and 48 in Group B.

Follow-up Efforts

Two and one-half weeks after nailing, 52% of the question-

naires had been returned. The fo1low-up letter and another ques-

tionnaire were mailed to the 58 non-respondents. By week 7 ¡ 72%

had been returned, necessitating telephone fo1low-up for 34 dental
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hygienists. Ultimately 21 of these r+ere reached by telephone and

one in person , 20 agreeing to return the questionnaire. For 7 of

the remaining 12, the researcher was either unable to obtain a

tetephone number or they could not be reached. The status of all

questionnaires v¡as known except for one that was returned with the

identification number blackened out. By week .11, 
83% had been

returned. Two weeks later' one additional questionnaire was

returned. One questionnaire (the one-hundred and first) rlas

returned too late to be included in the analysis.

When telephoned, no one specifically commented that the

length of the questionnaire prevented them from responding sooner.

However, unemployed dental hygienists, particularly those planning

not to return to dental hygiene, commented that the questionnaire

did not seem applicable to them and therefore, it was more diffi-

cult to respond to certain items.

Missinq Data

Data were missing on '13 questionnaires for group and non-

group behavioral intentions and very minimally throughout the

remainder of the questionnaires. In order to prevent these 13

questionnaires from being deleted from the sample, these dental

hygienists v¡ere contacted by telephone. À11 were reached and com-

plete data were obtained.

Due to a typographical. error on some of the questionnaires,

several respondents left out item #7 in the professional profile

which asked about geographic location. For those dental hygie-
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nists r,¡ith winnipeg mailing addresses, "0" was used. For those

out of town, the Manitoba Motor League was contacted and the

appropriate mileage was inserted.

Ànalvsis and Reportinq of the Dala

The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al.,
1975) was employed to analyze the data. Frequency distributions

and descriptive statistics were calculated for each item for Group

À questionnaires (l,t=48), Group B questionnaires (H=48), and for

all questionnaires combined (H=96). The Pearson product moment

correlation coefficient (r) was used to determine the slrength of

the relalionships being studied. The one-tailed t-test was used

as the test for significance.

Group [ Ouestionnaires

To determine which beliefs appeared Lo be weakly correlated

with the intention to participate in professional learning activi-

ties, correlations were calculated between each behavioral belief

product (¡SOn) and each normative belief product (¡¡gl'{C) and the

behavioral intention (¡I ). The weakly correlated beliefs were

deleted and not included in the subsequent analysis of Group B

questionnaires.
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Groun ! Questionnaires (uoai f ied)

To determine if dental hygienists' attitude, social norrn, and

underlying beliefs were related to their intention to participate

in professional learning activities, correLations were calculated

between the model's components as stated in the hypotheses.

Further data analysis of an exploraLory nature was completed

to: (1) identify the underlying behavioral and normative beliefs

associated with an attitude conducive to planning to participate,

and (2) to allow comparisons to be made between Group B, Group À,

and the sample as a whole.

To determine which behavioral beliefs contributed more to an

attitude related to an increase in plans to participate, correla-

tions were calculated between each belief product (gSOg) and lhe

intention to participate (¡l). To determine which aspect of the

belief (tire belief that a consequence is ]ike1y or unlikely to

result from participating or the belief that the consequence is

good or bad) appears to be the greater contributor lo a participa-

tory attitude, correlations were also calculated between the

belief strength (nS) and outcome evaluation (On) and the intention

to participate (gl ).

Likewise, to determine which normative beliefs conlribute

more to a sociaL norm related to an increase in pLans to partici-

pate, correlations were calculated betr+een each belief product

(HBMC) and lhe intention to participate (¡t). To determine which

aspect of the belief (the belief that a salient referent thinks

they should parlicipale or their motiviation to comply with that
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referent) appears to be lhe grealer contributor to a participatory

social norm, correlations were also calculated between the norma-

tive belief (H¡) and the motivation to comply (uc) and the inten-

tion to participate (gl ).

To determine if deleting the beliefs weakly correlated rlith

the intention to participate improved the strength of lhe rela-

tionships examined, Group A quesÈionnaires (H=48), and the two

groups of questionnaires combined (N=96) were analyzed in the sarne

manner as Group B questionnaires.

Therefore, for lhe three sels of questionnaires (À, B, and A

+ B), correlations were calculated between: (1) tire components of

the model ì Q) tire belief strength (¡S), the outcome evalualion

(on), and the behavioral belief product (BSOE) and the intention

to participate; (3) ttre normative belief (H¡), and the motivation

to comply (tqC), and the normative belief product (HBMC) and the

intention to participate. To facilitate comparison, correlations

(those listed in "2" and 'r3tr) were calculated for the ítems

deleted for the analysis of the Group B questionnaires.

The chapter begins by providing the results of the item dele-

tion process based on the analysis of Group À questionnaires. The

remainder of the chapter provides the results of the analysis of

Group B questionnaires, the findings that address the major aims

of the study. The results of analyzing Group A questionnaíres and

combining the th'o sets of questionnaires are found in Àppendices E

and F. 0n1y the potentialty significant findings of these analy-

ses are included in the resulls.
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Analvsis of Group f Ouestionnaires

Group À Respondents

Group À dental hygienists were from 20 to 52 years of age

with a mean age of. 28.4 years. Sixty percent had no children and

the remainder had from one to three. They graduated fron 1952 to

1984, 70eo graduating since 1975. Respondents had been in dental

hygiene employment for a mean of 5.6 years. Forty percent had one

to five years of dental hygiene employment experience and 45% from

six to ten years. The great majority (81e") held a dental hygiene

diploma as their highesl level of academic achievement. Ten per-

cent held bachelor's degrees and one individual had a master's

degree. Seventy-nine percenl were currently employed in dental

hygiene | 73eo of these were full-time. Seventy-one percent of

those employed in dental hygiene were in a general practice set-

ting and 8eo in specialty practice. Two individuals worked in both

settings. Two dental hygienists were employed in posl-secondary

education, two in public health, and two in public health combined

with private practice. The great majority, 73eo, Lived in

I^tinnipeg. Those outside of Winnipeg lived an average of 359 kilo-

meters from the city; distances ranged from I to'1,287 kilometers.

Sixty-seven percent were members of the professional association

(M.D. H,A./c.D.H.À. ) .

The detailed findings resulting from measuring all the vari-

ables for Group À respondenLs are found in Àppendix E.
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Item Deletion

Group À questionnaires vrere analyzed for the purpose of

deleting beliefs which appeared to be weakly correlated vlith the

inLention to participate. Correlations were calculated beLween

the behavioral belief products (gSOe) and lhe normative belief

products (¡lgl,fC) and the behavioral intention (¡t ). Correlations

below +0.8 before rounding the three-digit correlation figures or

a negative correlation were the criteria used for ilem delelion.

Although some of these items might be salient beliefs or referents

for this population, they were deleted on lhe premise that the aim

of lhe study was to develop a set of beliefs which were positively

related to participation. Criteria were arbitrarily determined

based on examination of the data, the correlation coefficient, and

the probability of the correlation occurring. Àn attempt was made

not to delete too nany items.

This item deletion process (see Tables 6, 7, I and 9)

resulted in lhe deletion of the following items:

Group behav i ora I beliefs¡

a).

b).

Stimulate my mind

Enable me to integrate addiÈional knowledge/skiIls into

my work setting

Enable me to hear a variety of opinions/viewpoinLs

Provide an organized way for me lo learn

Provide an opportunity to compare myself with my peers

(¡lot) require that I travel long distances.

c).

e).

f).
r).
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TeeLE 6

GRqr A Rrspooons: Ira'l DELFr¡CI or Gnoæ BEL¡er Srera{Eurs

B¡seo q{ ConnEunm æ BS0Ea wrfi Be{Av¡oRAL Inm¡n¡cr GI)

F

G

Bu¡er Srnrasrr

A, Stimulate qy nind

B. Enable me to integrâte additionôl knor]edge/
ski I I s i nto ny work setti ng

C, tnable me to heàr a variety of opinions/
Yiewpoi nts

D, Enabìe me to interact with other dental
nygienìsts

E, Provide an organìzed Hây for me to
I earn

Provide ðn opportunitJ to compar€ myself
Hith my peers

Provide ne with information that is
usefuì to m

H, Help keeP me up to date in my
profess i on

(Hot) requìre üat I traveì long
di s tances

Contribute to my câr€er
advancemen t
(Not) be a significant financial
expe nse

Enable m to provjde a better service
to ny patients

Fulfiìl pàrt of my professionaì
r€sponsibi I i ties
(Not) confltct rlth nU ottìer inter€sts
or r€sponslbiìities
Provìde an opportunity for social
enjoyrnen t
Be ærsona I ì y sâ ti s fyi ng

DELETED

PROüJCT ¡æI4ENT CORRELATI q.¡

r47, o¡e M¡sstt{G cAsE,

YES

Yts

YES

NO

YES

YES

Àþ

NO

YES

t'¡0

t{o

Àto

1\þ

Àp

YES

¡þ

NO

tü

Àn

J.

K.

L.

M.

N.

0,

P,

0, (Not)
and I

cause problems because my emPloyer
hàYe phi losophi cðl differences

R, Aì',lor{ others to see me improving
myseì f

S, Enable nìe to receive and increase in
sa I ary

br pc

.ßi
,W{

-J5

.w2

-,087

.67

,1&7

,,ffi

-,0t3

,1æ

,1'Ð

.105

,JJ]

,Jryd

,û7

,108

.081

.0&

.170

.t55

.585

,181

,268

,278

,3?5

,ra.

.0B{

.¿r91

,?31

,IN

,ztn

,?fi)

.n7d

.q85

.?3

,82

.2æ

,r24

þ[E, 1tsr18
tBS0t 

= BELTEF s'rREr,¡GTH x o.JTco,rE EvALlrATror,¡, 
b," 

= ÈARsott

COEFF¡CIENT, 
CP 

= PfICB¿ABIL¡W USII{G A O\E-TAILED T-TEST. 
d
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Teet; 7

Gnoue A Respmoe¡lrs: Iraq Deur¡q! or Gnoup RrrenE¡ns Bnse¡ ot
Conneur¡ou or l8ïCu w¡*r B+nv¡onnr- Ixmn¡on ßl)

REreRenr

F¡mrlv

Co-I.lonrens

Peuerçrs

Enprcyen

R¡sprcrEo MEI'ßERS oF THE DENTAL
xve ¡ e¡le/pe¡nru- PRoFESS I q'¡

Pnress I onru- coLLEAGUES

Itbru-¡erurRl FRIEIDS

DELETED

A.

B'

C,

D,

E

F.

G.

NO

NO

NO

NO

l'¡0

l,¡0

NO

þ8. I'f=¿E

ulüulc = lbnmnnve BELIEF x r,þTIVATIct¡ To co4pLy, 
br 

= peARso'r pRoDucr ¡to.iENT

CORREI.¡TIq,I COEFF¡CIENT. 
.P = PROtsABILITY USIIß A ONE-TAIIFN T-TEST.

br c
p

,J24

,3æ

,Iß

,262

.325

.m

.1S

,m

,w2

,1Ð

,036

,0n

,019

.109
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T¡er-e 8

Gnow A R¡spo¡na,¡Tsr lrs',1 DELFr¡or,¡ or l,loru-Gnor.p kurr Srlra'lE¡¡rs
Bnsgp oru Conneunon or Bs0t'w¡nr Bsnvlonru- Ixre¡n¡0ru ßl)

Beuer Srnrrnr¡er

A, Heìp re keep up to date in my
profession

B, Be a personaììy satisfying learning
experi ence

(Not) require a signìficant effort
on my part to ìearn
Enable me to provide a better
service for my patients
Prepare me to communicate inteììigently
wi th other profess ional s

Enable ne to integrate additional
knowìedge/skills into my work setting
Alìow me to seek out information when
I lian t to
Fuìfill part of my professional
rÊsponsibilities
Allow me to exchange ideas with another
profes si ona ì

Stimulate my interest in dentaì
hygi ene

(Not) confìict with my other interests
or responsibiìities
Provide me ¡{ith information that is
useful to me

DELETED

C,

D.

E.

F.

G,

H.

I.

J,

K,

L,

YES

1,lO

1'¡0

YES

YES

tlO

tio

NO

NO

NO

l€

NO

þn., ¡FrE

uBsE 
= BELIEF sTREuGTH x curco,rE EvALtATIq\¡, 

b,^ 
= pg,çgo'r pRouJcr tmrENT coRREr-ATIq\¡

COEFFICIENI. 
.P = PROtsABILITY IJSING A OI.¡E-TAILED T-ÏEST,

br pc

.061

,m

,n3

-,0.18

,(B{

,æ4

,105

,J2_

,I93

3n

,18+

,245

.w

.m6

,08J

,373

.T53

,263

23

,zu

.09+

.013

,132

,ü.16
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Gnoup A Respq'¡DENrs: Irsï DEur¡q\ or No¡r-Gnoup REreRerurs B¡seu q.r

Cmneur¡0ru æ NBICU wlrH Be{Av¡onr luE¡n¡m ßl)

R¡renenr

99.4

P¡r¡e¡ns

F¡m¡ lv

CælionrEns

lbru-Derral- rR ¡ e'¡Ds/acqJR I NrAt'JcES

Erprcyen

horess ¡ oru¡l Coueqeues

DELETED

A,

B,

C,

D,

E,

F,

YES

t'10

NO

NO

Ill0

YES

fbre. il¡r.t8

ulwÏC 
= NoRÍ"IATIVE BELIEF x roilvATlq! To co'rpLy, b, 

= p6,,qpgoN pRou,cr I'I$IENT

CORREI-ATIq'J COEFFICIENT, 
.P 

= PROMBILITY I.,6I¡re A ONE-TAILED T-TEST.

"b
pc

,014

,725

,770

,1Jg

.168

.075

,tß2

,198

,72t1

.lL6

,n7

,m
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Group referents:

None

Non-sroup behavioral belie:fui:

a). Help keep me up lo date in my profession

d). Enable me to provide a better service for my patients

e). Prepare me Lo communicale intelligentJ.y with olher pro-

fessionals.

Non-group referent,s:

a). Patients

f). Professional colleagues

Ànalysis of Group þ QuesLionnaires

Following the deletion of the items weakly correlated with

the intention to particípate, Group B questionnaires were analyzed

to address the objectives of the study. The objectives were: (1)

to determine if denlal hygienists' attitude, social norm, and

underlying beliefs are related to their intention to participate

in professional learning acLivitiesì Q) to determine which of the

two major model components, the attitudinal or the normative,

appear to have the greater effecl, if any, oD dental hygienists'

intentions to participate in professional learning activities; (3)

to determine how much dental hygienists inlend to participate in

group and non-group professional learning activities; and (4) to

identify the beliefs that dental hygienists hold regarding partic-
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ipatÍon in group and non-group professional learning activities.

Group E Respondents

Group B respondents were from 21 to 45 years of age with a

mean age of 28.5 years. Sixty-five percent had no children.

Those r^'ith children had a mode of two. They graduated f rom 195'1

to'1984, 73% graduating since 1975, On the average respondents

had been in dental hygiene employment for 6.2 years. Fifty per-

cent had one to five years of dental hygiene employment experience

and 40% from six to ten years. The great majority (71%, held den-

tal hygiene diplomas as their: highest level of academic achieve-

ment; 17% bachelor's degrees; and two individuals, master's

degrees. Four dental hygienists with diplomas indicated they aJ.so

had other academic achievements such as a dental assisting certif-
icate. One respondent was a dentist. Sixty-nine percent were

currently employed in dental hygiene, 70% of these were fulI-time.

Eighty-two percent of those employed in dental hygiene were in a

general practice setting. Two individuals vrere employed in spe-

cialty praclice, two in public heaLth, one in post-secondary edu-

cation combined with generar practice, and one was a consultant.

The majority, 83%, lived in Winnipeg. Those outside of tiinnipeg

lived an average of'158 kilometers from the city; distances ranged

from 5 to 515 kilometers. Fifty-four percent were members of the

professional association (u.¡.H .A./C.D.H.A. ).
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Testinq the Hypotheses

The strength of the relationships between the theoretical

components are depicled in model form on the following page for

both group (Figure 2) and non-group (nigure 3) professíonal learn-

ing activities. The correlation coefficients are designated "r";
rrprr represents the probability of the relationship occurring using

a one-tailed t-test. The results of testing the hypotheses fol-

low.

Hypothesis !. There will be no correlation (r=0) between
dental hygienists' behavioral beliefs (¡gSOs) about participating
in professionaL learning activities and their attitude toward par-
ticipation (er).

f p resul t

Group +.707 =.000 re jected at aì.pha=.01

Non-Group +.650 Ê.000 rejected at alpha=.01

Hvpothesis !. There will be no correlation (r=0)
dental hygienists'attitude toward participation (¡r) in
sional Iearning activities and their behavioral intentions

r p result

be tween
rof es-
BI).

p
(

Group +.354 .007 rejected at alpha=.01

Non-Group +.374 .004 rejected at alpha="0'1

Hvpothesis 3. There will be no correlation (r=0) between
dental hygienists' normative beliefs (¡H¡l¿C) about participating
in professional learning activities and their social norm (SH).
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p resul t

Group +.725 8.000 rejected at alpha=.01

Non-Group +.762 's.000 re jected at alpha=.01

Hvpothesis å. There will be no correlation (r=0) between
dental hygienisLs' social norm (SH) and their behavioral inten-
tions (¡I) regarding participating in professional learning activ-
ities.

r p resul t

Group +.412 ,002 rejected at alpha=.01

Non-Group +.06.1 .341 can not be rejected at alpha=.01

Hvpothesis !. There will be no correlation (r=0) between
dental hygienists' behavioral beliefs (EsSOn) about participating
in professional l-earning activities and their behavioral inten-
tions (gl ).

I p r esul t

Group +.295 .022 rejected at alpha=.O3

Non-Group +.247 .046 can not be rejected at alpha=.03

Hvpothesis Q. There will be no correlation (r=0) between
dental hygienists' normative beliefs (IHSì4C) about participating
in professional Iearning activities and their behavioral inten-
tions (sI ).

r p resul t

Group +.477 Ê 
" 000 rejected at alpha=.03

Non-Group +.1 31 .187 can not be rejected at alpha=.03
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Predictinq the Behavioral Intention

Group professional Learninq activities. All relationships

in the model proved to be statistically significant for group pro-

fessional learning activities. For this group of dental hygie-

nists both their attitude toward participating (r=+.354) and their

social norm (r=+.412) were positively related to their intention

to participate. Às weIl, the summation of their behavioral belief

products (r=+.295) and the summation of their normative belief

products (r=+.477), the more detailed way to measure attilude and

social norm respectively, vlere also positively related to their

intention to participate. Although the correlation of the social

norm is higher than that of the atÈitude and the correlation of

the normative belief products is higher than that of the behav-

ioral- belief products, they are not different statisticaily
(p<.05). Based on these results, one cannot conclude that either

their attitude or their social norm or the underlying behavioral

or normative beliefs äre better predictors of the intention to

participate. However, the important finding is that they are

positively related to intention. If they were not, further exami-

nation of the underlying beliefs wouJd not be worthwhile, theoret-

ica1ly speaking.

Similarly, it would not be worthwhile to examine the underly-

ing behavioral or normative beliefs unless they were good pre-

dictors of attitude and social norm respectively. For these den-

tal hygienist.s, their behavioral beliefs were strongly correlated

with their atÈitude (r=+.707) and their normative beliefs were
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strongly correlated with their social norm (r=+.725),,

Non-Group professional learninq activities. For non-group

professional learning activities, three of the six relationships

depicted in the model proved to be statistically significant.

Their attitude toward participating (r=+.374) r+as positively

relaLed to their intenfion to participate; their social norm, how-

ever, was not (r=+.061 ). Heither the summation of their behav-

ioral beliefs (r=+.247) or the summation of their normative

beliefs (r=+.1 31 ) , the more detailed way to measure attitude and

social norm respectively, v¡ere significantly related to the inten-

tion to participate. Àlthough these latter tllo correlations did

not prove to be different statistically (p<.05), the attitude and

social norm correlations were (p<.001 ). Based on these results,

one can conclude that their attitude toward participaiing r+as a

better predictor than their social norm of the intention to par-

ticipate in non-group professional learning activities.

For these dental hygienists, their behavioral beliefs were

strongly correlated with their attitude (r=*.650) and their norma-

tive beliefs vrere strongly correlated with their social norm

(r=+.762). However, because the social norm is not good predictor

of intention, it only becomes worthwhile to examine the behavioral

beliefs, not the normative beliefs.

A comparison of these results to those obtained from analyz-

ing lhe non-modified Group A questionnaires reveals only one sub-

stantial variation for bolh group and non-group learning activi-

ties. The social norm of Group A respondents r+as more strongly
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related to the intention to participate in non-group professional

learning activities (r=+.263\. However, when the Group B resul-ts

are conpared to lhe results obtained from anaLyzing aIl the

returned questionnaires with no items deleted, lhere are no sub-

stantial variations in the strength of the relationships between

the model's components, including the social norm with the behav-

ioral intention for non-group learning activities (N=95, r=+.118,

p=.127) . See Àppendix F, Table F-'1 .

It was also found that for the Group B respondents there rvas

a strong relaLionship between their attitude and lheir social norm

for both group (r=+.637, p<.001 ) and non-group ( r=+.662, p<.001 )

learning activities. The size of these correlations suggests

these are not two discrete, unrelated variables.

Variable Summaries

Behavioral intention (¡I ).

Group: A mean of 4.21 group professional learning

activities were planned for the next year. Respondents ptanned to

attend a mean of 1.82 courses offered by providers of professional

continuing education and a mean of 1.'18 courses offered to the

general pubtic. A mean of one conference/convention rras planned.

Other group learning activities accounted for a mean of ,20

planned activities.

Non-Group: Total non-group professional learning activ-

ities averaged 9.01 hours for an average monlh in the next year.

Respondents planned to utilize written or audiovisual materials
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for a mean of 4"25 hours and to discuss or consult with other

persons for a mean of 4.76 hours.

Frequencies for both group and non-group planned professional

learning activities are found in Table 10.

Group A respondents planned a similar number of group activi-
ties (u=4.38), but fewer hours of non-group activities (u=6.e+).

See Appendix E, Tab1e E-1.

Àdditional exploratory analysis revealed that for the sample

as a whole (N=96), the intention to participate in group profes-

sional learning activities was positively and significantly
(p<.001 ) related to the intention to participate in non-group

activities (r=+.363).

Àttitude toward participation (ef). (potential score ranse

of +15 to -15)

Group: For group professional learning activities the

respondents had a total mean score of +9.66 with a standard devia-

tion of 4.85.

Non-GIpuB: For non-group professional learning activi-
ties the respondents had a total mean score of +!.63 with a stan-

dard deviation of 5.09.

These scores indicate that these dental hygienists had a

relatively positive attitude toward participating in both group

and non-group professional Iearning activities.

For bolh kinds of learning activities there r+as not a

substantial variation between the means of the five individual

attitude items (scored +3 to -3). item mean scores ranged from
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+2,10 ¡e +'1.65¡ indicating a "slightly" to "quite" positive evalu-

ation.

See Table 11 for frequency distributions.

The mean scores appear very similar to those of Group À

respondenls. See Àppendix E, Table E-2.

Social norm (SN). (potential score range of +3 to -3)

Group: Responding dental hygienists had a mean social

norm score of +.83 with a standard deviation of 1.62,

Non-Group: Responding dental hygienists had a ¡nean

social norm score of +.94 and a standard deviation of 1.48.

These scores indicate that this group of dental hygie-

nists perceived that most people who were important to them felt
"slightJ.y" that they should participate in group and non-group

professional learning activities.

See Table 12 f.or frequency distributions.

The mean scores for Group A respondents appear to be somewhat

higher for both kinds of learning activities. See Appendix E,

Table E-2.

Ðelief strensth (nS). (potential score range of +3 to -3)

Group: Three of the 12 consequences were believed by

the majority to be the most Iikely results of participating, their

mean scores clustering around +2.0. These items typically had

less than 5% of. the respondents replying that the consequence þ¡as

unlikely. They were the beliefs that participation would help

keep them up to date in their profession (14=+2.29), enable them to
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interact with other dental hygienists (y=+1.96), and provide them

with information that is useful to them 1y=+1.88). The highest

scoring belief, keeping up to date in their profession, v¡as

believed by 46>o to be an extremely likely consequence and by 38zo

to be quite likely.

Five of the consequences were believed by the majority to be

somewhat less likely results of participating, their mean scores

clustering aroun6 +'1.0. These items typically had less than 20eo

of the respondenLs replying that the conseguence was unIikely.

They were the beliefs that participation would not cause problems

because of philosophicaJ. differences with the employer (M=+1.48),

be personally satisfying (M=+'1.35), help futfill part of their

professional responsibilities 1y=+1.35), enable them to provide a

better service f or their patients (t't=+.96) , and allow others to

see Lhem improving themselves (M=+.75).

Responses for three of the items were more evenly divided

between the belief that the consequence was likeLy and the belief

that it was unlikely, thus creating mean scores clustering around

0.0. They were the beliefs that participating would not be a sig-

nificant financial expense (l¿=+.08), not conflict with lheir other

interests or responsibilities (t¡=-.08), or conLribute lo their

career advancement (tu=-.3g). It is interesting to noLe that 25%

of the respondents believed that it was exLremely unlikely that

participation would result in their career advancement.

One consequence was believed to be an unlikely result of par-

ticipating, the belief that participation would enable them to

receive an increase in salary (tø=-1 .71). À ful] 46eo of. the
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respondents indicated that a salary increase would be an extremely

unlikeJ.y consequence of participating.

See TabIe '13 for item frequency distributions.

None of the belief strength mean scores appeared to deviate

much from the mean scores of Group À respondents. See Àppendix E,

TabIe E-3.

Non-Group¡ Five of the consequences were believed by

the majority to be the most like1y resuLts of participating, their

mean scores approaching +2.0. These items typically had less than

1eo of. the respondents replying that the consequence was unlikely.

They were the beliefs that participating would allow them to seek

information when they wanted to 1y=+1.98), provide them with

information that is useful to them 1¡4=+1 ,79)., enable them to inte-

grate additional knowledge and skiIls into the work setting

1y=+1.60), allow them to exchange ideas with another professional

1y=+1 .58 ) , and be a personally satisfying learning experience

(M=+1.54). The highesl scoring belief, being able to seek infor-

mation when they wanted to, was believed by A0% to be an extremely

1ikely consequence and by 38% to be quite 1ikely.

Two of the consequences vrere believed by the majority to be

somewhat less like1y results of participating, their mean scores

clustering aroun6 +1.0. These items typically had less than 13eo

of the respondents replying thal the consequence vras un1ikely.

They were the beliefs that participation would fulfí11 part of

their professional responsibilities (M=+'1.38) and stimulate their

interest in dental hygiene 1y=+1 .27),

Responses for two of the items were more evenly divided
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between the belief lhat the consequence was lihely and the belief

that it was unlikely, thus creating mean scores clustering around

0.0. they were the beliefs that participation would not conflict

r,rith their other interests or responsibilities (M=-.13 ) and not

require a significant effort on their part !o learn (M=-.46).

See Table 14 for iten frequency distributions.

None of the belief strength mean scores appeared to deviate

much from the mean scores of Group À respondents. See Àppendix E,

Table E-4.

Oulcome evaluation (9,8.). (polential score range of +3 to -3)

Group: All of the outcomes of participating were posi-

lively valued by the majority of these dental hygienists. Two of

the 12 consequences of participation were very highly valued by

the majority, having mean scores greater than +2.0. None of lhe

respondents replied that these were "bad". They were: receiving

information lhat is useful to them (M=+2.60) and having personal

satisfaction (M=+2.50). Six of the consequences were highly val-

ued by the majority of the respondents, having mean scores clus-

tering around +2.0. tike the very highly valued outcomes, no one

replied that these were "bad". They were: keeping up to date in

their profession (M=+2.38), providing a better service for their

patients (M=+2,29), fulfilling part of their professional respon-

sibilities (M=+2 ,27) , receiving an increase in salary (M=+2.06),

contributing to their career advancemenl (M=+2.04), and interact-

ing with other dental hygienistr 1y=+1.95). Over 50e" of the

respondents indicated that the outcome would be extremely good for
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six of the very highly valued or highly valued consequences.

These íncluded: receiving useful information (69e"), being able to

provide a better service for patients and being personaìIy satis-

fied (50eo), contributing to career advancement (56e"), and keeping

up to date in the profession and receiving an increase in salary

(54eo).

The remaining four consequences h'ere somewhat less positively

valued than the others, having mean scores clustering arou¡fl +1.0.

Typically, J.ess than '10% of the respondents indicated that these

outcomes were rrbadrr. They nere: allowing others to see them

improving themselves (M=+1 ,46), not having a significant financial

expense 1y=+1.'15), not having problems due to philosophical dif-
ferences with their enployer (M=+1.15), and not having conflicts

with their other interests or responsibilities (M=+.81 ).

See Tab1e 15 for item frequency distributions.

None of the mean scores for ouLcome evaluation appeared to

deviate much from the mean scores of Group A respondents. See

Àppendix E, Tab1e E-3.

Non-Group¡ The majority of the outcomes of participa-

tion were positively valued by most of lhe respondents. Seven of

the nine conseguences vrere highly valued by the majority, having

mean scores clustering around +2.0. Typically, less than 3% of

the respondents replied that these were ubadu. They were! having

a personally satisfying learning experienc. 1y=+2.38), receiving

information that is useful to thenr 1y=+2.31), seeking out informa-

fion when they want ,o 1y=+2.27), fulfilling part of their profes-

sional responsibilities (M=+2,17) , exchanging ideas with another
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professional 1y=+2.1 3 ) , integrating additional knowledger/skilIs

into their work settings (M=+2.08), and stimulating their interest

in dental hygiene (M=+1.98).

Scores were more evenly distributed between the good and bad

poles for the outcome, "not conflict with my other interests or

responsibilities" (t"t=+.38). The majority responded in ¡þs +1 , 0¡

and -1 portions of the scale.

Many of these dental hygienists believed it was bad if par-

ticipation did noL require a significant effort on their part to
Iearn (l'l=-1 .44). Fif ty-two percent indicated this would be quite

bad.

See Table 16 for item frequency distributions.

None of lhe nean scores for outcome evaluation appeared to

devíate much from the mean scores of Group À respondents. See

Àppendix E, Table E-4.

Behavioral belief products (¡SOe). (polential score range of

+9 to -9)

Group: The more positive a belief's BSOE mean score,

the greater its contribution to a positive attitude toward partic-

ipation. Nine of the 12 beliefs had positive mean scores, thus

indicating a greater contribution to a positive attitude. They

were¡ "he1p keep me up to date in my profession" (y=+5.58,

SD=2.87), "provide me with information thal is useful to me"

(M=+5.08, SD=2.75) r "enable me to interact with other dental

hygienisLs" (M=+4.48, SD=3.07), "be personally satisfying"
(y=+3.75¡ sD=3.04), "fulfi11 part of my professional responsibili-
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ties" (M=+3.58, SD=Z,77), "enable ne to provide a better service

for my patients" (M=+3.34, sD=3.09), "not cause probrems because

my employer and I have philosophical differences" (M=+2.04,

sD=3.08), "al1ow others to see me improving myself" (M=+1.71,

SD=3.05), and "contribute to my career advancement" (M=+.71,

SD=4. 55 ) .

Three of the beliefs had negative mean scores, thus providing

more negative input into the attitude toward participating. They

rvere: "not conflict with my other interests or responsibilities
(M=-. 65, SD=2.96 ) , t'not be a signi f icant f inanc ial expense"

(M=-1.06, SD=3.00), and "enable me to receive an increase in saI-

ary" (M=-3.83, SD=4.31 ).

None of the BSOE mean scores appeared to deviate substan-

tially from the mean scores of Group À respondents. see Àppendix

E, Table E-3.

Non-GrouÞ: Eight of the nine beliefs had positive mean

scores, thus indicating a greater conlribution to a positive atti-
tude. One item had a mean score of "0", thus contributing Iittle
to either a positive or negative attitude. They were: "al1ow me

to seek information when I want to" (M=+5.'10, sD=3.1s), "provide

me with information that is useful to me (M=+4.56, sD=3.57), "be a

personally satisfying learning experience" (M=+4.35, Su=3.1.1),

"enable me to integrate additionat knowledge/ski11s into my work

setting" (M=+3.90, sD=3.74), "stimulate my interest in dental

hygiene" (M=+3.77, sD=3.79), "alIow me to exchange ideas with

another professional" (M=+3.55, sD=4.18), "fulfi11 part of my pro-

fessional responsibilities" (M=+3.53, SD=3.25), "not require a
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significant effort on my part to learn " (M=+.F0, SD=3.49), and

"not conflict with my other interests or responsibilities" (M=.00,

SD=2. 94 ) .

0n1y one item appeared to have a potenlialry different BSOE

mean score than the scores of Group À respondents, "not require a

significant effort on my part to learn" (M=+1.71, SD=3.14).

Correlations of behavioral beliefs with inte tion. Fur ther

insight into the determinants of the intention to participate in

professional learning activities can be obtained by examining the

correlations of the behavioral intention (gl ) with the belief
product (nson), belief strength (¡s), and the outcome evaluation

(On). Although an itemrs BSOE score may be positive, thus con-

tributing to a higher total attitude score (¿¡son), ít may not

prove lo be a belief which differentiates the amount of intended

participation. By calculating the correlation of the belief prod-

uct to the behavioral intention, the beliefs that differentiate
intention and therefore differentiate attitude, can be identified.
Furthermore, for these items that predict intention, by deterrnin-

ing the ability of both the belief strength and outcome evaluation

to predict intention, one can identify which aspect appears to

contribute to the item's predictive capability. Other belief
products (gson) which do not predict intention, rây have BS or oE

scores that do predict, however, these are 1ess significant

because they contribute littte to differences in attitude as meas-

ured by the EBSOE.

Group¡ The two attitude measures, the attitude toward
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participating (eT) and the more detailed measurement of attitude,

the summation of the belief strength weighted by the outcome eval-

uation (Egsoe) were both predictors of intention--the higher their
scores, the more planned group learning activities. The results

of an exploratory analysis suggest that the power of the attitude

toward participation to predict intention was determined more by

the four beliefs whose product (asog) was positively related to
participation (p..10 was arbitrarily selected as the "cut-off"
point). These were! (1 ) "be personally satisfying" (r=+.336)

whose predictive ability appears to be related to their berief

lhat participating would be personally satisfying (r=+.322) more

than their evaluation of personal satisfaction (r=+.179), e)
"a1lowing others to see me improving myself" (r=+,297') whose pre-

dictive ability appears to be rerated both to their belief that

participating would allow others to see them improving thenselves

(r=+.302) and to their evaruation of this outcome (r=+.3s2), (3)

"help keep me up to date in my profession" (r=+.261) whose pre-

dictive ability appears to be related to their evaluation of keep-

ing up to daLe (r=+.380) nore than the belief Èhat participating

would enable them to keep up to date (r=+.055), and (4) "provide

me wiLh information this is useful to me" (r=+.23i) whose pre-

dictive ability appears to be related to valuing receiving useful

information (r=+.218) more than their belief that participation

will enable them to receive useful information (r=+.174). Note

that no attempt was made to determine if any correlation was sig-

nificantly greater statistically than another.

Other beliefs and values positively relaled to the intention
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to participate (p<.10), but whose product (gson) was not, included

berieving lhat participation would not conflict with their other

interests or responsiblities (r=+.323), would result in career

advancement (r=+.244), and would enable them to provide a better

service for their palients (r=+.225)i and their evaluation of

career advancement (r=+.286), providing a better service for

patients (r=+.250), fulfilling part of their professional respon-

sibilities (r=+.307), and receiving an increase in salary

(r=+.412), Negatively correlated with intention was posiLively

varuing not having conflicts wilh their other interests or respon-

sibilities (r=-.287ll ,

See Table 17 f.or all correlations for Group B respondents.

Several of the behavioral betief product (gsOn) correlations

differed substantially (>.20) from those obtained from Group À

respondents: "be personally satisfying" (Àrr=+.1 08; Brr=+.336),

"aLlow others to see me improving myself" (Àrr=+.082; Brr=+,297),

and "enable me to receive an increase in salary" (A,y=+,170¡

B,r=-.073). For a comparison of the BSOE correlations with inten-

tion, see Àppendix F, Tab1e F-2. one berief strength (Bs) corre-

lation was substantially different (>.20)--"aLlow others !o see me

improving myself" (À,r=+.09'1 i Brr=+.302). Three outcome evalua-

tion (oe) correlations were substantially different (>.20) ¡

"enable me to provide a better service for my patienls"

(A,r=+.055; B,r=+.250), "a11ow others to see me improving myself"

(Àrr=+,077¡ Brr=+.357), and "enable me to receive an increase in

salary" (A,r=-.486; B,r=+.412). Although there appeared to be

many differences between Group A and Group B, when the BsoE, BS,
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and OE correlations were examined for the entire sample (N=96),

the four beliefs and their components renain statistically signif-

icant (p<.10). The BS and 0E correlations for Group A and A + B

are no! provided in tabular form, onLy these significant differ-

ences are noled.

Non-Group: These dental hygienisls' attitude toward

participating (¡r) and the summation of the belief strength

weighted by the outcome evaluation (EBSOE) were both positively

related to the intention to participate. However, the EBSOE, the

more detailed way to measure attitude, was not significant at

p<.03, lhe established a1pha, having a probability of p=.046. The

results of an exploratory analysis suggest that the ability of the

attitude to predict intention was determined more by the four

beiiefs whose product (gSon) was positively related to participa-

tion (p<.'10). These vrere: (1) "provide me with inf ormation that

is useful to me" (r=+.270) whose predictive ability appears to be

related bolh to their belief that participation wiLl provide use-

fuI information (¡=+.247) and to their evalualion of this outcome

(r=+.243) , (21 "enable ne to integrate additional knowledge/ski11s

into my work setting" (¡=+.241) whose predictive ability appears

to be related both to lhe belief that parlicipating will enable

them to integrate additional knowledger/ski11s (¡=+.241) and to

their evaluation of the outcome (r=+.2591, (3) "(not) conflicting

with my other interests or responsibilities" (r=+.235) whose pre-

dictive ability does not appear to be related significantly to

either belief strength (¡=+.184) or outcome evaluation (r=+.121l' ,

and (4) "alLow me to exchange ideas wíth another professional
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(¡=+.20'1) whose predictive ability appears to be related to their

evaluaLion of exchanging ideas (r=+.207) more than lheir belief

that it is likely or unlikely to occur (r=+.122).

Other beliefs and val-ues positively related to the intention

to participate (p<.'10), but whose product was nol, included:

believing that participating would provide a personally satisfying

learning experience (r=+.266) and positiveLy valuing fulfilling

their professional responsibilities (r=+.217),

See Table 18 for all correlations for Group B respondents.

Several of the behavioral belief product (¡SOg) correlations

differed substantially (>.ZO) from those obtained from Group A

respondents (see Appendix F, TabJ.e F-3): "be a personally satis-

fying learning experience" (Àrr=+.356, Brr=+.165), "(not) require

a significant effort on my part to learn" (À,r=+.203, B,r=+.088),

"enable me to integrate additional knowledge and skills into my

work setting (Àrr=+ .094, B,r=+ .241), "stirnulate my inlerest in

dental hygiene (À,r=+.341, B,r=+.078). One BS correlation was

substantially different (>.20): "stimulat,e my interest in dental

hygiene" (Àrr=+,272¡ B,r=+.090). Three 0E correlations are sub-

stanlially different (>.20): "fulfi11 part of my professional

responsibilities" (A,r=+.088; B,r=+,217), "stimulate my interest

in dental hygiene" (À,r=+.258¡ B,r=+.053) r âDd "provide nre with

useful informalion" (À,r=+.040; B,r=+.2431. The BS and 0E corre-

lations for Group A and À + B are not provided in labular form,

only lhese significant differences are noted.

Àlthough there appeared to be many differences beLween Group

À and Group B, when the BSOE, BS, and 0E correlations were exam-
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ined for the entire sample (N=96), the correlations for the four

beliefs and their components were similar in size and signifi-

cance. Two beliefs were significant predictors of Group À and À +

B intentions and therefore, rôy be worthy of consideration, "be a

personally satisfying learning experience" (N=96, r=*.218) and

"stimulate my interest in dental hygiene" (H=96, Í=*.160).

D_eleted I LemÊ.

Grqup: 0f the six deleted items, two appeared to be

potentially important predictors of intention when examining the

behavioral belief product correlations for the whole samp).e:

"stimulate my mind" (r=+.214, p=.018) whose predictive ability

appears to be related both to its tikelihood (r=+.194) and its

vaiue (+.220), and "enable me to integrate additional knowledge

and skill-s into my work setting" (r=+.219, p=.01 6) whose pre-

dictive ability appears to be related to its likelihood (r=+.180)

more than its value (r=+.124j, (See Appendix F, Table F-2 f.or

BSOE correlations). ÀIso related to the intentions of the whole

sample (p<.05) was believing that participation would provide an

opportunity for social enjoyment (r=+.212) and positively evaluat-

ing "nol require that I travel long distances" (r=-.315).

Non -Gr oup: None of the deleted items appeared to be

potent.ially important predictors of intention when examining the

BSOE correlations for the whole sample. (See Appendix F, Table

F-Z), Related to the intenlions of the whole sample (p..0S) was

positively valuing "keeping up to date in rny profession" (r=+.187)

and "providing a belter service for my patients" (r=+.197).
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Normative beliefs (Hn). (potential score range of +3 to -3)

Group: Respondents perceived that all referents, to

some degree, thought they should participate in lhe next year.

The two referents with the highest mean scores, oys¡ +'1.0¡ were

respected members of the dental hygiene/dental profession

(u=+'1 .75) and professional colleagues (M=+1 .42) . None of the

respondents indicated that respected members of the profession

thought they should not participate and only 2% indicated that

their colleagues thought they should not participate. Respected

members of the profession had the greatest number of respondents

replying in the "extremely - I should" portion of the scale ß1%).

The remaining referents' mean scores t+ere somewhat lower, ranging

f rom +.6 to +.9. They were: non-dental f riends (t't=+.85), co-

workers (M=+.81), patients (M=+.79), employer (l,t=+.73), and family

(¡¡=+.63). Typically, fewer than 6% of the respondents indicated

these referents thought they shculd not participate. Family was

an exceplion, 21% perceiving that their family thinks they should

nol párticipate. Fifty percent of the respondents indicated that

patients, employer, and non-dental friends thought they neither

should or should not participate.

See Table 19 for frequency distributions.

Normative belief mean scores for Group À respondents were

somewhat higher for all the referents except non-dental friends.

See Appendix E, Table E-5.

Non-Group: Respondents perceived that there vras a

slight indication that the referents thought they should partici-

pate, their mean scores ranging from +.6 to +.8. They were:
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employer (M=+.81 ), co-workers (M=+.71), family (M=+.65), and non-

dental f riends/acquaintances (t'l=+.65). For all f our ref erents,

close to half of the responses were concentrated in the neither

should or should not portion of the scale, thus indicating that a

great number of respondents perceived these referents to be ambi-

valent toward their participation. }jith the exceplion of family,

typically 6% or fewer responded in the "should not" portion of the

scale.

See Table 20 f.or item frequency distributions.

Normative belief scores for Group A respondents were somewhat

higher for all of the referents. See Appendix E, Table E-6.

Motivation to complv (UC). (potential score range of +7 to

+.1 )

Group: Generally speaking, respondents were somewhat

positively motivated to comply with all of the referents. Mean

scores ranged little: respected members of the dental hygiene/

dental profession (M=+5.04), employer (M=+5.00), professional col-

leagues (M=+4.83 ) , f ami.ly (M=+4 .77) , patients (M=+4 ,70') , co-

workers 1y=+4.50), and non-dental friends 1y=+4.23), More dental

hygienists vrere "extremely" motivated to comply with their

employer (15%) than any of the other referents.

See Table 21 for item frequency distributions.

Motivation to comply mean scores varied litt1e from those of

Group A respondents. See Appendix E, Table E-5.

Non-Group: Generally speaking, respondents were some-
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what positively motivated to comply wit.h the referents. Mean

scores ranged little: fami).y (M=+4.98), employer (M=+4.90), co-

workers (M=+4.81 ), and non-dental friends/acquaintances (M=+4.10).

Fifty percent of the respondents were motivated neilher one rvay or

the other to comply with non-dental friends.

See Table 20 tor item frequency distributions.

Motivation to comply scores varied little from those of Group

A respondents. See Appendix E, Table E-6.

Normative BeLief Products (HBUC). (potential score range of

+21 to -21)

Group: The more positive a referent's NBMC mean score,

the greater its contribution to a positive social norm regarding

participation. All referents had positive mean scores. The high-

est mean scores were for these two referents: respected members

of the dental hygiene/dental profession (M=+9.45, SD=6.70) and

professional colleagues 04=+7.67, SD=6.90). The remaining refe-

rents' scores vrere somewhat lower and clustered around +4.0. They

!vere: co-workers (M=+4. 56, SD=6.44 ) , pat ients (M=+4 . 53 , SD=6. 79 ) ,

employer (M=+4.38, SD=7.65), non-dental friends (y=+4.38,

SD=6.14), and family (M=+3.'19, SD=9.13).

Two of the referents' NBMC scores were higher for Group A

respondents: family (u=+7.25) and employer (M=+7.46). See

Appendix E, Table E-5.

Non-Group: ÀlL referents' NBMC mean scores v¡ere posi-

tive, ranging from +.3 to +.5. Regardless, as a group they did
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not serve as prediclors of intention. They were: employer

(M=+5.06, SD=7.34 ) , co-worker5 (y=+4.04, SD=6.06 ) , family

(M=+4.02, SD=8.15), and non-dental friends/acquaintances (M=+3.10,

SD=4. 62 ) .

À11 of the referents' NBMC scores were somewhat higher for

Group À respondents. "Employer" exhibited the greatest difference

(M=+7.40). See Àppendix E, Table E-6.

Correlations of normative beliefs with intention. Further

insight into the determinants of the intention to participaLe in

professional learning activities can be obtained by examining the

correlations of the behavioral intention with the belief product

(¡¡gl'{C), normative belief (Hg), and the motivation to comply (¡¡C).

Although a referent's NBMC score may be positive, thus contribut-

ing to a higher total social- norm score (Ð¡¡sMC), it may not prove

to be a referent which differentiates the amount of intended par-

ticipation. By calculating the correlation of the belief product

to the behavioral intention, the beliefs that do differentiate

intention and therefore differentiate the social norm, can be

identified. Furthermore, for those referents that do predict

intention, by determining the ability of both the normative belief

and the molivation to comply to predict intention, one can iden-

tify which aspect appears to contribute to the item's predictive

ability. 0ther belief products (HgÞfC) which do nol predict ínten-

tion, may have NB or MC scores that do predict, however, these are

less significant because they contribute little to differences in

the social norm as measured by the INBMC.
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Group: The two normative measures, the social norm (S}{)

and the more detailed measurement of the social norm, the summa-

tion of the normative belief weighted by the motivation to comply

(INBMC) were both predictors of intention--the higher their

scores, the more planned group learning activities. The results

of an exploratory analysis suggest that the ability of the norma-

tive components to predict intention is determined by all of the

referents: family, co-workers, patients, employer, respected mem-

bers of the denta)- hygiene/dental profession, professional col-

leagues, and non-dental friends. À11 referents had correlations

greater than +.30 and significant at p<.0'1. The predictive abil-

ity of the majority of the referent,s'NBMC producls appeared to be

related to both the perception that the referent thought they

should participate and their motivation to comply with the refe-

rent, lvith the exception of family and co-workers whose MC scores

did not predict intention at p<.10. See Table 22 f.or all correla-

tions for Group B respondents.

For Group A respondents, family, co-workers and non-dental

friends were not good predictors of intention. (See Àppendix F,

Table F-4). Generally speaking, all the referents' NB correla-

tions were lower for Group À. Two of the MC correlations differed

substantially Þ.20) from those of Group À: professional col-

leagues (À,r=+.108; B,r=+.331 ) and non-dental friends (A,r=-.0005;

B,r=+,266). The NB and MC correlations for Group À and A + B are

not provided in tabular form, only these significant findings are

noted. For the sample as a whole, all referents'NBMC scores are

predictors of intention, none of the correlations below +.25 and
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all significant at p<.01.

Non-Grouo: Neither the social norm or the ENBMC pre-

dicted non-group intentions. 0nly one referent appeared to be

related to intention, co-workers (r=+.197 , p=.089). This appeared

to be related to the belief that co-workers thought they should

participate (¡=+.201 ) more than their motivation to comply

( r=+. 1 54 ) . Motivation to comply with family was also related to

plans for participation (r=+.221). See Tab1e 22 f.or all correla-

tions for Group B respondents.

Findings were very similar to those of Group A. The only

exception r+as motivation to comply with family (A,r=-.083;

B,r=+.221). Às previousLy mentioned, this data is not provided in

tabular form.

Deleted items. None of the group referent items were

deleted. The two non-group referent items that were, Þatients and

professional colleagues, were consistently insignif icant.

Respondents' Çqnüe¡lg

Twenty-six of the 96 respondents (Group A and Group B ques-

tionnaires) commmented in the space provided for additional com-

ments.

One group of comments related to the difficulty in completing

the questionnaire. Two felt some guestions were ambiguous, four

stated that being currently unemptoyed in dental hygiene (one men-
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t i oned f or '1 0 years ) made i t difficult to complete, and

and ambiguity were problensreplied that both unemployment

them. Two dentai hygienists commented that it was hard for

to visualize their future plans. One person simply said, rr

two

for

them

r did

noL enjoy fitling this out".

A second group of comments focused on the individuality of

the dental hygienist. Two respondents questioned the significance

of the influence of others, claiming the final decision is always

a personal, individual choice. Three commented that it was impor-

tant that their individual learning needs be met, two of these

mentioned the distance they Iived from Winnipeg as a potential

barrier.

Three dental hygienists' conments centred around the belief

that dental hygiene as a profession did not motivate them to par-

ticipate in continuing education. The following comments repre-

sent their strong viewpoint.

In my opinion the dental hygiene profession offers
very Iittle incentive for improving. The work selting
is extremeJ.y monotonous--I can't imagine what or where
new skills would fit into the job.

I do not feel any great extent of continuing education
in dental hygiene is necessary (greater than 5 hours/
year maximum) as there have been few developments over
the years, lhe profession is not very dynamic. Às
a hygienist, I feel the "profession" is largely ski11

except for the occasional advancement, e.g. sea-
lants i feel hygienists are greatly overeducaLed
as it is probably one of Lhe primary reasons for so
much "burnout" and job dissatisfaction.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCTUSIONS

introduction

The discussion of the results, including the implications of

the findings, centres around the four objectives of the study.

The chapter closes with directions for future study and concluding

remarks.

OBJECTM #1: To determine if dental hyqienists' attitude,
social !@, and underlvinq beliefs are related to their intention
tc Barticipate in professional learninq activities.

Fishbein and Àjzen contend that humans use a rational thought

process when deciding whether or not to engage in a behavior, tak-

ing into account eiLher or both their personal attitude and their

perception of what important others think they should do regarding

performing the behavior. The results of this study indicate that

this premise holds true for dental hygienists when they are making

decisions regarding their plans for participating in professional

learning activities. These dental hygienisLs'attitude, social

norm, and underlying beliefs are related to their intention to

participate in learning activities directed toward their profes-

sional development, with the strength of the relationships varying

according to the kind of learning activity planned.

À11 six of the hypotheses for group professíonaI learning

activities and three of lhe six hypotheses for non-group profes-
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sional learning activities are statistically significant wilh cor-

relations close to or greater than +.30. Correlations of this

magnitude in Lhe sociat sciences are considered to be satisfactory

and of praclical value (njzen 6, Fishbein, 1980).

The data suggest that when dental hygienists are making their

plans for participating in group professional learning activities

(courses offered by providers of professional continuing educa-

tion; courses offered by universities, community co1leges, commu-

nity centres, etc; and conventions and conferences), they consider

both their personal attitude toward participating (r=+.354) and

their social norm or the perception of what important others in

general think they should do regarding participating (r=+.412).

For non-group professional learning activities (utilizing written

or audiovisual materials and discussing or consuJ.ting with other

persons), these dental hygienists take into consideration their

personal attitude (r=+.374). There appears to be Iittle relation,

however, between their plans and the perceived social pressures to

participate (r=+.061 ) " Finding that the social norm contributes

little to the predictability of the intention to participate in

non-group activities is not inconsistent with the model since

depending on the type of behavior, one of the components may not

be imporLant.

Finding that the intention to participate in both group and

non-group professional learning activities is related to attitude

is comparable to the results of Clark and Dickinson's (1976) study

of nurses. ÀIlhough they used a different measure of attitude,

they also found that the more favorable the attitude toward con-
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tinuing education, the greater the participation in other-directed

(r=+.29) and self-directed (r=+.32) learning activities.

For both group and non-group professional learning activi-

ties, the modal salient behavioral beliefs and the modal salient

normative beliefs are strongly correlated to their corresponding

components, their attitude toward participating and their social

norm respectively.

Group Non-Group

IBSOE and ÀT +.707 +.650

ÐNBMC and SN +.725 +.762

Due to the strength of these correlations, it appears that, for

this group of dental hygienists, the beli.ef statements and refe-

rents gathered in the interview process and subsequently refined

through cross-validation procedures, are representative of the

constructs of attitude and social norm, as defined and measured by

Fishbein and Ajzen. Àjzen and Fishbein (1980) argue that lheoret-

ically it should be possible to predict the intention directly

from the lwo sets of beliefs (behavioral and normative) if the

following conditions are met: (1) the behavioral beliefs do pre-

dict the attitude, and the normative beliefs do predict the social

norm; and Q) the attitude and social norm predict the intention.

This is true for group professional learning activiLies where the

behavioral intention is positively and significantly correlated to

both the attitude and the underlying behavioral beliefs, and to

both the social norm and the underlyinq normative beliefs. This
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is not true, however, for non-group learning activities where the

behavioral intention is positively and significantly correlated to

the a!litude, but not to the underlying behavioral beliefs

(p=.0¿6, exceeds partitioned alpha of .03). However, it is true

in this circumstance, when the results are examined for the sample

as a whole (¡¡=96 , r=* .213 , p= . 0'1 9 ) .

When the results obtained from analyzing the refined Group B

questionnaires are conpared to the results that are obtained from

an exploratory analysis of all of the returned questionnaires with

no items deleted, there are generally speaking, no substantial

variations in the strength of the relationships between the mod-

el's components. Allhough I of the 12 hypotheses have slightly

higher correlations for Group B compared to the entire sample,

three of these relationships r+ere measured using identical items

(no items were deleted for the attitude and social norm compo-

nents). It therefore becomes very difficult to determine whether

the cross-validation item deletion process actually improves lhe

strength of some of the relationships or whether the two groups of

respondents differ according to some significant variable. ?hese

findings suggest that the methodology incorporated in this study

requires further development. In particular, attention should be

given to studying the sample to determine if employment status or

other significant variables may have caused differences in the lwo

groups (e and s) and to the process used for refining the instru-

ment.

I,lith the initially weak items deleted (croup B question-

naires, N=48) or with no items deleted (aII questionnaires, N=96),
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the results consistently indicate that the behavioral beliefs v;ere

strong predictors of attitude and lhat the normative beliefs were

strong predictors of the social norm for both kinds of learning

activities. The other findings are consistent as well; the inten-

tion to participate in group learning activities is related to

both the attitudinal and normative components, whereas the inten-

tion to participate in non-group learning activities is related

only to the attitudinal component.

OBJECTiVE #2: To determine which of the two maior model compo-
nents, the attitudinal or the normative, 4E¡ to have the
greater effect, if anv, on dental hvqienists' intentions to par-
ticipate in qroup and non-sroup professional learninq acLivities.

Às the previous discussion indicated, these dental hygie-

nists' intention to participate in group professional learning

activities is related both to their attitude and to perceived

social pressures. Statistical analysis reveals no difference

(p<.05) between the correlations of these two components with

intention. Therefore, it cannot be concluded that one appears to

be more related to the intention to participate than the other.

However, for non-group professional learning activities, these

correlations differed significantly (p<.001 ); the attitudinal com-

ponent being a much better predictor than the normative component.

Motivational theories used or developed by adult educators

are in general agreement that an individual's decision to engage

in a learning activity is influenced by a variety of personal and

environmental factors. What this study reveals is that these fac-

tors may effect the decision to participate in different h'ays,
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depending on the kind of learning activity planned. According to

Fishbein and Àjzen, altitudes are based on beliefs and beliefs are

formed through personal experience or through persuasive conmuni-

cation. It appears that when dental hygienists are planning to

participate in non-group learning activities, their attitude is an

important consideration. However, the ability of reference groups

to influence dental hygienists' plans to participate, in this case

other dental professionals, family, and friends, is much greater

for group than non-group learning activities.

The results of other studies of participation in group learn-

ing activities also support the importance of considering the

impact of social influence upon participation. Scanlan and

Darkenwald's ( 1985) study of al-l-ied health prcfessionals found

that the factor "SociaI ReIatJ.onships" accounted for the most var-

iation in participants' reported levels of other-directed continu-

ing educalion (r=+.273). SimiIarly, the efforts of Boshier and

CoIlins (1982) to compile the resul!s of 48 administrations of the

Educational Participation Scale to over 1 2,000 learners revealed

t,hat "SociaI Contact" accounted for the greatest amount of vari-

ance Q3%t, fol-lowed by "Social Stimulation" (19%).

A cursory examination of the belief statements originally

elicited in the interviews reveals that for group professional

learning activities various social aspects of participation are

mentioned with greater frequency than for non-group activities.

Six of the 19 group beliefs contained some reference to others:

"enable me to hear a variety of opinions/viewpoints", "enable me

to interact with other dental hygienists", "provide an opportunity
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to compare myself tvith my peers'r, "provide an opportunily for

social enjoyment", "cause problems because my employer and I have

philosophical differences", and "a1Iow others to see me improving

myself"; while only two of the 12 non-group beliefs were social in

nature, "a11ow me t,o exchange ideas with another professional" and

"prepare me to communicate intelli.gently with other profession-

alst'.

Certainly the factor analytic studies of participation have

also taken into account the social nature of parlicipation as well

as the potential influence of others. For example, in 0'Connor's

(1979, p. 356) study of nurses the Educational Participation Scale

was used which included some normative factors: "Improvement in

Social Reiations" as measured by items like "to make new friends",

"to comply with the fact that people with status and prestige

attend adult educaLion classes", and "to participate in a group

activity"; "Compliance I,lith Àuthority", as measured by items like

"carry out the recommendations of someone else" and to "comply

with my employer's policy"; and "Professional Àdvancement", as

measured by items like "to keep up with others" and "to be

accepted by others". 0'Connor administered the instrument to par-

ticipants only. Àlthough it was found that these three factors

just mentioned were nol the most high}y rated, due to the design

of her study there rlas no way to predict their potential to dif-

ferentiate participants from non-participants. Cervero's ( t 98t ,

p. 32,33) factor analytic study of physicians' reasons for parlic-

ipaLing in continuing education used the Participation Reasons

Sca1e. Two of the four factors included normative items:
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"Enhance Personal and Professional Position" and "Interact with

CoLleagues". Interaction with their colleagues provided a mecha-

nism not only to feel part of the profession but to learn from

their peers. "Interact with Colleagues" vlas second only to the

factor, "Maintain and Improve Professional Competence and Service

to Patients", as a motivator for participation.

Interestingly, there is virtually no difference between these

dental hygienists' attitude and social norm mean scores for group

and non-group learning activities. Their attitude mean scores

indicate that they hold a relativeJ-y positive attitude toward par-

ticipating in both kinds of learning activities. Their social

norm mean scores indicate that there is a stightly positive belief

that important others want them tc participate in both group and

non-group learning activities. The similariiy of these scores

suggests thaL for both kinds of learning activities these dental

hygienists feel equally positive about participating and feel a

similar amount of social pressure to participate. This seems to

suggest that as a group they do not prefer, or t.he salient refe-

rents do not prefer, one kind of learning activity over another.

This is a positive finding in that it does not indicate that this

group or íts salient referents would resist efforts to enhance

their participation in either of these kinds of learning activi-

ties. However, it is less positive to discover that important

others are not perceived to attach a greater importance than they

appear to to these dental hygienists' participation in continuing

education.

Àlthough the correlations are modest, the results suggest
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thal attempts to increase dental hygienists' plans to participate

in group professional learning activities like courses and conven-

tions, should be directed at both the attitudinal and normative

components to be successful. The importance of developing a posi-

tive attitude toward participating should not be overlooked by

those who have sustained professional contact with these dental

hygienists--their employers, educators, and other close profes-

sional associates. These individuals have numerous opportunities

to influence dent.al hygienists by their own example and by promot-

ing professional development for others. Providers of continuing

education might increase the number of dental hygienists who pJ.an

to participate by contributing to a more positive attitude if they

organize and market learning opportunities which are likely to

offer the outcomes that have been associated with increased par-

ticipation. In general, these dental hygienists did not perceive

a great amount of social pressure to participate in group learning

activities. Developing strategies that encourage the salient

referents to promote participation, might also result in an

increase in pIans.

The results suggest lhat attempts to increase Manitoba dental

hygienists' plans to use written and audiovisual materials or the

degree to which they plan to use individual discussion or consul-

tation to further their professional development will be more suc-

cessful if directed at the set of beliefs underlying lheir atti-

tude toward partícipating. 0f particular imporLance is the

finding that efforts directed only toward increasing the percep-

tion that important others think they should participate would
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most likely not be successful at increasing Lheir p1ans. Às vlith

group learninE activities, employers, educators, and other close

professional associates have the ability to influence dental

hygienists' attitudes toward the use of these non-human and human

Iearning resources. Providers of continuing education interested

in promoting these more independent forms of learning would be

more likely to encourage plans to participate if they were able to

incorporate the outcomes that have been associated with an

increase in plans, thus also contributing to a more positive atti-

tude.

I,then discussing the implications of the findings, it becomes

evident that change strategies which might effect attitude, might

also effect social norm. In fact, in this study the Group B

respondents' attitude and social norm scores rlere found to be

fairly strongly retated to one another for both kinds of learning

activities (group, r=* .637 , p<.00'1; non-group r=+.552, P<.001 ).

This is indicative of a positive relationship between the two com-

ponents. Fishbein and Àjzen have stated that new information to

which a person is exposed may affect both the determinants of

infention (rishbein & Ajzen, 1975). An example of their overlap-

ping relationship might be the following. À dental hygienist has

a close professional colleague who becomes very involved in par-

ticipating in a particular kind of continuing education activily

and the colleague convinces the dental hygienist that her partici-

pation would also result in certain valued outcomes. The dental

hygienisl subsequently develops a more positive attitude toward

participating in this kind of learning activity while at the same
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time also increases her social norm score because she perceives

someone who is irnportant to her thinks she shou1C participate.

In summary, il is also important to understand that strat-

egies directed toward changing behavioral or normative beliefs

will be successful only if a sufficient number of beliefs are

focused upon, in particular those which have been identified as

good predictors of intention. Returning to the above example, the

persuasive efforts of this dental hygienists' colleague may have

little effect if other, possibly more important, beliefs are not

attended to as well. I.iith this in nind, more specific suggestions

are made in the section,OBJECTIVE #4, where the individual behav-

ioral and normative beliefs about participating in both kinds of

l-earning activities are discussed.

OBJECTiVE #3: To determine to what extent dental hyqienists
intend to participate in qroup and non-qroup professional Iearninq
activities.

Group Professional Learninq Activities

0n Lhe average, these dental hygienisls are planning to

attend four group professional learning activities in the next

year, including two courses offered by providers of professional

continuing education, one course offered to the general public by

providers of education, one convention/conference, and a minimal

amount of "other" learning activities (mean scores r^rere rounded to

the closest whole number). Eighty-eight percent of the 48 respon-

dents plan at least one group learning activity for the next year.
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0n1y six dental hygienists have no plans.

Seventy-one percent of the respondents plan to altend courses

offered by providers of professional- continuing education; almost

half of the sample (a6%) reporting plans for attending one to two

courses. These data are similar to those reported in other stud-

ies. Cafferata et aI. (1975) found that 76% ot a group of New

York dentists claimed to have attended at least one continuing

educaLion course in the preceding year. In a study of allied

health professionals, 75.6% reported they had participated in the

past year in some form of other-directed professional learning

activities (Scan1an & Blagg, 1985). Lewis' (1981 ) study of

Canadian dental hygienists reported that the 80% who had partici-

pated in continuing educaLion courses since graduation had taken,

in a two year period, an average of almost four courses. The data

are substantially different, however, from that reported in

Mal-vitz and Judge's (1976) study of Michigan dental hygienists.

Fifty-one percant of their group of dental hygienists reported

attending continuing education courses in the past year, while 71%

of Manitoba dental hygienists plan to attend courses offered by

providers of professional continuing education in the next year.

This difference might be attributed Lo several factors such as:

(1) t'tanitoba dental hygienists do plan to participate in more con-

tinuing education courses than Michigan dental hygienists did, Q)

plans or intentions are significantly differenl than actual behav-

ior, (3) dental hygienists participate more in continuing educa-

tíon now than thef did 10 years ago, and (4) inaccurate or non-

comparable data were obtained in either or both of the studies.
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Sixty percent of the respondents reported that they plan to

attend courses offered by universities, community colleges, commu-

nity centres, etc.. Àgain, almost half report that they would

take one to two courses. It appears that many of these dental

hygienisls are taking courses for credit and are therefore possi-

b1y working Loward a degree which is directly related to their

professional development as a dental hygienist. Plans to attend

at least one convention or conference are reported by 67% of. Lhe

respondents, the great rnajority of these (88%) planning to attend

one or two. Some degree of "other" group professional learning

activities are planned by five dental hygienists (e.9. in-

services at work).

Non-Group PfofeSSiq¡êl Learninq Àctivities

This group of dental hygienists plans to engage in non-group

professional learning activities for a mean of nine hours in an

average month in the next year; thus one could extrapolate that a

mean of 108 hours are planned for the next year. Plans were

aLmost evenly divided between using written or audiovisual materi-

a1s (4.25 hours) and discussing/consulting with another person

(4.76 hours). Eleven respondents Q3%) plan to do neither of

these. Sixty-five percent plan to use written or audíovisual

materíals with 61% of these planning four or more hours of use.

This is substantially less than the 95% of respiratory therapists,

physical therapists, and medical technologists who reported some

degree of journal or periodical reading in a month (Scanlan &

Blagg, 1985). À stightly greater percentage of the respondents
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/71%) plan to discuss or consult with others. The data appear to

be comparable to Cafferata et al.'s (1976) results: 79% of their

sample of dentists reporled consulting with colleagues in the pre-

vious year. Slightly over half plan one to three hours of

discussion/consultation; ten of the 48 respondents plan '10 or more

hour s .

llhile individual intentions to participate in both group and

non-group professional learning activities nright vary for the com-

ing year based on other influential faclors, these aggregate

intentions shoul-d be fairly stable (ejzen & Fishbein, 1980). Àn

exception to this could possibly occur if the entire population

llere influenced by an external variable, like mandatory continuing

education. Two major factors which influence whether an individu-

als' intention is positively related lo their behavior are the

degree to which the behavior is under volitional control and the

stability of the intention over time (nishbein & Jaccard, 1973).

Àlthough there is no evidence with respect to the continuing edu-

cation behaviors of dental hygienists per se, there is considera-

b1e evidence that most human behaviors are indeed under volitional

control (nyan, cited in Fishbein & Jaccard [1973] ). The stabi.lity

of these dental hygienists' intentions to participate in group

professional learning activities over time could be influenced by

the tine interval between the measurement of the intention and the

observation of the behavior, in this case, one year. The longer

the time interval, the lower the intention-behavior correlation.

Processes Èhat could occur during the year which could change

their intention include: ( 1 ) exposure to new informalion, e.g.
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the dental hygienist comes to believe that her employer does think

she should participale in group professional learning activities

in the next year because he,/she decides to pay her course regis-

tration fee ì Q) sequence of prior events, ê.g. a dental hygienist

planning to attend a continuing education course does not because

she does not receive the information about the course in time to

plan accordingly; (3) skill and means, e.9. a dental hygienist

plans to attend a continuing education course, but has no trans-

porbation; (¿) habits, e.g. although a dental hygienis¡ intended

to take a continuing education course, because she has never taken

one in the past, habit forces her to continue with her previous

non-part ic ipatory behavior .

Ranking the learning activities according to the proportion

of responclents reporting some participation, they were in order,

beginning with the most frequently cited: courses offered by pro-

viders of continuing professional education tied v¡ith discussing

or consul-ting with other persons 01%); conventions or conferences

(67%); written or audiovisual materials (65%); courses offered by

universities, community, cotleges, community centres, etc. (6A%\ ¡

and "other" group activities (10%) . There lltere very f ew "other"

group learning activities given by the respondents, thus suggest-

ing the list that was provided adequately covered the methods

lhese dental hygienists most commonly used to continue their edu-

cation.

It is evident that Manitoba dental hygienists are planning to

engage in a significant amount of learning activity in the next

year. They plan to participate in both the more formalized, visi-
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ble kinds of learning activities as well as the more informal,

independent learning activities. À cursory examination of the

questionnaires reveals that t,he mean scores for all the learning

activities would undoubtedly rise if the dental hygienists who are

not currently employed in a dental hygiene setting QS of the 96

respondents) v¡ere removed from the sample. This may be indicatíve

of more learning activity on the part of those professionally

acLive than reporled here.

As dental hygienists plan to engage in more group learning

activities, they also plan to engage in more non-group activities.

This suggests that dental hygienists who are actively continuing

their learning wiII tend to use a variety of formats, nany of

which have been identified by previous dental research as being

used more by exemplary rather than ordinary professionals

(Naughton, 1980). It also suggests that efforts to encourage one

kind of learning activity might al-so encourage other kinds of

learning activity. Obviously no single form of instruction is

best for all dental hygienists. Canadian dental hygienist distant

learners were found to use more learning resources as more became

accessible (Wener, 1985). It is important lhal providers offer a

diversity of learning activities in order to address individual

learning styles and preferences while taking into account that

ease of access may determine which form of instructional medium

the dental hygienist will turn !o.

Comparing the amount of intended group and non-group learning

activities is somewhat tenuous because it is impossible lo equate

number of courses or conventions with numbers of hours of reading
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or consultation. However, the figures indicate that as a whole,

slightly more dentaL hygienisls plan to parlicipate in at least

one group learning activity (887;) rather than a non-group activity
(77%). This may be indicative of a slight preference or a greater

availability of group activities over non-group activities.

Participating in professional continuing education courses or

conventions is probabJ.y regarded more frequently as "continuing

education" rather than the other fornats included for study. It
is of interest that the same percentage of respondenls report that

they plan to discuss or consult with others to continue their

learning as those who plan to take a continuing education course.

This appears to support the notion that has been previously stated

by others--a great deal of information that professionals acquire

comes to them by word of mouth (pubin , 1972; Kubat , 1975).

Àlthough the measurement of these learning activities rlas

quantitative, it is important that continuing educators not pro-

mote increased quantity without attending to quality. The more

províders involve individual professionals in the learning process

and in making decisions about what they learn, how they learn, and

when they ]earn, the better they will learn and the more apt they

rvil-1 be to translate that knowledge into behavior change (Àllan,

Grosswald, & Means, 1984). To provide quality learning opportuni-

ties that offer results that these professionals value will ulti-
mately require increased input and capabilities on the part of

individual professionals" In order to help dental hygienists

become more capable of managing their continued education, educa-

tors will need lo help dental hygiene sludents become more self-
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directed in their learning and continuing educators will need to

assume the functions of facilitators and information brokers more

often instead of continuing their roles as instructors and content

experts ( Suter et a1. , 1 984 ) .

OBJECTIVE #4:
hold about

To ident i fv
partiãlpatinq in

the beliefs that dental hyqienists
qroup and non-group prof ess i onal

learninq activities.

The potential outcomes of participating in group and non-

group professional learning activities that resulted from the

intervierv process do not appear to vary significantly from the

benefits or barriers that have been identified in previous studies

(e.g. Bowser, 1919; Cervero, 1980; 0'Connor, 1979, 1982¡ Seanlan &

Darkenwald, 1984). This study included both benefits and barri-

ers, whereas, with few exceptions the majority of other motiva-

tional studies have focused on either one or the other.

The outcomes associated with participating in group profes-

sional learning activities can be placed into several categories

according to similarity. 0ne group includes those concerned with

the acquisition and application of new and usefuL knowledge; par-

Licipating would (or would not) allow them to receive useful

information, keep up to date, integrate additional knowledge or

ski1ls into their work setting, or provide a better service for

their patients. Another set of outcomes are related to their

social or professional relationship with others. For example,

participating would (or would not) enable them to interact with

other dental hygienists, be socially enjoyable, provide an oppor-
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tunity to compare Lhemselves vlith their peers, or allow others to

see them inprove themselves. Other outcomes focus more on the

nature of the learning experience itself; participating would (or

would not) result in their mind being stimulated, personal satis-

faction, hearing a variety of opinions or viewpoints, or providing

lhem with an organized or structured way to learn. Ànother set of

outcomes could be classified as professional matters, the denlal

hygienists believing that participating would (or would not) help

to fulfill part of their professional responsibilities, contribute

to their career advancement, or cause problems h'ith their employer

due to philosophical differences. The remaining beliefs deal with

practical issues and are more often than not associated with bar-

riers. These are the beliefs that participating would (or would

not) result in a significant financial expense, enable them to

receive an increase in salary, require that they travel long dis-

tances, oÍ conflict with their other interests or responsibili-

ties.

SimilarIy the outcomes associated with non-group professionaJ.

learning activities can also be grouped. One group are those out-

comes concerned with the acquisition and application of new and

useful knowledge or skills; participating would (or would not)

enable them to receive useful information, keep up to date, inte-

grate new knowledge and skills into the work seLting, provide a

better service for their patients, or become prepared to communi-

cate intelligently with other professionals. A second group of

outcomes are reLated to the nature of the learning experience

itself; participating would (or would not) allow them to seek
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information when they want !o, enable them to exchange ideas with

another professional, provide a personally satisfying learning

experience, conflict with their other inLerests or responsibili-

ties, or require a greater amount of effort to learn than when

using other methods. The rernaining two outcomes could be classi-

fied as professional matters--believing that participating would

(or would not) stimulate their interest in dental hygiene or a1low

them to fulfill part of their professional responsibilities.

A slightly greater number of outcomes are perceived to result

from participating in group activities rather than non-group

activities (a mean of 9.7 group beliefs compared to 6.5 non-group

beliefs), suggesting that more benefits or barriers are associated

with the more formal modes of continuing education. However, the

belief given most frequently by the interviewees for 
,both 

kinds of

learning activities is the belief that participating would (or

would not) provide them with useful information.

The individuals or groups who might have an impact on their

decision to participate are similar for both group and non-group

learning activities: their employer, their professional col-

leagues, their co-r^rorkers, respected members of the dental

hygiene/dental profession, their patients, their family, and their

non-dental friends. The only exception was that the interviewees

consider respected members of the dental hygiene/dental profession

as a group, but not a non-group salient referent. The interview-

ees mentioned a mean of 3.3 group and 2.4 non-group referents.

For both kinds of learning activities, the employer is most fre-

quently mentioned as someone whose opinion they would take into
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consideration when deciding whether they would participate. The

salient referenLs identified by these dental hygienists are simi-

lar to those included in a hypothetical Iist constructed by

Grotelueschen and Caulley (1977), Their Iist included: supervi-

sor, close professional associates, clients, faculty members,

leaders in the professional association, employer, spouse, and

prof essional certi f ícation board (tiris one h'as consiciered particu-

larIy relevant for jurisdictions with mandatory cont.inuing educa-

tion).

Behaví oral Beliefs

Group professional learninq activities. In the final anal-

ysis, a group's behavioral intention is more cLearly explained by

referring to the beliefs its members ho1d. For this group of den-

tal hygienists, twelve of the original 19 behavioral beliefs

regarding participating in group professional learning activities

remained following the item deletion process and were used in the

analysis of Group B questionnaires. This set of 12 items is a

strong predictor of these dental hygienists' attitude toward par-

ticipating in the next year (r=+.707, p<.00.1 in specific test) and

a moderately strong predictor of their intention to participate

(r=+.295, p<.05 in specific test).

The potential consequences of participating in group learning

activities differ according to the degree to which the dentat

hygienists believe the consequences are like1y to result from par-

ticipating and the degree to which the consequences are valued.
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Therefore, the beiiefs contribute lo their overall attitude in

different ways. Nine of the beliefs have an overall positive con-

tribution to their total attitude score. These beliefs and their

corresponding belief slrength and outcome evaluations (based on

their mean scores) are, in decreasing order: "help keep me up to

date in my profession" (quite likely and quite good), "provide me

with information that is useful to me" (quite likely and extremely

good), "enable me to interact with other dental hygienists" (quite

Iikely and quite good), "be personally satisfying" (sIightly

likely and extremely good), "fuIfil] part of my professional

responsibilities" (slightIy 1ikely and quite good), "enable me to

provide a better service for my patients" (sIightly likely and

quite good), "(not) cause problenrs because my employer and I have

philosophical differences" ( slightly likely and slightLy good) ,

"a11ow others to see me improving myself" (slightly likely and

slightly good), "contribute to my career advancement" (neither

like1y or unlikely and quite good). The remaining three beliefs

had an overall negative contribution to their tctal attitude

score: " (not ) conflict with my other interests or responsibili-

ties" (neither likely or unl-ikeIy and slightly good), "(not) be a

significant financial expense (neither likely or unlikely and

slightly good), and "enable me to receive an increase in salary"

(quite unlikely and quite good).

By reviewing the data obtained in this study as well as the

results of other investigations using this theory and method, it

is evident that although a behavioral beLief product's score might

be high (e.g. consequence quite likeì.y and quite good), iL might
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not necessarily be an item that helped to contribute to the abil-

ity of attitude to predict intention. In order to develop a

fuller understanding of the determinants of attitude, a secondary

analysis rvas performed whereby correlations were calculated

between each belief product, belief strength, and outcome evalua-

tion and the intention to participate. Àccording to Ajzen and

Fishbein (1980), it is a belief whose product predicts intention

that will contribute to the ability of attitude to predict inten-

tion. Thus, their identification can aid in the development of an

understanding of the attiludinal component. Furthermore, il has

been suggested that it is these beliefs that differentiate the

amount of intended participation that are more deserving of

efforts which might be directed toward increasing the likelihood

of the behavior occurring (Pomaza1 & Brown, 1977). The results of

this exploratory analysis should be interpreted with caution due

to the large number of variables (beliefs) that were examined, the

generous alpha chosen (.10), and to lhe modest size of the signif-

icant correlations.

À1so worthy of noting regarding the results in general are

the number of occasions where the Group À dental hygienists'

results differ from Group B's results. Although their responses

were very similar for lhe belief strengbh and outcome evaluation

items, they differed substantially on several of the ilems and

item product correlations with intention. The manner in which the

returned questionnaires were divided based on time of return,

every other one being designated as "4" and the oLher "8" vlould

not seem to contribute to these discrepancies. The reason for
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these differences remains unknown, but because they do exist,

where it appears appropriate, the findings regarding individual

belief items are discussed for the sample as a who1e, combining

the two sets of questionnaires.

The results suggest that four of the 12 outcomes whose belief

products were related significantly to intention (p<.10), have a

greater contribution than the other items to an attiLude conducive

to participating in group learning activities. They are numbered

one through four in the following discussion.

(1 ) "Participating would be personally satisfying". Àlthough

over 90% of the respondents believe that having personal satisfac-

tion as a result of participating is extremely or quite good, this

positive evaluation is not related significantly (p<.10) to their

intention. Àn increase in plans to participate appears to be

based more strongly on believing that personal satisfaction will

result from participating. Slightly over half of the respondents

believe this would be an extremely or quite like1y results of par-

ticípating, the remainder believing it to be only sIightIy ).ikely,

neither likeIy or unlikely, or unlikely. Personal satisfaction is

the most positively correlated belief product r+ith lhe intenLion

to participate (r=+.336, p=.010). Àlthough the correlation drops

somewhat (r=+.206, p=.022) when the Group A and Group B question-

naires are combined, it still is an oulcome which appears to be

important. However, the interpretation of personal satisfaction

is somewhat problematical. Returning to the interviews, personal

satisfaction meant to many of the interviewees that participating

made them feel good about themselves as learners, as profession-
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als, or as people. One can speculate that it is those dental

hygienists who have had positive, personally satisfying past

group-oriented learning experiences who will be more inclined to

plan to participate in the future, expecting similar experiences.

Some dental hygienists may have a definite preference and find

learning more satisfying when they are part of a group because

they are able to take in and process the information more effec-

tively than when using other modes.

(2) "Participating would allow others to see me improving

myseIf". Almost 70% of the respondents believe there is some

degree of likelihood that participating would allow others to see

them improving themselves, although half of these believe it is

only slightly 1ikeIy. Over 50% believe that having others see

therir improve themselves is either extremely or quite good. Close

Lo 40% believe it is only slightly good or neither good or bad.

The ability of the belief product to predict intention (r=+.297,

p=.020) appears to be based on both believing that participating

would allow others to see them improving themselves and on a posi-

tive evaluation of that consequence. These results are another

reflection of the influence of important others regarding dental

hygienists' plans to participate. In this case, it appears that

plans may be positively influenced by the visibility of their par-

ticipation. The belief product's correlation with the intention

to participate is substantially reduced, but still significant,

when Group A and Group B data are combined (r=+,177, p=,042),

indicating that it may not be as critical as it initially appears

and may warrant further investigation.
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(3) "Participating would help keep me up to date in my

profession". The results indicate that it is positively valuing

keeping up lo date that is more strongly related to intention than

believing that participating will result in keeping up to date.

Approximately 90% of these dental hygienists believe that it is

extremely or quite good to keep up to date in their profession.

All the respondenls replied that it is like1y that participating

in group professional learning activities will help keep them up

to date (46% extremely, 38% quite and 17% slightty). The belief

product's correlation with intention is consistently significant

for both groups of respondents. For the sanple as a whole, it has

the highest correlation (r=+.363, p=.005). Helping professionals

to pracr"ice according to the current state of the art is the ulti-
mate goal of continuing education. One can speculate, however,

that even if dental hygienists positively value keeping up to date

or believe that participating will help keep them up to date, they

may not perceive a need to keep up to date unless they perceive a

discrepancy between their current practice and up to date prac-

tice.
(4) "ParLicipating would provide me with information that is

useful to me". Dental hygienists who value receiving useful

information were more likely to plan to participate. This is

positive in that over 90% oÍ. the respondents believe that this is

an extremely or quite good conseguence of participating. Although

the majority believe that it is quite likely that participating

will allow them to receive useful information, this belief was not

related significantly to their intention. More irnportantly, the
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product of the strength of their belief and their evaluaLion of

the consequence had a correlation of +.237 (p=.052) with inten-

tion. Dental hygienists are obviously not an exception to the

considerable amount of evidence which supports that being able to

imrnediately apply newly acquired knowledge or skill is an impor-

tant factor in motivating adults to participate in a learning

activiLy (Tough, 19'19). This is further supported by studies of

dental hygienists which have repeatedly shown that the subject or

topic of a course is given the nrost consideration when ihey are

deciding whether to participate (Carr, Cross 6, Bauer, 198'1; Wener,

198s).

The items "stimulate my mind" and "enable me to integrate

additional knowledge and skilIs into my work setting" were deleted

following the analysis of Group A questionnaires. When the 96

questionnaires are combined, however, the belief products for both

items have large enough correlations !o warrant attention,

r=+.214, p=.018 and r=+.219, p=.016 respectively. Examining the

sample as a whole reveals that both the belief that participating

would stimulate their mind and valuing this stimulation are

related to intenLion. The belief that participating woul.d enable

them to integrate additional knowledge and skills into their work

setting is more strongly related to intention than the value of

thal conseguence.

Other single belief strength items or outcome evaluation

items also predict inlentíon, however, Àjzen and Fishbein (1980)

contend that these beliefs contribute little to differences in

attitude since the beliefs' products do not vary according to the
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amount of planned learning activities. 0n1y a positive change in

the belief product would be related to a more positive altitude

and an increase in planned learning activities.

It would appear that including the two deleted items, raising

the number of significant modal salient beliefs to six, would more

cornprehensively cover those beliefs which are of greater impor-

tance when dental hygienists are making their plans to participate

in group professional Iearning activities. They are important

because together they contribute, nore so lhan the other belief

items, to the ability of attitude Lo predict intention.

Àlthough a belief may contribute substantially to a more

positive attitude toward participating by having a high product

score, it does not necessarily predict intention. A good example

of this is the belief that participation would enable them to

interact t¡ith other dental hygienists (r=-.012, p=.468). Àlthough

the majority believe that it is quite (40%) or extremely (40%)

like1y that participating would enable them Lo interact with other

dental hygienists and the majority believe that this interaction

is good (33% extremely, 44% quite), neither of these beliefs or

their product are good predictors of intention. Interacting with

colleagues has repeatedly been identified as contributing to pro-

fessionals' motivation to participate in continuing education

(..g. Cervero, 1981; O'Connor , 1979r. In this study, however, it

does not appear to be as significant as the beliefs mentioned ear-

lier.
The beliefs regarding providing a better service for their

patients and fulfilLing part of their professional responsibili-
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ties, both of which are concerned with their moral obligations as

a professional, also contributed to a positive attitude toward

participating in group professional learning activities. Although

either or both of the belief strength and outcome eval-uations are

positively and significantly related to intention, their products

are not.

Interestingly, although believing that participation would

enabl-e them to provide a better service for their patients and

valuing providing a better service vlere both significantly related

to intention, their product was not (r=+.157, p=.'146), thus pre-

sumably cancelling out the potential effect of either. The major-

ity, 71% ot the respondents believe there is some likelihood that

participating in group professional learning act,ivities would

enable them to provide a better service for their patients; almost

two-thirds of t.hese believing it is either extremely or quite

1ikely. As weI1, providing a better service for patients is

believed to be extremely or quite good by almosl 80% of the

respondents. Because the ultimate goal of continuing educatíon is

to impact upon patient care, it is positive to see that the major-

ity of the respondents believe this to be a good consequence of

participating, however, it is somewhat less positive that fewer

than half believe ít to be an extremely or quite likeJ.y conse-

guence of participating in group professional learning activities.

There is a moderately strong correlation between valuing the

fulfillment of their professionaL responsibilities and intention

(r=+.307, p=.017). However, believing that participation would

resull in this consequence or the producl of lhese lwo aspects are
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not related lo intention (product, F=*.099, p=.251 ). SIightly

over half of the respondents believe that fulfilling part of Èheir

professional responsibilities would be an extremely or quite

likeIy conseguence of participation. Fulfilling part of their

professional responsibilities in the context of participating in

group learning activities is perceived to be extremely or quite

good by almost 90% ot the respondents. These results may reflect

that, generally speaking, these dental hygienists believe they

have an obligation to maintain and expand their competencies by

learning about the Iatest developments related to their practice.

The remaining five items are more associated with the practi-

ca1 aspects of participation: tangible rewards (career advance-

ment, salary increase) and barriers (financial expense, employer

conflict, personal conflicts).

The majority, almost 70%, of these dental hygienists believe

that if participating in group professional learning activities

resulted in career advancement, this would be extremely or quite

good. Slightly less than half of the respondents believe there is

some degree of likelihood that participating would result in

career advancement., half of these believing it is only slightly

likely. Likewise, slightly less than half believe it would be an

unlikely conseguence; half of these, believing it would be

extremely unlikeIy. Although both dental hygienists' beliefs

about the goodness and likelihood of career advancenent resulting

from participation in a group learning activity are positiveiy and

significantly related to their plans for participating, their

product is not (r=+.15'f, p=.153). One can speculate that the per-
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ceived inability for continuing education to contribute to some

dental hygienists' career advancement could be attributed to the

nature of the dental hygiene profession itself. DentaI hygienists

have been previously described as overprepared and underutilized

(pitchford et aI., 1980), desiring a fuller role commensurate with

their basic education and existing legislation (Johnson , 1982).

One of the least satisfying aspects of dental hygiene practice was

found to be the absence of opportunities for professional advance-

ment (Lawson & Martinoff, 1980). Dental hygienists possibly don't

perceive continuing education as a vehicle for career advancement

because opportunities are limited. Possibly there is a lack of

avlareness or lack of existence of learning opportunities which

could contribute to career advancemenl. Based on the results of a

survey conducted by Brownstone (1985), it appears that Manitoba

dental hygienists are interested in the development of additional

learning resources for dental hygienists. Forty percent of 219

survey respondents indicated interest in a baccalaureate program

in dental hygiene if it were available at the University of

Man i toba .

Àlmost three-fourths of this group of dental hygienists

believe it is unlikely that participating in group professional

learning activities would result in an increase in their salary;

close to half believe it is extremely un1ike1y. Three-fourths

believe that to receive an increase in salary as a resuJ.t of par-

ticipating in a group professional learning activity would be

extremely or quite good. Although valuing receiving an increase

in salary is fairly strongly related to intention for Group B
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respondents (r=+.412), this was offset for the sample as a whole

by the exact opposite results obtained from Group À (r=-.486).

The betief product is not significantly related to these dental

hygienists intentions to participate ( r=-.073 ) , thus indicating

that this consequence may not be one of the more important moti-

vating factors.

Heither believing that participation would result in incur-

ring a significant financial expense, their evaluation of that

consequence, or the product of these two aspects were signifi-

cantly relaled to these dental hygienists intentions. Àlmost half

believe there is some likelihood of incurri.ng a significant

expense, whereas almost an equal number believe that the opposite

is true. Slightly over two-thirds of the respondents believe that

not having a significant financial expense is good; many of the

others were indifferent. The interpretation of financial- expenses

was left up to the individual and could therefore have included a

variety of financial considerations, such as the course registra-

tion fee, time off without pay, travel expenses, etc. One can

speculate that for Manitoba dental hygienists planning to partici-

pate in a group professional learning activity in the next year,

financial expenses are not a strong deterrent. This finding

appears to be in opposition to that of Scanlan and Darkenwald

(1984) who found that for aIlied health professionals, cost was

the second highest deterrent to participation.

The more positively valued not having conflicts with their

other interests or responsibilities is, the less the intention to

participate. Similarty, believing that participating would not
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cause conflicts, the greater the intention Lo participate.

However, the product of these two belief components rvas not sig-

nificantly related to intention (r--+,126, p=.197) suggesting that

some of lhe other outcomes are more important considerations than

their personal schedule. If a group professional learning activ-

ity conflicted with their other interests or responsibilities,

almost two-thirds of these dental hygienists believe that this is

bad, however, the majority of these believe it is only slightly

bad. One-fourth of the respondents believe it to be neither good

or bad. These kinds of conflicts are believed to be a likely con-

sequence of participating by approximately haif of the respon-

dents, ðD unlikely consequence by almost 40%, and neither like1y

or unlikely by lhe remainder.

Almost two-thirds of these dentai hygienists believe it is

unlikely that participating in group professional learning activi-

ties would cause problems r+ith their empLoyer due to philosophical

differences, the majority believing it is extremely un1ike1y.

Almost one-fourth believe it is neither likely or unlikety, and

the remaining 15% believe it is likely that problems with the

employer would result. SIightly over half believe that having

these kinds of problenrs is bad, Lhe majority of these believing

they are extrernely bad. À substantial number (44%) believe them

to be neither good or bad. Believing that not having potential

problems with the employer is good or likety are not good pre-

dictors of the intention to participate; neilher is their producÈ

(r=+.139). It is assumed that conflicts would not occur if both

the employer and the dental hygienist were pro-participation or
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anti-participation. From this data one cannot conclude that the

almost two-thirds who believe that problems are unlikely are pro-

participation. It is hoped that this is the case due to the

potential impact of the empJ-oyer as a salient referent.

The remaining five items that were deleted have belief prod-

ucLs that are poor predictors of intention for the sample as a

whole (H=96), indicating that their detetion was not unwarranted.

Three of the beliefs are consistently poor predictors for both

Groups A and Bi the beliefs that participation would provide them

with an organized way to learn, enable them to interact wj.th other

dental hygienists, and require that they travel long distances.

The latter finding is in spite of the fact that the results con-

sistently showed that dental hygienists who positively value not

having to travel long distances also plan io participate less

(H=96 , r=-.315, p=.001 ). On]y for Group B respondents is there

any indication (p<.10) that having a variety of opinions or view-

points 1¡=+.208) or having social enjoyment (r=+.229) might be

salient.

Following a discussion of several fact.ors that should be

taken into consideration when trying to change intentions, the

practical implications of the resulls are presented.

The two fundamental ways in which beliefs are changed are

through active participation and persuasive communication (Ajzen t

Fishbein, 1980). As dental hygienists receive new information

through their own personal experiences or from communicating with

others, their beliefs will change. Dental hygienists receive new

information about participating in group professional learning
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activities via promotional materials, participating in learning

activities, and informal discussions. The results suggest that

the more this populaLion of dental hygienists receives messages

that say "participation wil-1 be tikely to provide you with these

results that you value", the more Iike1y it is that they will par-

ticipate. To be successful, Lhe active participation stralegy

must ensure that the participant is exposed to the desired conse-

guences, whereas a persuasive communication must ensure that the

individual believes the communication which attempLs to link

desired outcomes to participation.

In the final analysis, an overall change in altitude will

result only when a change occurs in the sum of the behavioral

belief products. This study identifies which beliefs appear to be

more important in the development of an attitude conducive to par-

ticipating and identifies which aspect of the belief appears to

contribute to its salience. Practically speaking, altogether sep-

arating the strength of one's belief (tit<ety-unIikely) and the

evaluation of the outcome (good-bad) is not possible. Fishbein

and Ajzen (1975) contend that an evaluation of a consequence

essentially represents a person's altitude toward that conse-

guence. Therefore, it follows that changing an individual's evaÌ-

uation of a consequence would also require changing beLiefs about

the conseguence. Therefore, any change in either the strength of

one's belief or the evaluation of the outcome is based on a change

in beliefs.

Other complex considerations exist as well. As has been pre-

viously stated, atfempts to change a particular belief or set of
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beliefs may be offset by unexpected changes in other relevant

belíefs, thus producing a more or a less positive result than

expected. There is also the potential for attempts directed

toward the normative component to also effect the attitudinal com-

ponent and vice versa. Due to these complexities and to the need

for further refinement of the approach used for this study, it

becomes somewhat shortsighled to conclude that certain strategies

might contribute to a more positive attitude and therefore an

increase in plans for partic ipating while others would not.

Therefore, the implications of lhe study arê somewhat less spe-

cific than the findings.

For these Manitoba dental hygienists, it would appear that

several of the beliefs identified in this study are more likeLy

targets for efforts directed toward increasing their plans to par-

ticipate in group learning activities. These potentially impor-

tant beliefs do not fall- into one category. ÀI1 three of the

beliefs resulting from the interviews that vrere concerned with the

qualíty of the information they will receive appear to be

important-*wi11 it keep them up to date, be useful, or allow them

to integrate new knowledge or skills into their work setting? Two

of lhe beliefs are associated with deriving pleasure from the

learning experience--will it be personally satisfying or stimulate

their mind? The remaining belief reccnfirms the potential. of

social norms to influence participation--wi11 iL allow others to

see them improving themselves?

The likelihood of these conseguences resulting from partici-

pating is under the control of the provider of lhe learning activ-
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ity, the profession at large, the work setLing, the individual,

and more often than not,, a combination of these. À discussion

follows of the strategies that are more apt to increase the like-

lihood of these consequences occurring.

Providers of group professional learning activities could

design and promote their Learning activities around the principle

of usefulness. It is likeIy that dental hygienists will be more

apt to find a learning experience and lhe information received as

useful if providers are able to take into account an individual's

interests and needs. This would require viewing the needs assess-

ment process not only from the perspective of the population as a

whole, but also targeting activities toward smaller groups or a

single individual. Às suggested earlier, this will ultimately

require tha+- dental hygienists increase their input and capabili-

ties regarding continued learning.

Learning activities may be perceived as more useful if they

enable dental hygienists to integrate additional knowledge and

skills into their work setting. Thus, learning activities should

be directly applicable to the professional problems and siluations

they face on a daily basis. Àllowing for active participation in

t.he planning and implementation of group learning activities,

including interaction between fellow dental hygienists, and pro-

viding follow-through measures might also increase the likelihood

of changes occurring that could have the potential to impact upon

the quality of patient care provided. The work setting and par-

ticularly !he dental hygienists' professional relationship with

her employer, however, rây ulÈimately affect the likelihood of
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whether she will be able to aclually apply new information and

possibly provide a better service for her patients (..g. Sutton &

Lysaught , 1979). These principles would also apply to dental

hygienists preparing themselves to function in new rol-es within

the profession. They too would benefit from a flexible curriculum

that allows them to participate in planning and to apply their

newly acquired knowledge and skills to a future, realistic situ-

ation.

Àn awareness of a lack of up-to-dateness might be enhanced by

professional efforts, such as individualized self-assessment tools

or Iiterature describing new professional developments, that allow

the dental hygienist to discover discrepencies between her current

knowledEe and skills and a recognized standard of practice. This

is an issue which is currenlly being addressed in both Canada and

the United States. The dental hygiene profession, in its concern

for quality assurance, has undertaken projects which r+i11 poten-

tially provide a means for dental hygienists to assess their per-

formance or knowledge and identify areas of need for continuing

education. In Canada, the Department of Health and Welfare has

established and funded a Working Group on the Practice of Dental

Hygiene. One of their projects has been to develop and test sLan-

dards of clinical dental hygiene practice (re1Ier, 1983). Ànother

example is the Competency Àssurance Program of the Àmerican Dental

Hygienists' Association, which has been designed to provide volun-

tary measures to assis! the practitioner ín self-assessmen! and

upgrading (whittord, 1983). Às researåh"rr add to the knowledge

base directJ.y related to the practice of dental hygiene and as
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dental hygienists remain in practice longer, êfforts to increase

their arvareness of their current leveI of proficiency wilI become

increasingly important.

Dental hygienists parlicipating in group professional learn-

ing activities represent a group with varying needs and preferred

learning styles. À continuing education experience is more likeIy

to be perceived as personally satisfying or mentaLly stimulating

if a variety of formats are incorporated, if the activity is

organized well, and if it is of a high professional quality. it

is e,¿ident that those who facilitate group learning activities not

only have an obligation to be content experts, but must develop

expertise as educators as well.

Às some of these issues are attended to, it is possible that

dental hygienists will deveiop good feelings about participating

and have a greater sense of accompiishment and satisfaction.

Individuals develop preferences regarding their learning

styte based on their past experiences. Learners who have gener-

ally been passive recipients of information are more 1ikely to

reject activities outside the range of traditional school experi-

ences (Nakamoto & Verner , 1972). Pre-service educators have an

obligation to expose dental hygienists to a variety of interesting

ways to go about learning in order that they will be more ì.ikely

to be satisfied learners regardless of the format.

The visibility of dental hygienists'participation might be

increased by initiating a certificate or award system whereby

those who have participated are recognized. ÀddiLiona1ly, as den-

tal hygienists complete degrees or other significant Iearning
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projecLs, their accomplishment,s could be recognized in profes-

sional publications.

PIans for participating in group learning activities might

increase if widespread change occurred in the profession. For

example, if more opportunities for varied employment settings,

career advancement, and a greater role in dental health care come

about as the profession matures, it is possible that more dental

hygienists will believe that engaging in group learning activities

would result in career advancement and possibly an increase in

salary, two highly valued but unlikely consequences of participa-

tion.

One can speculate that many of the highly valued conseguences

would be more Iikely to result from participating if the denial

h,vgienist perceives herself as a professional, one who is respon-

sible for keeping up to date and providing the best possible care

for her patients; one who has the skills to successfuJ-ly relate

and negotiate with her empl-oyer regarding her role and her employ-

nent benefits; and one who has access to quality resources for

which she has developed the capability to manage her own learning.

Non-Group professional learninq acLiviLies. Nine of the 12

original behavioral beliefs regarding participating in non-group

professional learning activities remained following the item dele-

tion process and were used in the analysis of Group B question-

naires. This set of nine items is a strong predictor of these

dental hygienisLs' atLitude toward participating in the next year

(r=+.650, p<.001 in specific test). Although these behavioral
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beliefs are not correlaled significantl-y to intention under the

Bonferroni (pt.03), the resulls suggest that this relationship

warrants further attention (r=+.247, p=.045 in specific test).

The potential conseguences of participating in non-group

Iearning activities differ according to the degree to which the

dental hygienists believe the conseguences are likei-y to result

from participating and the degree to which the consequences are

valued. Therefore, the beliefs contribute to the overall attitude

in different r+ays. Eight of the nine bel-iefs have an overall

positive contribution to the total attitude score. The beliefs

and their corresponding belief strength and outcome evaluations

are, in decreasing order: "allow me to seek information when I

want to" (quite like1y and quite good), "provide me with informa-

tion that is useful to me" (quite Iikely and quite good), "be a

personally satisfying learning experience" (quite Iikely and quite

good), "enable me to integrate additional knowledge and skills

into my work setting" (quite Iikely and quite good), "stimulate my

interest in dental hygiene" ( sIightly likeIy and quite good) ,

"aIlow me to exchange ideas with another professional" (quite

likely and quite good), "fuIfi11 part of my professional responsi-

bilities" (s1ightly likeIy and quite good), "(not) require a sig-

nificant effort on my part to 1earn" (neither likeIy or unlikely

and sLightly bad). The item "(not) conftict with my other inter-

ests or responsibilities" contributed neither positively or neg-

atively to the total altitude score (neither like1y or unlikely

and neither good or bad).

The results of an exploratory anaJ.ysis of the beliefs suggest
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that four of the nine outcomes whose belief products were related

significantly to intention (p<.10) have a greater contribution

than the other items to an attitude conducive to participating in

non-group learning activities. They are numbered one lhrough iour

in the following discussion.

(1) "Participating would provide me with information that is

useful to me". Dental hygienists who believe that participating

is likety to provide them with useful information and who value

receiving useful information were more inclined to plan to partic-

ipate. ÀlmosL 70% of the respondents beLieve participating in

non-group professional learning activities is extremely or quite

1ikely to provide them with information that is useful to Lhem.

This is in comparison Lo 77% who have similar beliefs regarding

group iearning activities. The overwhelming majority believe

receiving information that is useful to them is good (54%

extremely and 3'1% quite). The belief prcduct's correlation with

intention is consistently significant for boLh groups of respon-

denls. For the sample as a whoIe, it has the highest correlation

(r=+.245, p=.008). These findings reinforce the notion that being

able to use newly acquired knowledge and skill is a primary rnoti-

vating factor for participation in both kinds of learning activi-

ties. Due to the variety of information that could be obtained

through non-group learning activities, it is interesting that

these activities are perceived as somewhat less likely than group

activitÍes to provide them with useful information.

Q) "Participating would enable me to integrate additional

knowledge/skiIls into my work setting". Dental hygienists who
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believe Lhat participating would enable them to integrate addÍ-

tional knowledge/skills into their work setting and who value that

consequence are more like1y to participate. Over 50 percent of

the respondents believe it is extremely or quite likely that par-

ticipating would enable them to integrate additional knowledge and

skiIIs into their work setting; almost 30% believe it to be an

only slightly likely consequence of participating; and the remain-

der (15%) believe it to be a neither likely or unlikely conse-

quence. Àlmost 80% of. the respondents indicate that being able to

integrate additional knowledge and skills into their work setting

is extremely or quite good. Although the correlation of the prod-

uct r,¡ith intention is somewhat lower for the sample as a whole

( r=+. 1 78 , p= .042) than for Group B respondents (r=+ .241 , p=.050 ) ,

it still appears to warrant some attention. This finding adds

additional support to the importance these dental hygienists pJ-ace

on being able to apply what they are learning to their daily

responsibitities.

(3) "ParLicipating would not conflict with my other inter-

ests or responsibilities". Over 50% of the respcndents believe

lhere is some degree of Iikelihood that participating in non-group

professional learning activities would conflict with their other

interests or responsibilities; over one-third believe it is

unlikely; and the remaining 10% believe it is neither Iikely or

unlikely. Àlmost half of the respondents believe having conflicts

vrith their other interests or responsibilities is bad, the major-

ity believing it is only slighlly bad. Close to one-third believe

it is neither good or bad and a surprising 23% believe ít is good
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to have conflicts. The likelihood and goodness of not experienc-

ing conflicLs with their other interests or responsibilities as a

result of participating in non-group professional learning activi-

ties are poor predictors of their intention to participate, how-

ever their product vlas significantly related to intention

(r=+.235, p=,054). It is conceivable that these dental hygienists

believed that the flexibility of non-group professionaJ. learning

activities enhanced participating by allowing them to engage in a

learning activity while minimizing their conflicts with their per-

sonal schedule and priorities. This might explain rllÌy this

emerged as a significant belief for non-group activities, but not

for group activities.
(4) "Participating would al1ow me to exchange ideas with

another professional". Valuing exchanging ideas with another pro-

fessional $ras positively related to an increase in pJ-ans to par-

ticipate. Three-fourths of the respondents believe this conse-

guence to be extremely or quite good. Believing Lhat

participation would result in allowing them to exchange ideas is

not significantly related to their plans. Over two-thirds of the

respondents believe this to be an extremely or quite 1ikely conse-

quence of participating. For Group B (r=+.201, p=.085) and for

the sample as a whole (r=+.194, p=.029) the belief's product is

significantLy related to intention. Interacting with colleagues

and other professionals in order to learn has been cited as a

motivating factor in other studies of professionals' conlinuing

education (e.g. Cervero, 1981; Dubin , 1972), In addition, it has

been said that adults learn best when there is a means for effec-
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tive two-way communication (Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980).

Two of t,he remaining five beliefs, although not significant

for Group B respondents, have products whose correlation wíth

intention is fairly strqng (r>+.30) for Group A respondents, and

thus contributed to significant correlations for the sample as a

whole. These include the beliefs that participating would be a

personally satisfying learning experience (H=96, r=* ,218, p=.016)

and that participating would stimulate their interest in dental

hygiene (N=96, r=*. '1 60 , r=.060 ) . Àlthough these f indings are mod-

est, they provide an indication of potential importance. The

results regarding these beliefs fo11ow.

For the sample as a whole, believing that participating would

resul-t in a personally satisfying learning experience and valuing

that consequence are related to an increase in plans to partici-

pate. Àlmost two-thirds of the respondents believe that partici-

pating in non-group learning activities is extremeLy or quite

Iikely to result in a personally satisfying learning experience.

Having a personally satisfying learning experience was believed to

be extremely or quite good by the majority (almost 90% of these

dental hygienists). This may be an indication that these dental

hygienists might be receptive to attenpLs made to promote non-

group learning.

For the sample as a whole, neither believing that participa-

tion would stimulate their interest in dental hygiene or posi-

tively evaluating that consequence lrere good prediclors of inten-

tion. Over 50% of the respondents believe that participating in

non-group professional learning acLivities is extremely or quite
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likely to stimulate their interest in dental hygiene; the remain-

der believing it is slightly like1y Q3%), neither like1y or

unlikely (10%), or unlikely (15%). Having their interest in den-

taL hygiene stimulated is believed to be extremely or quite good

by aJ.most three-fourths of the respondents. The resuLts suggest

that these dental hygienists might favour non-group activities

designed to focus on unique and challenging aspecls of their

career.

it would appear that including these latter two items, rais-

íng the numbers of significant modal salient beliefs to six, would

more comprehensively cover those beliefs which are of greater

importance when dental hygienists are making their plans to par-

ticipate in non-group professional learning activities. Às previ-

ously stated, they are important, because together lhey contrib-

ute, more so than the other belief items, to the ability of

attitude to predict intention.

Two of the remaining beliefs are concerned with the nature of

the learníng experience itself--believing that participation would

allow them to seek out information when they want to and believing

that it would require a significant effort on their part Lo Iearn.

For both items their belief strength, outcome evaluation, and

product scores were poor predictors of intention. This is a some-

what surprising finding in that other studies have reported that

flexibility, or being able to acquire new information at a suit-

able time, place, and pace rvas a reason for choosing to partici-

paLe in a non-group learning activity (..g. Penland, 1979),

Àlthough approximately 80% of the respondents believe that it is
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either extremely or quite likely that participating would al-low

them to seek information when they wanted to and a similar number

believe this to be an extremely or quite good consequence, it does

not appear to be as important as some of the previously discussed

consequences when dental hygienists are deciding whether they wilJ.

participate. tikewise, it is also somewhat surprising that plans

to participate in non-group learning activities are not negatively

associated with an increased effort on their part. The item was

constructed based on the belief of many of the interviewees that

participating in non-group activities, particularly using written

or audiovisual- materials, required a great amount of motivation or

effort on their part and this rlas felt to be negative.

Interestingly, slightly over 80% of the respondents believe that

expending a significant amount of effort to learn is to some

degree good. Two-thirds believe it is a 1íkely consequence of

participating, whereas almost one-third believe it is unlikely to

some degree. Thus, the sentiment expressed in the interviews is

diametrically opposed to the results of the questionnaire. The

results may be indicative of a potentiaJ. problem with the way in

which the item was worded or interpreted or the grouping of two

somewhat different ways to go about learning.

The findings regarding the relationship of intention to the

outcome of "fulfi11 part of my professional responsibilities" are

similar to those found for group learning activities. Although

three-fourths of the respondents bslieve that fulfilling part of

their professional responsibilities is extremely or quite good and

this is positively related to intention, the belief product and
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the belief strength are not. Over half of the respondents believe

thal it is exlremely or quíte likely that participation would

alIow them to fuIfi11 part of their professional responsibilities.

It appears that for both kinds of learning activities this is not

as important a consequence as some of the others previously dis-

cussed. interestingly, fewer dental hygienists believe that ful-

filling their professional responsibilities is extremely or quite

as good for non-group learning activities 05%) as for group

learning activities (88%).

The three beiiefs that were deleted have products that are

consistently poor predictors of intention for the sample as a

whole, indicating that their deletion is not unwarranted. These

include the belief that participating would help keep them up to

date, enable them to provide a better service for their patients,

and prepare them to communicate intelligently with other profes-

sionals. The onJ.y potentially significant finding is that for

Group B respondents the belief product for "provide a better ser-

vice for my patients" is significantly, although not strongly,

related to intention (r=+.j92, p=.095).

À11 the caveats regarding the complexities of interpreting

the data that applied to group learning activities also apply to

non-group learning activities. I.tith these in mind, a discussion

of the practical implications of the results regarding non-group

learning activities foIlows.

For these Manitoba dental hygienists, it would appear that

several of the beliefs identified in this study are more likely

targets for efforts directed toward increasing their plans to use
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v¡ritLen or audiovisual materials and to discuss or consult with

olher persons. These potentially important beliefs do not fall

into one category. Two of the six beliefs are more concerned with

the acquisition and application of new as well as useful knowledge

or skilIs--wi11 participation provide them with useful information

or allow them to integrate additional knowledge or skills into the

work setting. Three of the salient beliefs are concerned with the

nature of the learning experience itself--wi11 participation pro-

vide a personally satisfying learning experience, aIlow them to

exchange ideas with another professional, o! conflict with their

other interests or responsibilities? Ànd Iastly, will participa-

tion stimulate their interest in dental hygiene?

As with group learning activities, the likelihood of these

consequences resulting from participating is under the control of

the provider of the information, the profession at large, the work

setting, the individual, and more often than nor' a combination of

these. À discussion follows of the strategies that are more apt

to increase the likelihood of these consequences occurring.

The two non-group learning activities are similar in that

they are engaged in independentl-y from a group. However, because

they differ in the manner in which the content is delivered, they

are discussed separately when appropriate.

Viritten or audiovisual materials include books, journals,

independent study packages or courses, manuals, pamphlets, audio-

tapes, videobapes, slides, films, etc. These kinds of materials

are generally developed by educational institutions, professional

associaÈions, educational publishing companies, or private entre-
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preneurs. They are often more expensive to produce than a single

group learning activity on the same topic and aref therefore,

designed to appeal to a larger group in order to recover costs.

Depending on the market and lhe cost of the product, it is some-

times not feasible to develop materials on subject matter that

does not appeal to a significant number of the target population.

They are initially often costly and time consuming to produce.

Às for group learning activities, the results suggest that,

while working under the aforenentioned constraints, those respon-

sible for developing both print and non-print materials should

work toward ensuring that their product is perceived as providing

useful information. Several of the interviewees indicated bhat

they consulted these maLerials when a particular problem arose at

work. Dental hygienists might perceive these materials as more

useful if the materials focused on the problems and situations

they encounter daily. Consequently, it would be important to

di rectly involve pract ic ing dental hygien i sts throughout the

development and evaluation of a product. Producing relevant con-

tent would help Lo increase the chance that dental hygienists

would be able to integrate lheir newly acquired information into

their work setting. The learning experience would be more like1y

to effect actual practice and allow for exchanging ideas if they

involved feedback and follow-through mechanisms. Providers of

professional continuing education could consider coupling these

materials with options such as providing a lisl of experts which

could be contacted by telephone or letter or providing a list of

local dental professionals with similar interests who níght wish
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to form a discussion group.

It would appear that more dental hygienists might perceive

that using print and non-print materials would stimulate their

interest in dental hygiene if they were well designed, concerned

with topics that challenge their thinking, and were of a profes-

sional appearance. The importance of being stimulated profession-

a1ly should not be overlooked. À successful learning experience

might encourage a dental hygienist to engage in a series of

related learning activities and to subsequently become more enthu-

siastic about her career.

In order to reduce interference r+ith dental hygienists' per-

sonal schedules, the materials should be designed and marketed so

that they are readily accessible and easily incorporated into

their routine" For example, it is possible that dividing lhe

information into manageable, self-contained units and distributing

them to their work setting wouLd encourage them to use then during

"down time" at the office. it should be determined that the nec-

essary equipment for the use of non-print materials is readily

avaiLable prior to their development. The time and effort

required to acquire the appropriate equipment might deter their

usa9e.

More dental hygienists are likely to perceive using both

kinds of non-group learning activities as satisfying r+ays to learn

if they have successfully engaged in these kinds of activities in

the past. Às with group learning activities, educators have an

obligation to hetp their students acquire the skilIs needed to

effectively use these learning resources. As well, those con-
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cerned lrith dental hygienists' continuing education have a respon-

sibitity to facilitate their learning by helping them to become

aware of the resources available to them and how to access them

effectívely.

Based on the commenLs provided by the interviewees, it
appears that much of the discussing and consulting done by dental

hygienists is on a very informal basis with little involvement of

a third party. It was also frequently mentioned as the most sat-

isfying way to learn due to the opportunity for one-to-one inler-

action and to the immediacy with which a question can be dealt

with. The nature of Lhis kind of professional encounter easily

provides for many of the valued consequences associated with plan-

ning to participate. If the learner is skilled at posing ques-

tions and the provider of the information has the information

desired, is a good listener, and is readily accessible, the lear-

ner is apt to receive useful information, have an opportunity to

exchange ideas, have a satisfying learning experience, and not

experience significant interferences with their other committ-

nents. If the individuals consulted are positive about dental

hygiene and dentistry as careers, the encounter will be more

likely to stimulate the learners' interest in their profession.

Those that dental hygienists consult regularly, particularly those

professionals they work with, should realize the important role

they can play in the dental hygienist's professional development.

Providers of continuing education wishing to set up more formal

networks of dental professionals with expertise in specialty areas

who are willing to serve as consultanls would be advised to also
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provide for these same kinds of benefits.

One can speculate that many of the highly valued consequences

would be more likely to result from participating if the dental

hygienist has access to quality human and non-human learning

resources, has developed the capabilities to use them effectively,

and if she is employed in a setting which is sensitive to her

growth as a dental hygienist.

Normative Beliefs

Group professional learninq activities. All of the refe-

rents perceived to influence dental hygienists' intentions to par-

ticipate in group professional learning activities were retained

following the item deletion process and were used in the analysis

of Group B questionnaires. This set of referents proved to be a

strong predictor of these dental hygienists' social norm (r=+,725,

p<.00'1 under specific test) and a moderately strong predictor of

their intention to participate (r=+.477, p<.001 under specific

test ) .

The referents' normative belief product scores indicate that

these dental hygienists perceive some positive social pressure to

participate from all of the salient referenLs. The greatest

amount of social pressure appears to be exerted by respected mem-

bers of the dental hygiene/dental profession (lt=+9.45) and profes-

sional colleagues (M=+7 .6'7) , followed by co-workers (M=+4.56),

paÈients 1y=+4.53), employer (M=+4.38), non-dental friends

(M=+4.38), and family (M=+3.19).
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Àn exploratory analysis of the data reveals that an increase

in all of the referents' normative belief product scores is asso-

ciated with an increase in plans for group learning activities.

This holds true not onl-y for Group B respondents, but also for the

sample as a who1e. All the correlations are close to or greater

than +.30 (p<.0'1 ) índicating moderatel-y strong relaiionships of

potential practical value. The strength of the correlations are

very similar for all the referents, therefore, one cannot conciude

that any referent appears to be more important than another. For

the majority of the salient referents it is both believing that

the referent thinks they should participate and wanting to comply

with the referent that contributes to the referents' power to

exert social pressure to participaLe. The only exceptions are

that for Group B respondents, the correlations between the motiva-

tion to coniply and intention for family and co-workers is not sta-

tistically significant. For the sample as a who1e, however, moti-

vation to comply with co-workers is statistically significant

(p<.05).

In general, the Group À respondents have somewhat higher mean

scores for t,he normative belief and motivation to comply items.

It is possible that because a greater percentage of the Group B

respondenls are not employed in a dental hygiene setting (B=31%,

A=21%), they are more likely to choose the "neither" answer when

responding to the questions asking whether the salient referent

thinks lhey should or should not participate and whether they want

to comply very much or not at all with the referent.

The salient referents that are part of these denlal hygie-
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nists' professional environment include respected members of lhe

profession and professional colleagues. Over hal-f of the respon-

dents believe that respected members of the dental hygiene/dental

profession (66%) and their professional colleagues $a%) think

they "extremely" or "quite" should participate in group profes-

sional learning activities in the next year. One-quarter of these

dental hygienisLs believe that these referents are indifferent to

their participation, thinking they neither should or should not

participate. Slightly more are extremely or quite motivated to

compLy with respected members of the profession (40%) than profes-

sional colleagues (35%). Approximately one-third of the respon-

dents are slightly motivated to comply with these refererrts; the

remainder are motivated neither one r+ay or the other or are moti-

vated not to comply. It is difficult to identify who respected

members of the dental hygiene/dental profession might be for the

group as a whole because each individual dental hygienist has a

group of dental professionals they hold in high regard. They

could be, but are not necessarily, the more visible professionals:

thcse active in the professional associations, educaLors, or those

who publish. What can be said is that if dental hygienists do not

have a high regard for any dental professionals, this potential

influence will be ni1.

The individual dental hygienist has little control over her

professional environment at large, therefore, it is a positive

finding lhat the majorily of both of these referents, respected

members of the profession and professional colleagues, are per-

ceived as thinking these dental hygienists should participaLe.
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Àlso positive is the number of dental hygienists' who indicate

some motivation to comply with these referents. These referents

have numerous opportunities to visibly and verbally support a

positive attitude toward continuing education. The socialization

that occurs during the typical two year dental hygiene program

forms many of the students' beliefs regarding continuing educa-

tion. Educators who set a good example, who incorporate discus-

sions about continuing education into the curriculum, and who

encourage student participation in continuing education are more

apt Lo leave the students with a belief that continuing their

learning is important. Peers and respected professionals can have

impact on these dental hygienists' beliefs by setting good exam-

ples and providing verbal encouragement at professional gather-

ings, in the professional literature, oÍ on an individual basis.

Canadian dental hygienists are currently developing practice stan-

dards which cou1d, potentially, serve as the groundwork for pro-

fessional development activities. Efforts made by the profession,

like this, that visibly support dental hygienists' professional

development may convey a positive message about continued learning

to individual dental hygienists. The findings suggest that pro-

viders of contínuing education could possibly enhance parlicipa-

tion for group learning activities if they were able to state that

their learning activities have been widely attended and highly

praised by other dental hygienists.

Three of the salient referents are associated with these den-

ta1 hygienists' work environment: their employer, their co-

workers, and their patients. Àpproximatel-y one-half of the
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respondents believe that their employer ß0%), co-workers (40%),

and patients (54%) are indifferent regarding their participatíon;

thinking they neither should or should not participate in group

professional learning activities in the next year. 0nIy 30% of

the respondents believe that these three referents think that they

"extremely" or "quite" should participate. À somewhat smaller

percentage believe these salient referents think they "slightly"

should participate (co-workers - 25%, patients - 23%, and employer

- 15%), The remaining small number of respondents (<10%\ believe

these referents think they should not participate. More of the

respondents were extremely or quite notivated to comply with their

employer (42%) rather than their patients ß3%) or co-workers

(27%). llhereas, an equaL number (one-quarter) were only slightly

motivated to comply with the three referents. À slightly greater

number of these dental hygienists were neiLher motivated one way

or the other to compJ-y with patients (38%) rather than their co-

workers (33%) or their employer Q5%). This left a small number

of respondents who were not notivated to comply with their

empJ.oyer (8%), patients (8%) , and co-workers (13%) regarding par-

Licipating in group learning activities.

The results indicate that, like the professional environment

referents, the work environment referents have lhe potential to

significantl-y influence plans for participating in group profes-

sional learning activities. The motivation to comply mean scores

indicate that the respondents were all "slightly" motivated to

comply with the referents in both their professional and work

environments. However, the mean normative belief scores indicate
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lhat the salient referents in the professional environment are

perceived to a somewhat greater extent than the work environnent

referents to think that these dental hygienists should partici-

pate. This is somewhat discouraging in that the referents in the

work environment have the greatest professional contacl time with

the dental hygienist.

The findings suggest that plans for participating in group

learning activities might be increased if the employer, co-

workers, and patients were perceived to think more strongly that

these dental hygienists shouLd participate and if they were more

motivated to comply with these three referents. It has been said

that the employer's supervisory behavior, ontice policy, and rela-

tionship rliih his or her employees are crucial to establishing a

climate conducive to updating (uubin, 1972). 0ne can speculate

that if more employers provided visible support for Manitoba den-

tal hygienists' professional development, a greater nunber of

these dental hygienists would believe that their employers think

they should participate. An organizational climate conducive to

updating might provide dental hygienists with challenging work

assignments, allowing them to increase their responsibilities;

rvith high expectations of professional performance; with staff and

organizational development activities; and with tangible financiat

support, such as time off with pay for professional development or

payment for course regislration. More dental hygienists might

bel-ieve their co-workers think they should participate if more

co-workers exhibited professional development behavior themselves,

such as being concerned about providing high quality care, partic-
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ipating in continuing education activities, and attending profes-

sional meetings. Furthermore, if more patients believed that par-

ticipation would enable lheir dental hygienist to provide the best

possible care, more dental hygienists might perceive greater

social pressure to participale.

The referents in the personal environment include these den-

ta1 hygienists' family and non-dental friends. Non-dental friends

identified during the interview process included individuals such

as very close friends or other professionals not in dentistry.

Àpproximately 40% of the respondents believe their family (42%)

and non-dental friends (38%) think they "extremely" or "quite"

should participate in group professional learning activities in

the next year. Somewhat surprisingly, these percentages are

higher than those of the work environment referents (closer to

30%). More non-dental friends (50%) are perceived to be indiffe-

rent regarding their participation than their families (30%). In

addition, more families (21%) than friends (4%) are perceived to

think the dental hygienist should not participate. More of the

respondents were extremely or quite motivated to comply v¡ith their

families (42%) than their friends (17%\. À greater number of the

respondents were motivated neither one vray or the other to comply

with their non-dental friends (40%, than their families (19%). 0f

all the referenls, more respondents indicated they were not moti-

vated to comply with their families (15%) than the other refe-

rents.

The people these dental hygienists associate with on a per-

sonal basis, their family and friends, also appear to have the
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potential to positively influence their plans to participate in

group professional learning activities in the next year. One can

specu).ate that more dental hygienists would plan to participate if

their families and friends were supportive of these dental hygie-

nists' continued learning or were also actively engaged in their

own professional development.

In summary, for group professional learning activities, the

higher the expectations of these important others and the more

these dental hygienists are motivated to comply with their expec-

tations, the more social pressure the dental hygienist feels to

participate and the more likely she is to plan to participate.

Ncn-Group Professional Learninq ActÍvrties

Four of the six referents perceived to influence dental

hygienists' intention to participate in non-group professional

learning activities were retained following the item deletion pro-

cess and were used in the analysis of Group B questionnaires.

These four included their employer, their co-workers, their fam-

ily, and their non-dental friends,/acquaintances. The two deleted

referents were their professional colleagues and their patients.

This set of referents proved to be a strong predictor of these

dental hygienists' social norm (r=+.762, p<.001 in specific test).

Unlike group learning activities, however, the sociaL norm and

lhis group of referents are not related to the intention to par-

ticipate. The correlations of each referent to lhe intention to

participate obtained from analyzing Group A, Group B, and Groups À
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and B combined were quite similar, the majority +.1 or lower. The

referents' normative belief product scores indicate that these

dental hygienists perceive some social pressure to participate

from all of the referents. They were in decreasing order accord-

ing to the NBMC score and, therefore, according lo the amount of

social pressure the referent exerts: employer (+5.06), co-workers

(+4.04), family (+4.02\ , and non-dental friends/acquaintances

(+3.10). ÀIthough these scores do not differ greatly from those

obtained for group learning activities, âDy perception of social

pressure appears to have no impact upon these dental hygienists'

plans to participate.

0nly one of the four referents' normative bel-ief products

appears to possibly be associated irith an increase in pians to

participate in non-group learning activities: cc-workers (r=+.1 97,

p=.089 ) . Hor+ever, this f inding becomes insigni f icant in that

these dental hygienists' social norm is not related to their

intention.

Nearly half of the respondents perceive lhat the four refe-

rents are indifferent, thinking they neither should or should not

participate in non-group learning activities in the next year

(non-dental friends/acquaintances - 54%, employer - 48%, co-

worhers and family - 44%). Generally speaking the mean scores

indicate that dental hygienists perceive these respondents think

they "slightly" should participate and they are somewhat posi-

tively motivated to comply with these referents regarding partici-

pating. The inability of the social pressure applied by any sin-

gle referent to predict plans for part ic ipat ing further
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substantiates the lack of normative or social factors as motiva-

tors for participating in these non-group learning activities. Às

the results suggest, any efforts directed toward encouraging these

referents to promote utilizing written or audiovisual materials or

discussing or consulting with others wiIl be successful only if

they effect their beliefs and values regarding the consequences of

participating rather than simply increasing the perception that

these salient referents think they should participaLe.

Suqqestions for Further Studv

Using a theory of reasoned action as the framework for this

study provides both continuing educators and dental hygienisis

with new and valuable information regarding these Manitoba dental-

hygienists' plans, attitudes, and beliefs regarding participating

in a variety of Iearning activities directed toward their profes-

sicnal development.

Replicating the study with other similar populations of den-

taÌ hygienists could provide a means to validate the belief state-

ments and referents gathered during the interview process, to con-

firm that particular belief statements or referents should or

should not be deleted from the instrument, and to compare these

findings lvith those obtained from another sample. Prior to repli-

cating the study, a researcher might find it helpful to further

analyze the data gathered in this investigation. One of the nost

obvious and critical questions that could be posed is "Àre dental

hygienists' intentions to participate in these group and non-group
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professional learning activities related to their actual behav-

ior?" The respondents from this study could be recontacted one

year from the mailing date of this questionnaire to provide a

self-report of their participation in these Iearning activities

during the previous '12 months. À strong correlation between the

respondents' inlention and behavior would give the information

gafhered and conclusions drawn in this study additional credibil-

ity. A weak correlation might encourage the investigator to

attempt to determine the factors which prevented these dental

hygienists from following through with their p1ans.

Another worthwhile study using these data might be to deter-

mine how well the socio-demographic variables predict intention,

the atlitude toward participating, the social norm, or the under-

lying behavioral or normative beliefs. Às has previously been

suggested, it could also be helpful to determine what external

variable(s) caused Group À and Group B respondents to have sub-

stantially different results, particularly when correlations with

intention were calculated.

Other studies of dental hygi.enists might wish to take a dif-

ferent approach, choosing a more general or more specific continu-

ing education behavior or classifying behaviors in a different

manner. Studying other denlal hygiene populalions with different

profiles would be of interest, for example, dental hygienists that

practice in jurisdictions with mandatory continuing education, or

where greater or fewer opportunities for professional employment

and career advancement exist, or where learning resources are

abundant or few. Àdministering the questionnaire to student den-
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taI hygienists in Manitoba or elsewhere could provide an opporlu-

nity !o compare the beliefs they hold regarding continuing educa-

tion to those practicing.

l,tanitoba dental hygienists pay a minimal annual fee to renew

their license, thus many who have chosen not to practice either

temporarily or permanently continue to pay the licensing fee "just

in case" they wish to resume practice. This group of inactive

professionals was included in the population of this study. Other

studies have recognized the positive effect of employment on par-

ticipation in continuing education (Curran, 1917; Malvitz & Judge,

1976¡ PueLz, 1980; Schoen, 1982). Given that continuing education

providers are most interested in enhancing the abilities of those

active in the profession, future investigators mi.ght choose to

have additional criLeria for inclusion in the sample, such as cur-

rent employment in a dental hygiene setting or plans to return in

t'xtt t ime .

Manipulating one or more of the variables in order to test

the practical utility of the model in an applied setting would

provide an acid test for the data and the model. For example,

would â group subjected to more messages from important others

indicating they should participate in a group learning actívity,

actually participate more than a conlrol group?

Because this model provided a useful tool for studying dental

hygienists' intentions to participate in continuing education, of

equal value and interest would be the application of this model to

the study of other professions' continuing education behavi'or.

Several thought provoking questions that might be addressed
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include: are some professional groups' behavioral intentions more

related to social pressures than others,? how do their behavioral

and normative beliefs compare?, or are their plans for participa-

tion substantially different?.

Conc lus i on

Researchers in adult education have been historically con-

cerned with attempting to understand the complex phenomenon

whereby adults voluntarily choose to engage in educational activi-

ties. Those concerned with the continuing education of profes-

sionals are anxious to understand the reasons why professionals

choose to participate in learning activities in order that they

might increase their ability to provide programming and to promote

practices that. encourage continued learning. Promoting participa-

tion is based upon t.he widely held belief that continued learning

contributes to optimal professional performance.

This study was designed to deternine if Manitoba dental

hygienists' plans for participating in professional learning

activities were related to their attitude toward participating,

their perception of what important others think they shoutd do

regarding participating, and to the underlying beliefs related to

both of these attitudinal and normative components.

It was found that Manitoba dental hygienists plan to partici-

pate in a mean of four group learning activities (attending cour-

ses, conventions, or conferences) in the next year and a mean of
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nine hours of non-group learning activities (utilizing written or

audiovisual materials or discussing or consulting with others) in

an average month in the next year. Generally speaking, their

plans are somewhat similar to participation leve1s reported by

other health professionals. Their plans to participate in profes-

sional continuing education courses, however, appear to be some-

what greater than those reported by Michigan dental hygienists

(t'talvitz I Judge, 1976) and their plans to read professional

materials are somewhat less than that reported by a group of

aIlied health professionals (Scanlan & BIagg, 1985). More dental

hygienists plan to attend courses offered by providers of continu-

ing education and to discuss or consult v¡ith other persons than to

aLtend conventions or conferences, use written or audiovisuaL

materials, or to attend courses offered by providers of education

to the general public. The attitude and social norm scores indi-

cate that these dental hygienists hold similar attitudes Loward

participating in both kinds of activities (moderately positive)

and feel a similar amount of social pressure to participate in

both kinos of activities (sIightly positive).

The results indicate that dental hygienists' intentions to

participate in both group and non-group learning activities are

related to lheir attilude toward participating and to their under-

lying beliefs regarding the conseguences of participating. VIhile

their intention to participate in group learning activities is

related to the amount of social pressure that r+as generally per-

ceived and to their underlying normative beliefs regarding the

social pressure applied by specific referents, their intention to
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participate in non-group learning activities is not. It appears

Lhat as participation in professional development becomes more

structured and visible, it is more apt to be influenced by indi-

viduals who are important to the participants.

The results of an exploratory analysis of the data suggest

that several potential outcomes are more associaLed than others

with an attitude conducive to participating in both group and non-

group learning activities. l.lhether the learning activity would

provide them with useful information, relevant to their concerns,

responsibilities, and goals is a conseguence which was frequently

mentioned during the interview process and which was also an out-

cone consistently associated with an increase in plans to partici-

pate in both kinds of learning activities.

Regarding the nornative component, the social pressure that

vlas perceived to be exerted by the group learning activity refe-

rents is related to an increase in plans to participate. These

included referents in their professional environment--respected

members of the dental hygiene/dental profession and professional

colleagues; in their work environment--their employer, patients,

and co-workers; and in their personal environment--their families

and friends. The social pressure that was perceived to be exerted

by a similar list of non-group learning aclívity referents is not

related to an increase in their plans.

Although the correlations are modest,. the results suggest

that continuing educalors who wish to enhance Manitoba dental

hygienists' plans to participate in both group and non-group pro-

fessional learning activities might consider organizing and mar-
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keting learning opportunities that would be more likely to offer

these dental hygienists ouLcomes associated with an increase in

intentions. The more likel.y these conseguences ãre perceived to

result from participation, the more positive their atlitude, and

Èhe more Iikely they will be to plan to participate. it appears

that any efforts directed toward encouraging important others to

promote participation will have a greater potential to effect

pJ.ans for participating in group, rather than non-group learning

activities.

The results suggest that it would be worthwhile to complete

the empirical investigation of the beliefs--attitude--intention--

behavior relationship by conducting a fol1ow-up study to obtain

data regarding these dental hygienists' reported levels of partic-

ipation for the one year following the estimation of their plans.

Studying the data gathered for this study in greater depth and

replicating the study with other dental hygiene or professional

populations would be likety to contribute to an increased under-

standing of participation and to the further development of a

valid and reliable methodology.

Àlthough this study has shed some light on the phenomenon of

dental hygienists' plans to participate in continuing education,

there is a large amount of variance for which the variables chosen

do not account. Researchers seeking an answer to the guestion,

"Why do some participate while others do not?", will always be

faced with the complexity of this phenomenon and will need to

search for the variables whích have eluded previous researchers.
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ÀPPENDIX A

INTERVIEI^i FORM ÀND LETTER



INTERVIEW¡ DENTAI HYGIENISTS. BELIEFS ASOUT PARTICIPATING IN
PROFESSIONAT LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1.

2.

3.

2A6.1

A:l

Professional Profile

Age r vears

Year of dental hygiene graduationt-

Are you currently ernployed in dental hygiene?

_ YES

_ NO, go to question

If fES, (check those categories that apply to Vo\lr you can
check more than one)

Part-time

Full-time

hlork setting:
General practice

Speciality practice

Pub1ic Health (Government, School, Hospitat)

Post-secondarY Education

Military
Other' specify

4. My highest leve1 of formal education is¡
dental hygiene diPloma

bachelor's degree

master's degree

5. I live uriles from ldinniPeg.

6. I am 

- 

a member of MDH{,/CDHA.

am not

L

THANK YOUIIII

( If you live in ldinniPeg'
answer "0" )
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A-2

April, L985

Dear

Thank you for allowing me to interview you regarding
your beliefs about participating in dental hygiene professional
Learning activities. Your input has provided a valuable
contribution to my research.

As we have previously discussed, the information you

shared with me wiII be treated with complete confidentiality.
AII information will be treated collectiveLy. and no personally
identifiable comments will appear in my writing.

If you should wish information regarding the results
of the study, copies of the thesis will be available at the

University of Manitoba dental and education Iibraries.
As well, surnmaries will be submitted for publication in the

MDHA newsletter and the CDHA journal. '

Thank you again for your time and cooperation.

Sincerely'

Mickey Wener
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MODEL QUESTIONNAIRE
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Steps in the
Construction

of q Stondqrd
Questionnoire

l. Dcfìnc ûÊ MuyW of lntcre¡t hr torm¡ of l¡ ætlon, t¡rtct, cqrtcxt, Dd
time clements (see chrpter 3).
Example: Voting in the next presidential electlon.
tn thir exrmple ætion (vodng), tergct (preddenthl elecdon), rnd time (the
next electlon) rre rpecifÞd. Make rurc th¡t your crlterlon me¡¡¡urç oorrcr-
ponds exrctly to the bch¡vior you h¡vc ln mlnd.

2. Define the conesponding bchaviorú intentlon (æ chaptcr 4).
Example: Intention to yotc ln the next presidcndd election

Proposed mea3uremrnt form¡t

I intend to vot! in the ncxt presidcnthl elect¡on.

llkdy unllkrly
rxtnnrly qrlta rlightly ncithcr d¡chtty qultr rxtrrmc{y

3. Defìne the correspon ding attirude nd vbiective norrn (scc chaptcr 5).
Examples: (r) Attitudc tow¡rd voting ln lhc next presidential election

(b) Subjectirrc norm with rËspcct to voting in the next presiden-

tial elcction

Proposed mo!3urêrnGnt formrt

(a) Attttttdcr

My voting in the next presidentirl eloction i¡

h¡rmfu I 

- 

:- :-:- :- :- :- bcn¡f hl¡l
cxtrcmrly q¡lta dightly nGilhcr rlightly quitc rrtremcly

lAny strnderd rcrling procodurc c¡n bc us.d to mcrsurc ¡ltitudc low¡¡d thc bch¡vior
lf thc scmentic difïcrcnti¡t ls usod. the adjective sc¡les includod must be ev¡lu¡tive ¡n n¡turc
The fou¡ sc¡le¡ li¡ted in 3(¡) ¡re mcrcly illustrrtionr.

261

Note. From Understandi Atti tudes and Pred'icti n Soci a I
Benavior ( pp. 261- 63 zen an M. F

Englèwoo¿ Cl iffs, NJ Prent'ice-Hall, Inc.
'ts e n, t
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900d 

-:--:-:-:-:-:- 

b6d
extremely quite rlightly ne¡th€r ¡lightly quite oxtremely

rewarding 

- 

:-:- :- :- :- :- punirhing
extremoly quito ¡lightly neither 3l¡gtìtly qu¡to extremely

unpleôs¡nt 

-:-:-:- 

:- :-:- ploËånt
extremely qu¡to rlightly neither rlightly quite extrernely

(b\ Subiective nonn

Most people who are important to me think

I should 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
r 

- 
: 

- 
I should not

vote in the next presidential elect¡on.

Steps I through 3 permit prediction and explanation of behavior at a general
level. To obtain subst¡ntive information about the cognitive foundation
underlying the behavior, it is necessary to complete Steps 4 and 5.

4. Elicit salient outcomes ¡nd referents (æe chapter 6).
Examples: A sample of respondents, representative of the population studied,

is asked the following questions.
(a\ Salient outcomes

(l) What do you æe as the advantages of your voting in the next presi.
dential election?

(2) What do you æe as the disadvantages of your voting in the next
presidential election?

(3) Is there anything else you associate with your voting in the next
presidential election?

(b) Salient referents

(l) Are there any groups or people who would âpprove of your voting in
the next presidential election?

(2) Are there any groups or people who would disapprove of your voting
in the next presidential election?

(3) Are there any other groups or people who come to mind when you
think about voting in the next presidential election?

Responæs to these questionr are used to identify modal salient outcomes and
referents. Construct behavioral beliefc Etatements linking the behavior to each
salient or¡tcome and normative belief ståtements with respect to each salient
referent.

5. Defìne behnioral beliefs, outcome evaluations, normalive beliefs, and moti-
vstion to comply.
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Exømples: (a) Behavioral belief: My voting in the next presidential election
will help Candidate X get elected.

(b) Normative belief: My parents think I st¡ould vote in the next
presidential election.

Proposed measurement format

(a) Behaviorul beliefs

My voting in the next presidential election will help Candidate X get elected.

likcly 

- 

i 

-t -:-:- 

:-:- unlikely
extremely quitc ¡l¡ghtly ne¡thor sl¡ghtly qulte ox¡romely

þ) Outcome evaluations

Helping C¡ndidate X çt elected is

gpod 

-:

extrernoly quito ¡lightly neither dightly qu¡to oxtremcly

(c) Nonrutive beliefs

My parents think

I should 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
| shouldnot

yots in the nsxt presidential election.

(d) Motivations to comply

Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what your parents think yott

should do?

Notatall 

- 
r 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
: 

- 
VerY much

Notes

l. Except for the motivation to comply scales, which are scored from I (not at

all) to 7 (very much), all scales described in this outline are scored from -3
(unlikely, bad, harmful, punishing, unpleasant) ¡e +3 (likely, good, benefìcial,
rewarding, pleasant).

2. It is possible to employ variations of the graphic scales described in this out-
line. For examples of somewhat different formats for measuring subjective

norms, normative beliefs, and motivations to comply, æe appendix B.

:::bad
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APPENDIX C

COVER LETTER, FOIIOW-UP LETTER, ÀND QUESTIONNÀIRE



THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBÁ

208. I

FÁCULTY OF EDUCÁTION
Departmenr of Educarional .Administration and Foundatic¡ns

PROFESS/ON.A¿

¿EÁRNING

ACTIVITIES

Sincereìy,

¿-l

-l

ffffiffil,\Þ

-t
\Vinnipeg, Maniroba
Canada R3T 2N2

(204) 474-9019

June 
.l0, 

1985

Dear Col ì eague,

- -^._ft part of a research. project which I am carrying out in partiaìfulfillment of, a, graduate degree in educatfon, I am coîducting a' stuãyof what dental hygieni sts thinl about participating in a vãriety oîprofessionaì'le.arning activities. Your name was seiected randomly fromthe Manitoba Dental Association's I ist of dental hygienists cuirentìylicensed to practicê:..0nìy a select number of dental ñvii.n'ists are beini
3.t199_-!.9 complete this questionnaire, therefore, yoUR- pÀnUClpATI0N i5
IMPORTANT.

. . -In: . 
questionnaire items were deve'loped in accordance with anestablished research_ protocoì which íncluded' interviews with a group ofdental. hy_gieni_sts. It was then pre-tested with the parti.ipátion of otherManitoba dental hygienists.

.Complete confidential ity is assured. The questionnaire has anidentification number for maiìing purposes onìy so inat vorr number canbe checked off the mailing ìist wñen'your questiõnnaire is rälurneo. please
do not remove the identification number. 'Your 

name wilì not be associatedwith any of the data in the study.

I would be-most happy to. answer_any questions you might have aboutthe study. My telephone number is 475-6773-.

Please reply promptly using the enclosed, sêlf-addressed
g!y9l9pg._ PLEASE C0MPLETE THE QUESTT0NNATRE REGARDLESs 0F yOuR
EMPL0YMTNT STATUS IN DENTAL HyGIENE. your contribution to theof this study is greatly appreciated. Thank you.

return
CURRENT
s ucces s

Mickey l,lener, R.D.H., B.S.
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FACULTY OF EDUCAT¡ON
Department of Educational Administration and Foundations

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

Dear Col ì eague,

About two weeks
regarding your Partici
was mailed to you.
questionnaire.

t-r,

-l

d&ÆKW,f\\--

-
Vinnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3T 2N2

(204) 474-9019

PROFESSION.AL

¿EARNING

ACTIyITIES

June 28, 1985

ago an important questionnaire seeÌjng your thoughts
pation in a varÍety of professional learning activities
Únfortunately, I have not yet received your completed

I am writ'ing to you again because of the significance that
questionnaire has to the succêss of the study. So that the results
dru'ly representative of Manitoba dental hygienists, it is essential
each person complete and return the questionnaire.

ls
(1

In the event that your questionnaire has been misplaced, a repl_acement
enclosed. If you have any questions, please te'lephone me collect at

-475-6773).

to compìete the questionnaire today. Your contribution
s study wiìl be greatly appreciated.

Most sincerely,

each
are

that

I encoura
to the success

ge you
of thi

Mickey hlener, R.D.H., B.S.
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PNOFESSTONA¿

¿&tRx¡ilG
ACTNTNES

ITSTruCIIüS

The ltems rhlch start on the next page ¡sk ¡bout your feellngs and

plans regardlng your particlpatlon ln iroup and non-gnoup professlonrl
learnlng ¡ctlvltles.

^ 
ClürP PRçESSIüAI LEtRiIl$ ICTIY¡il ls an ¡ctlvlty ln rtrlch you learn

rlth r group of people. It ls an ¡ctlvlty lellberately, engaged

ln to lêarn somethlng rtrlch cln contrlbute to your professional
developnnnt !s a dentül hyglenlst.

T IOI-GTTT'P PROFESSIüAT lTARTIrc TCTIYITI IS
leam by yourself or by lnteractlng rl
ls !n ¡ctlvlty del lberatel¡r engaged ln
cän contrlbute Tõ yot¡r professlonal
hygleni st.

IOIES

!n rctlvlty fn rhlch ¡ou
th one other P€rson. tt
to learn sorethlng whlch

developnent ôs r dental

I The ltems n¡ke use of ratlng scrlcs rlth seven cholces; you rre to
plice rn .X" ln the bìank 

-that best describes your oplnion. For

ãxample, lf you think lt ls 'sìlghtly llkely'.,that rldlng.your blcycle
roulä trelp you to becoræ physically flt, then you rould place your

'X" !s follows:

Rlding ry blcycìe rouìd help me to b€come physicaìly fft.

lflcely--:- ¡ X : 
-:- 

.' : - tøtlilcelY' @@5,,isñt1tffier -Siñ'ait-Fi¡e ffi-etv

And, for example lf you thlnk th¡t for you..belng physlcally fit ls
nqulte good", then you nould place your'I'ts follows:

For me, belng physlcallY flt ls

god w
rerne ,eme

2. fþ not place your oln over r mldpolnt llkc 
-I-3. l{ever put nore than one rlr on a slngìe scrle.

4. Be sure you rnsrrer ¡ll ltens.

5. Retur¡ the completed questlonnalre (uslng the enclosed retum enveìoPe)
to: llickeY lener

¿198 lbntrose St.
Hl nnl peg, ll¡n'l tob¡
R3l'l 3l{9

..x:
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Rll: CROUP OFßSSION/i¿ LßARHING AC

All of the lterns ln P¡rt I deal rlth 6R0tP professlontl lerrnlng
rctlvlties. These lnclude:

CûTRSES offered by provlders of Professlonrl contlnulng educatlon

CüTRSES offered by provlders of educatlon for the general publlc

COI YTTT ¡ ÛI S/COI FE RE'IC ES

Ihen the term'6R0uP PROFESSIOi{AL tEARtllt{G ACT¡VITY" ls used' lt mans
tny one or tny comblnatlon of the above exanples.

Ihen ansrerlng, use the follorlng scaìe

IF I IERE TO PARTICIPATE II GRq'P PROfESSIOTAT LEARi¡IG ACTITITIES
II T}E ]IETT If¡R, II ïIILII:

¡ ). STIil LATE llY lllllD
llkely unl i kely

b). EilABLE ltE T0 IilTEGRATE ADDITIoT¡AL K|{oULEDGE/SXILtS It{To l'lY IoRK SEÏTII{G

I I tely un'l I kely

c). EtlABLt llE T0 HEAR A YARIETY 0F 0P!I{I0NS/VIEI{P0IIiTS

tlkety unl I kely

d). EilA8Lt llE T0 II¡TERACT L¡TH oTHER DEIITAL HYGIEIIISTS

I I kely unl I keì y

e). PR0VIDE Atl 0RGAIIIZED HAY FOR l'lE T0 LEARiI

llkely unìlkely

f). PR0VIDE Ail 0PP0RTUilITY T0 CoIIPARE 
'IYSELF 

HITH llY PEERS

llkely unl I kel y

g). PROVIDE llE llTH INF0RI'IATIOi{ THAT IS USEFUL T0 l'lE

ìlkely unl I kely

h). HELP KEEP Î,tE UP T0 DATE Il{ l,lY PRoFESSI0i{

I

mete rtame

I I kely unl i kely
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I). REqUTRE lltAT ¡ IRAVEL LoilG DISTAIICES

I I ke'ly unl I kely

J). C0i{TRIEUTE T0 rY CARETR ADVAllCEllEl{T

llkeìy unì I kel y

k). BE A SIGilIFICAilT Fll{AllClAL EIPEI{SE

I I keìy 

-:-:-:-:-:-:- 
unl I lelY

I). EIIABLE IIE IO PROYIDE A BETTER SERYICT FOR I{Y PATIEIITS

I I kely : : unl lkely

n). FULF¡LL PART 0F llY PROFESSIONAL RESPOI{SIBILITIES

llkeìy unl I kel y

n). C0i{FLtCT rITH Î{Y OTHER ITITERESTS 0R RESPOÎ{STBILITIES

I I kely unl f kel y

o ) . PROV I DE At{ 0PPORTUI{ I TY FOR SOC I AL El{J0YllEl{T

I I kcly unl llely

p). BE PERSOIiALLY SATISFYIIIG

llkely unìlkely

q). cAUSt pRoBLEtiS BECAUSE ily EI,TPLoYER At{D t }|AVE PHILoSoPHICAL DIFFERET{CES

lfkeìy : unl lkely

r). AtLOt¡ OTHERS T0 SEE l'lE Il'lPROVItlG !'IYSELF

llkely unl lkely

s). EÌ{ABLE llE T0 RECEIYE AÌl II{CREASE IÌ{ SALARY

llkely : : unl lkely

II RTGARD TO PARTTC¡PATIÍIG II GR(I'P PROfESSIOIAT IEAR'IIiG ICTIVITTES'
IIDICATE GEIIERALTY }Ifi YqJ FEEL ABü'T IHE FüLflI1I6:

¡). STITLATII|G llY I'lltlD IS

good bad

b). IIiTEGRATIl{G ADDIT¡oNAL Xllo¡ltEDGE/SXILtS Il¡T0 llY loRK SETTIt{G ¡S

good bad

c). FOR tlE, HEARIT{G A YARIETY 0F OPIt{l0NS/VIE¡lPOlllTS IS

good b¡d

d). FOR IIE, IT{TERACTIIIG TITH OTHIR DEIITAL HYGIENISTS ¡S

good 

-:--:-:- 
:-;-:- bad
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neme Qulte Slrghtly Neftàer Slúghtly qlfte Ertremely

2. cont'd - Ill ÎEGARD T0 PARTICIP^TI]|G Il GftüJP PT0FESSIOI¡IL LETRilIIG ACTIüII¡ES'
TiDICåTE ÊETERALIY Ifr Yü' FEEL AUI'T Ï}IE FOLL(TIIIG:

e). FOR llE, HAVII{G All ORGAiIIZED IAY T0 LEARiI lS

good b¡d

f). coilpARrilG r{ysELF ¡|ITH ËY PEERS ¡S

good b¡d

9). RECEIYITIG ¡llFORltATIOtl THAT tS USEFUI T0 t4E lS

good

h). FoR ilE, XEEP¡I{G UP T0 DATE Iil rY PRoFESSloll IS

::b¡dgood

::::::bad

t). FoR Ët, TRAVELLIT{G Lollc D¡STATCES IS

good _:_:_:_:_:_:_ bad

J). CotlTRlEUTIllG T0 llY CAREER ADVÂlCEtftlT IS

good bad

k). FoR r,rE, r{AvIr{G A SIGilIFICAI{T FIilAI{CIAL EXPEïSE lS

good bad

I). PROVIDIilG A BETTER SERVICI FOR IIY PATIEIITS ¡S

good b¡d

n). FULF¡tLltlc llY PR0FESSI0IIAL RESPOIISIEItITIES lS

good b¡d

n). C0ûIFLICTIIIG IITH l,lY OTXER ITITERESTS 0R RESPOIiSIEILITIES lS

good bad

o). FOR llE, At{ 0PPORTUi|!TY FOR SOCIAI EtlJOYllEl{T lS

good bad

p). llAvttlG PERs0tlAL SATISFACT¡Oi lS

good bad

C). HAVIiIG PROELE!{S DUE T0 PHIL0SOPHICAL DIFFERETICES tllTH llY EIIPL0YER lS

good b¡d

r). ALL0HING OTHERS T0 SEE llE ¡llPR0VIl{G tlYStLF ¡S

good bad

s). RECEMIIG At{ ll{CREASt lll llY SALARY IS

good b¡d
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^SXS ^8(I.lT 

l{t oTHER PE0PIE rIffT ITIFLUEICE

Tü'R PARTICIPAT¡fl TI Gßü'P PßOFESSIOIAL IEÂRXITG ACTIYITIES Ti THE IETI YEAR

r). ËosT PEoPIE lHo ARE illPoRTAtll T0 llE THINK
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I should I should not

PARTICIPATE III GRfr'P PROFESS¡OIIAL LEARNING ACTTYITIES III THI TIEXT YEAR

b ) . ilY FAr{¡ LT THII{KS

Ishould : : : : : : Ishouldnot

c ). tlY C0-IJORKERS THI NK

I should : : I shouìd not

d ). ilY PAT¡ EÎ{TS THIilX

I should : : I should not

e). t{Y EIIPLOYER THIIIKS

I shouìd I should not

f ). RESPECTED ilEruERS 0F THE DEi{TAL HYGIEiIE/DEi|TAI PRoFËSSI0t¡ ÏHItlK

I should I should not

9). r{Y PRoFESSIoilAL CoTLEAGUES (1.e. DEi{TAL HYGIEiIE/DEiITAL FRIEIIDS AND

PEERS) TH¡NK

I shouìd 

-:-:-:-:-:-:- 
I should not

h). IY il0N-DEilTAL FRIEI{DS THI}IK

Ishould : : : : : : Ishouìdnot

TI RE6ÁRÐ IO PARTICIPATIIG II GRU'P PROFESSTÛTAL IEAR'ITXG ACTIYIÏIES,
Ifr II'CH DO YO' I^iI TO M IflAT YOUR FAMILY THII{XS Yü' ST(I'ID DO?

very much 

-:-:-:-:-:-;- 
not ¡t all

YOUR CO-IiORKERS

l. a)

b).
very nuch : : not ¡t ¡ll

c). TOtR PATIEI{TS

very nuch 

-:-:d). TouR EI|PLoYER

not ¡t aìl

vervmuch : : : : : : notat¡ll

e). RESPECTED llEllBERS OF THE DEI{TAL HYG¡Ei{E/DEiITAL PROFESSIOtI

Yery nuch : : not ¡t all
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t. f) CONI,d . TI ÎEGARD TO PARTICIPATIIG II Gßü,P PROfESSIOTAL IE¡R'IIIIG
ACTIYITIES, IIT II'CH DO Yü' ¡A'IT TO DO IIIAT YOIJR PROFESSIONAL COLLEAGUES

(1.e. DEi{TAL HYGIENE/DEiITAL FBIEtlo! 4!9 ?EERS) IüIil r(I, S}ntl) D0?

very nuch not at all

9). Y0uR tlOtl-DEl{TAL FRIET{DS

very nuch : not ¡t alì

5 TF I IERE TO PAIITCIPAII II GR(I'P PROfESSIOIAT TEAR'IIÍIG ACTIYITIES II
TIG IEIT YE n, IT HULD 8f : (¡nsrer all 5)

badr. good

b. rlse 
-:-:-:-:-:-:- 

foollsh

c. bcneflclal 
-:-;-:-:-:-:- 

harmful

d. pìeasant

e. rcnrding

Remmber, partlclpating ln the
on your ptrt ¡nd be directed
¡s ¡ dental hyglenlst.

unpl ersant
puni shlng

6. TüR PI¡TS Ffl PANTICIPATTIG TI GIü'P PHFESSIOIAL LEARIIIG ACTIYITIES

In how many group professlonal leantlng ¡ctlvities do you plan to
participate durlng ttre nert lcrr?

learning actlvity nust be deliberate
tor¡rd your professional development

Plrce r number ln e¡ch of the blanks:

I PLAI{ T0 ATTEI¡D CflTRSES offered by providers of professlonaì
contlnuïñ!-Eã-ucation, for example' the ll.D.H.A. ' the School
of tþntal-Hygiene, or other dental or non-dental providers

I PLAII T0 ATTEIID C(ITRSES offered by provlders . of education
to the-çneral publfc, for exampìe, unlverslties' cocmunity
coìIeges, conmunlty centres, etc.

I PLATI TO ÂTTEIID CüYTTTTOIS/CüFERTTCES

I PLÂt{ T0 ATTEIID OTllER group professlonal learnlng ¡ctivitles

Specl fy
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PART A. NON{ßOUP 
'NOFßSSTONAL 

Lß^ARN'NG ACTNIÎÏES

Alì of thc ltcrs ln ?¡rt Il dc¡l llth t(|{-6RülP pr.ofcsslonrl leantlng
¡ctlvl tles. Ïhc¡c lnclude:

UTIIIZIiG tÎ¡TltÏ c AtDIovIsu^L nIERI^LS such rs books, Joumals,
lndependent study packages/courses, mnuals' prmphìets'
audiotrpes, vldcotapes, sìldes' flìns' etc.

IITERACT¡TG IITü 
^IOT}IER 

PERSOI

di scusslons/consuì tàtions rl
professlonals' he¡lth or
salespersons, GtG.

lhen the term'tlON-GRflrP PR0FESSIONAL LE ¡tlll6 
^CTMTY" 

ls used' lt æ¡ns
clther one or both of thc rbove cxatçlcs.

fhen ¡ns¡erin , use the followi scaì e

I. IF I IERE TO PARTICIPATE II TOI-GfrI'P PROfESS¡OIÂL UATilITG ACIIUITIES
TI T}E TEII YEAN. TT rI'U)

a). HELP KEEP llE UP T0 DATE lll l{Y PR0FESSI0i{

lf lely _:-:-:-:-:-:- unlikelY

b). 8E A PERSSTALLY SATISFYIilG LEARI{lt¡G EXPERIEIICE

I I kely 

-:-:-:-:-:-:- 
unl I kelY

c). REQUIRE A SIGtllFIcAtlT Ax0ttlT 0F EFFORT Ol t{Y PARÏ T0 LEART¡

I I kely unl i kel y

d). EIiAELE IIT TO PROVIDE A BETTER SERYICE FOR IIY PATIEIITS

t I kely _:_:-:-:-:-:- unl I kelY

e). PREPARE llE T0 COlllJil¡CATE IIITELLIGEIITLY ltIH oTHER PR0FESSI0iIALS

llkely : : : : : : unllkelY

f). EiABLE rE T0 IITEGRATE ÂDDITr0r{AL X|¡o¡JLEDGE/SKILLS IilTo }lY toRK SETTIIIG

llkely : : : : : : unìlkelY

9). ALL0I llE T0 SEEX OtT ItlFOR¡rATI0t¡ IHEN I IAIIT Ï0

ì I keìy unl i keìy

Il 
^ 

üE-TÍÞOIE SIIIIATI(il lncludlng
th other dentaì hygienists, dental

rel ated experts, consul tants,

@@EffiÐ
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Ertremely Qutte Sldghtly Neither Sltghtly Quite Ertremely

cont'd - IF I tERt T0 P^RTICIP^TE It Nll-GR(IrP PRoFESSIü t LErnilli6
âCIIUITIES IT I}f TEIT IEAR, IT IIULD:

h). FULFTLL PART 0F lry PRoFESSI0T{AL RESPoilSIBTLITIES

I lkeìy _:_:_:_:_:_:_ unl llely

l). ALL0| nE T0 EICHAT{GE IDEAS ilTH Ail0THER PRoFESSIoNAL

I I kely _:_: unl i kely

J). STI!{'LATE IY IXTEREST Iil DEilTAL HY6IEi{E

llkely unì f kely

k). coilFL¡cT vITH r{Y oTHER TilTERtSTS 0R RESPoilSIEIttTIES

llkely unl i kely

t). pRovtDE llE t¡TH Ir{FoRlrATIot¡ TMT IS USTFUL T0 t{E

I lkely unì I kely

2. II REGARD IO PTXTICIPATITG IT Iü-6Rü'P PMFESSIOIAL Lf¡R'IITG ACTIYIIIES,
Ifr M Yü' FEEL A8(UT ilE FOttüIT6?

¡). FOR llE, XEEPTì{G UP T0 DATE ltl llY PROFESSI0I{ IS

good b¡d

b). FoR r{E, }rAvIilG A PERS0iALLY SATISFY¡ilG LEARfi¡¡rG ETPERIEi{CE IS

good b¡d

c). FOR llE T0 EXPEND A SIGtllF¡CAllT All0tNT 0F EFFORT T0 tEARtl IS

good bad

d). PR0vIDri6 
^ 

BETTER SERVICE FoR ilY PAT¡EilTS lS

good brd

e). FOR irE Ì0 BE 
^BLE 

T0 C0il'{,llICATE IÌ|TELI¡GEI{TLY IITH 0THER PROFESSIOIIALS IS

good _:_:_:_:_:_:- bad

f ). IIITEGRATIIIG ADDIT¡OIIAI X}IOIIEDGE/SX¡LLS II{TO IIY IJORK SETT¡IIG IS

good _:_:_:_:_: :_ brd

9). SEEXIIIG ürT IllF0Rl{AT¡Oll IHEII I IAIIT T0 tS
good

h). RLFILLIIG PART 0F Iy PRoFESSTürAL RESPolrStBrLlTlES IS

good b¡d

::::::b¡d



208. 1 I
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|). FoR tE, ErCl{AilGIÎ{G IDEAS |ITH AI|oTHER pRoFtSSIoilAL IS

good bad

3

J). STIL,,LATIïG ily IilTEREST n{ DEi{TAL HT6tEt{t rS

good b¡d

r). coilFtlcTtilG ilTH Iy oTHER IilTERESTS 0R RESP0i{SIBILITIES ¡S

good b¡d

I). RECt¡VrilG Ir{FoRtrATIoil THAT IS USEFUL T0 }tE rS
good b¡d

ilE iErT SECTIOT 0f qTESTIüíS 
^sXS 

AgtIt ilt oTHER pE(pLE ilGfiT ttFtUEICE v(trR
PARTICIPATIOI TI IOI-GRqJP PROfESSIOIAL LTTRiI116 If,TITITIES II IIIE IEIT IE¡R.

¡). ll0ST PE0Ptt LHO ARE Il,lPORTAtlT T0 llE Tl{¡t{K

I shouìd I should not
PARTICIPATT TT{ TIOII.GROT'IP PROFESSIOI{AL LEARNIIIG ACTIVITIES II{ THE IIEXT YEAR

b). rY PATIET{TS THiltK

Ishould : : : : : : Ishouldnot

c). I,lY FA|IILY THttlXS

I should . i

f). ËY EËPLoYER THIilKS

Ishould : : : : : :

: I should not

d). xY co-HoRKtRs THrt(K

Ishould : : : I should not

e). ilY tl0N-DEIITAL FRIEI{DS/ACQUAIi{TANCES THItIK

Ishouìd : : : : : : Ishouldnot

I should not

e). l{Y PR0FESSI0NAL COLLEAGUES (1.e. DEIITAL HYclttlt/DEllTAt FRIET{DS AtlD
PTERS) THrilK

Ishould : : : : : : Ishouldnot

l. a). Il R[GAË, T0 PARIICIPÂTIIG Il iO|-GR(UP PR0FESSIOI t LE RtIIiG
ACÏIVITIES. HN N'CH DO Yü' IAIIT TO DO ITUIT YOUR PATIENTS
üT]IX Y(tJ SHCT'LD DO?

very nuch

b). Yor,R FAr,ilLY

very nuch _:_:_:_:_:_:_ not at all

c). YOt R CO-|{ORKERS

: : : : : : notatall

very nuch not ¡t alì



208.12

-9-

Eä'"lne¡t 5isñ¡it.ffi3iFfi¡E¡æ ñ@

t. d). cont'd - Ill REGARD T0 PARTICIP^TIIIG lll iÛl-6Rü,P PROFESSIülrlt tt RltlG
YOUR I{ON-DENTAL

very nuch _:_:-:-:-:-:- not tt tll

c ). Y0UR EI'IPLOYER

Yery nuch not ¡t all

f). YOUR PROFESSIOHAL COLLEAGUES (f.e. DEIITAL llY6¡ENE/DEIITAL FRIET{DS

AIID PEERS )

very nuch : : not ¡t ¡ll

TF T ITRE TO PART¡CIPATE II TOI.GRü'P PROfESSIOIAL LETEIIIG ACTTTITIES
tl IHE ¡IEII lf¡R, tI tütllt BE: (ans¡ær all 5)

TCTIYITIES, HOI N'CH DO Yü' I^'IT TO DO THAT

FRIENDS/ICQUAII{TANCES Il{ItlK Yq, sHürLD D0?

5

r. good

b. rlse
c. beneflclal

d. pleasant

e. rewrrding

bad

fool I sh

hannful

unpl ea sant

pun i shl ng

6 rq,R PLA'IS FOT PART¡CIPATIIG II iOI-GRI'P PROFESSTüIÂL IE¡RII116 ÂCTIVTTIES

tn how nuch non-group professlonal learnlng ¡ctivltles do you plan
to particlpate during ¡n ¡ver¡qB ronth next iæ¡r?

Renember, participating ln the learnlng actlvlty must be deìlberate
on your part ¡nd be dlrected toward your professional development
as a dentaì hygienist.

Place a number ln each of the bl¡nks:

I PLAN TO USE TTITTE'UAUT'IOVISIIAI NTERIALS FOR APPROXI}IATELY HOI'RS.

t PLAN T0 DISCUSS/C0|SI'IT IIü OTHER PERSüIS FOR APPROXIITATELY HOURS



t

2

3

1

5

208. 13

-10-

2AR1 M PßOFßSS'OTVA¿

AGE: 

- 

¡errs (optlonal)

IIUI{8ER OF DEPEIIDEIIT CHILDREII:

YEAR OF DEIITAL HYGIEIiE GRATXJATIOI{:

YEARS OF DEIITAL HYG¡ET{E ET{PLOYIIEIIT: yer13

ACADEI,IIC ACHIEYEIiENTS: (check those thtt tPPly)

dent¡l hyglene dlPlanr
bachelor's degree

mtster's degree

other, specffy

6. ARE YOI' CURRE'{TLY EI,IPLOYED III DEIITAI HTÊTEI{E?

- 

YES

ll0, go to questlon 11.

tf YES, check those categorles thrt rpply to you (you nay check
more than one)

Part-tlæ
Ful l -tlæ

fork Settlng:

General Practlce
Speclrlty Practlce
Publ lc Heal th
Post-secondarY Educatlon

lll I I tary
0ther' sPeclfY

7. I LTVE
'IILES 

FROI.I III{NIPEG. IF YOIJ LTVE III IITINIPEG, AIIS¡{IR'0"

ARI YOU A I.IE}IBER OF II.D.H.A./C.D.H.A.?

- 

YES

il0

I



ngf[ Iü, fEnT lfH for taklng the tlm to complete thls questlonnalre.
@lon¡l cmnts, please use the sPace belor.

208. 14

If you tre lnterested ln the results of thls reserrch PloJect' ny thesis
riìi be avallable at both the dental and educatlon librarles tt the
Unlverslty of I'lan'ltoba. As reìì, I rlll be subnrittlng articles to dentaì
hygiene professionaì publ icatlons
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ÀPPENÐIX D

RÀTE OF RETURN OF QUESTIONNÀIRE



209.r

TnsLe D-l

RarE or Response to Ouesr¡oNNAIRE By Werru

FOLLOW-UP MEASURESEND OF
WEEK

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

JuHe 28: t'tAILED FoLLow-uP
LETTER AND AUESTIONNAIRE

JuuY 29, 30: 16 TELEPHoNE
CONTACTS

Aueusr IL 12: 5 relrpnone
coNTAcrs, 1 co¡ltRcr IN PERSoN

2 wrers
LATER

tr,rR¡lEu ,luHe 11, 1985

NUMBER
RETURNED

cu¡l¡ruur¡ve %

OF SAI'1PLE
( N uMeen )

8

3q

20

7

12

4

1

3

3

2

5

1

7 (8)

35 U12)

52 $2)

58 (69)

68 (81)

71 (85)

72 ß6)

74 (89)

77 ß2)

78 (94)

83 (99)

83 (100)
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ÀPPENDIX E

RESUTTS OF ÀNAIYSIS OF GROUP À QUESTIONNAIRES



210.1

T¡sLr E-l

GRorJp A Rsspo¡¡os{rs: Ith¡n kmes rm koup ero lthl-Gnoup

Ben¡vronru lurg¡ntu'r Iruqs GI)

Gnoup pnorussr clrAL LF¡RN ING Act¡v¡l¡ es'

Counses oFFERED By pRo/tDERS oF PRoFESSIcnnL
C0.JTINUING EUJCAÏIO\

Canses oFFERED To THE GENERAL PtBLIc BY
PROVIDERS OF EUJCATICT{

Corvenr¡ cns/coNFERENcES

ûrHrn

Torru-

Nq!{RqJp pRoFEssIq,JAL LF¡RNI t.ls Rallu¡r, ero

l,ln ¡ rrgMnmr ovr suAL I'TATERIALS

Dr scuss/ænsuLT I{ITH oTHER pERscI'¡s

SD

1.68

r.27

I,I3
r,28

4,19

SD

5,ß

3,rt1

Torru- 7.ß

þu'' ¡É{B

tJrLt{BEn pLAM'¡Ð FoR THE NÐ(T yE¡R, oHo*t ptJAtNÐ Fffi A¡,t AIERAGE tto{TH IN
THE NEXT YEAR.

I'kAN

r,79

1,lq

1,m
q5

t1.38

ItAl't

3,t11,

2,83

6,2t1



2r0.2

T¡et¡ E-2

Gnoup A Respq,DE¡lrs: lvtnn Sones ron houp a¡o l,bru-Gnot-p Arr¡ruoe

To{ARD PRnl¡crpRr¡ne GD e¡o Soc¡ru- f'loru Iraæ (SN)

Noúnop
Arrrruoe IrB'l

ttAr'r SD

al

b,

c.

d,

e,

GOOÞBAÐ

WISE-FOOLISI.I

BENEFI CIALiIAFî4FUL

P LEASANÏ_UNP LEASAJ'¡T

REWARD I I.¡G- Pt¡'¡ I SH I IiG

2,n
2.r7

2,r7

1,65

1,E{

,90

,93

.93

I,?3

,93

Torru

Socrru- I'bmr

10.13 t4,32

Itbr-Gnulp

l&Arl

1,CI{

SD

1.20

Gno¡p

KAN SD

2.6
2.A2

1.96

r,75

I,N

91

96

v
86

93¡

9,56 3,V.

GRcxJP

ItAN

1.4{

SD

T,N

lbTE, rsJ{8



210. 3

TÆt¡ E-5

Gnotr A Ræpq,F¡rs: f'tA¡¡ ScmEs rm Gnq.p Ber-¡Er SrnasÌ,1 lraæ GS),

ûncc¡rE tvÄrnr¡q{ Irels (Ð, n¡o Beüv¡æAL BtL¡er PRuJcrs (NCE)

Bel¡er Sr¡re.lsn I€A¡{

BSCE

A,

B,

c,

D.

E.

F.

Stirulate my mìnd

Enable me to integrôte
addi tional kno*ìedge/.
skills int¡ Íty work setting
Enabìe me to hear a varietY
of opi ni ons/viewpoi nts

Enable me to interait rith
ot¡er dental hygienists
Provide an organized way
for ne to ìearn

Provide an opportunity to
conpare myself ¡rith íU
peers

Provide me with information
that i s usefuì to rit9

Help keep me uP to date in
my profession
(Not) require that I travel
long di stances

Contribute to rly càreer
advanceflen t
(Not) be a significant
financial expense

Enable ne to Provìde a
better service for ÍU
pati en ts

Fulfilì part of my
profess i ona l
responslbiìities
(l{ot) confl ict ri tJt t¡y
other intercsts or
rrsponsibi I i ties
Provid€ ån opportunity
for sociaì enJoyment

Be porsonally satisfYing

(Not) cause problerns because
4y empìoyer and I have
phi losophicaì differences
Al lor{ others to see me

improving nyself
Enabìe me to r.eceive an
increase in salary

I{.96

q,u

5.10

q,n

4,53

2.53

5,I7

5.68

.65

,75

-.m

3,n

q.v.

-1,06ð

1.98

4,11

2,6

r.75

-t,81

SD

3,13

2,W

2,6

3.tß

2,æ

3,18

2,n

2,93

q,n

q,n

3,16

5.66

2.8

2,ff

5.05

3,n
tt.10

3.tÐ

5,18

G.

H.

I.

J,

K.

L.

M,

N.

0,

P.

0,

R.

s,

þrE, tdlS
tur{7, ol¡ M¡ssn{c cÂsE,

BS E

ItÆ{ SD SDt€Afi

2,6

2,17

L75

1.08

1.9

2,27

,s
-,40

-.08

l.1l

1,63

.(B

.98

LN
LA

.58

-1.E1

.81

,95

,93

1,66

,91

,7U

2,07

1.S

1.9{

t,æ

,91

LN

1,18

1,19

L7q

LF,/

t.9

t,75
1.t

1,m
,95

2,58

2.ú.

2,t3

1,m

2,67

2,ß

1,51

r,67

T,U

2,n

2,27

1.Of

1.65

2,65

LJQ

1.35

2.10

,87

1.18

,75

L43

,63

.89

\n
1,55

LN

,7\

.96

1,ma

1,U

,6tl

Ln

t.l9

r.57

,n
.n

n
56

2

2



210.4

T¡SLE E4

houp A kspu,De¡lrs: Fk¡ru kones ron ftb¡¡-Gnoup Belrer Srnerren Irals (N),
û¡rcor Evau¡nu.r lrers (0Ð, n¡o BEHRvlonr BEI¡er Pnou¡crs GSOE)

NE

MEAT.,I SDBEu¡rr Sreremnr

Help me keep up to date in
my profession

Be a personalìy satisfying
learnìng experience
(Not) require a significant
effort on my part to learn
Enable me to provide a better
service for my patients
Prepare me to comunicate
intell igently with other
professionals

Enable me to integrate
addi tional knowledge/skiI Is
into my work setting
Aìlow me to seek information
when I want to
Fulfiìl part of my
professionaì responsibi ì i ties
Allow me to exchange ideas
with another professionaì

Stimulate my interest in
dental hygiene
(Not) conflict with my
othe|i nterests or
responsibi l itiqs
Provide me with information
that 'i s usefuì to me

A.

B,

c,

D,

E.

F,

G,

H.

l,

J.

K,

L,

3,n

4,67

T,7I

4,73

4,79

4,53

5,n

3,67

3.%

3,m

-rn

5.Ul

3,79

3,72

3,r4

3,n

3,53

3,24

3,35

3,U

3,m

3.t13

2,9.

3,04{

BS E

MEA'{ SD MEAI,¡ SD

r,73

1,65

-1,08

1.56

1,&

I,T7

2,n

1.Y+

f,il
1,m

.15

r.g2

I,N

I,2I

1,1.l4

I.n
1,14

1,14

1,Il

1,q0

r,32

r,26

1,68

,n

2,û

2,rJ

-1,11

2,n

2,?l

2,r9

2.53

1.98

2,U

2,W.

,75

2,ß

&{

g

r.24

,71

1,05

.87

,Ü

,83

r.n

,p

,96

r,53

lbrE, ¡H¡8



210.5

T¡SLE E-5

Gnotp A kspcnoe¡¡rs Fbm scones or Gnoup filoroqAnvr Beuer lrs,as (NB),

I'br¡v¡nq\ ro Colply lrrys (l'îC), e¡p I'bRmqllvE B¡uer Pnooucrs (NH'1C)

MEÁÌ,¡ SDRereRem

A. Fnmrlv

B, Co-woRxens

c, Plnerurs

D, tt'lpuoyen

I'lH'4C

7,25 7,A

5.ú. 5,86

5,08 6,51

7,tß 7.n

10,¿t8 7,25

7,83 6,62

3.rA 5,69

E, RgspEcrep MR4BERS oF THE
ENTAL nyo¡Etn/prrurnt
PROFESSION

F, PNOTCSSIq.INL COLLEAGUES

G. Itbru-oerurru- FRTENm

l'lorE, ¡Fl{8

Ís lllc

MEAl.l SD MEA'! SD

I,N 135

1,06 r,12

T,N I,?J.

I,N I,A

1 ,94 1 ,19

1,y{ 1,13

81 1.16

5,m I.n
tl,t+ L37

4,90 L3I

5,10 r,26

5,10 L53

4,79 L35

3,90 r,53



210.6

T¡SLE E-6

Gnop A Rrsporuoerurs: lvhnru Scones or Îtbru-Gnoup lbro"lAnvr Beugr lrer'rs (l'{B),

lvbr¡vnloru ro Cc¡ær-v lra{s (rc), R¡o lhn"lAr¡ve Beuer PRorucrs (NR4C)

t{B'lc

MEAN SDRErenerur

A, PRilerurs

B, F¡¡¡t t-v

c, Co-toRx¡ns

D. lbru-pErwRr- rn¡enos/
ACOUAINTAI.ICES

E, F¡pt-oven

F, PRoressrolRt- coLLEAGtES

librE, NJE 
:

u0ne 
m¡ssrnc cAsE, ¡H{7,

3,62

5,75

5,liO

3,66u

7.4J

8,m

4,p.

7,1ß

6,39

5,?Ju

7 .47

6,57

NB tvlC

MEAI,I SD MEAN SD

.67

1,m

,96

.69

r.25

1,44

,88

1,19

LC3

0<

I,N

1,05

4,89

5,3r

4,83

4,?3u

5,25

5,r7

T,I3

r,73

r.n

T,?JU

1.14

L02
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ÀPPENDIX F

RESULTS OF COMPÀRÀTIVE ÀNÀIYSES



TnsLE F-l

GRû,p A, B, A pus B REsporumrrsr Connrurro¡s Berwen ue 0oæo¡g¡rs ç rHe irbrl ron Gnup

a¡o ih¡¡-Gnolp horessr cnn- l-e¡nru¡ ne Acr¡ vt n Es

ItÌ{{RcxP

A+B'

lkporHes¡s

1. IBS0E n¡o AT

2, AT ¡¡o BI

3. Il&[ n¡o ${

ll, SN n¡o BI

5. EBSE ¡¡o BI

6. [lû[ n¡o BI

I

.6fl

,3v

,7fi

.118

.213

,088

p

:,ül

s.m

!r.m

,127

.019

.198

N)
l-¡
H

uru¡t8, 
Ircu¡oes AJ- ITE4S rnor Gnor¡ A ùrsr¡ournes, btnr¡g, 

mes mr I¡rcLt.DE ¡lE,1s 1ÌßT l€RE DELETED Fm ANALysts or Gno-p B ù.usno'¡nlnEs,tr*, 
¡nc¡-,.æs Ar ¡'tg4s rnol Gnorr A ¡¡¡o Gnotp B ùrgsno.urnes, rNcu.DrNG TlosE pRrvrcr.sLy DELETED, 

d" 
= pqpsqi pnotllcr ttlEnï cmREl¡r¡on

coEFFrctENf, 
tp 

= pRcBAB¡Lrry usrNc A crIE-TAILED T-ÎEST,

Bb

pr

,611

,5/q

.762

,ml

.247

,13r

=m
,mtt

=.ffi

,3t1I

,ul6

.187

AU

pr

.ffi7

,ffi

,7ú

,n3

,n7

,14

g,m

,m5

:,m

.035

.ffiO

,1&

A+B'
pr

,Tß

,21q

,n0

,318

235

,q2

!,0û0

,itl
g.m

,ml

.011

!.m

Bb

pr

n7 ",m
H ,U7

n5 !.m
qn ,m

n5 .un

477 :,m

kû.p

A.
e

P.d

.m

.ß9

,763

,m

.161r

,n8

!,0m

,088

=,000

.ffio

,135

.011



2TT.2

T¡eÉ F-2

C*otlp A, B, A p¡-ts B Respoue¡¡rsr bRneur¡ons or Gnrup B+nv¡oRnl
BEuer hourrs ßS0E)a wrrx Be+vrmru- I¡ne¡nlm GI)

BeLrer Srare'iENr

Stimulate my nind

Enable me to jntegrate
ðddi tionaì knowìedge/skì ì ìs
into my work setting
Enahle me to hear a vàriety
of opi nions/viewpoi nts

Enable me to ìnteract yrith
other dentaì hygienists
Provide an organized way
for me to ìearn
Provlde àn opportunlty to
compare myself with my
pee rs

Provide me with information
thðt is usefuì to me

Help keep me up to date
in my profession
(Not) requìre that I travel
ìong dì stances

Contribute to my càreer
adva ncemen t
(Not) be a signìfjcant
fi nanci aì expense

Enable me to provide a
better service for my
patients

Fulfill part of my
professionaì responsibi I i ties
(Not) confìict r{ith my other
interests or responsibi ì i ties
Provide an opportunity for
sociàl enjoyment

Be personal ìy satisfying
(Not) cause problerns because
my employer ðnd I hðve
phi ì osophi cal di ffer€nces

AlloÞ, others to see me
improving myseìf

tnable me to receive àn
increase in salary

A + B(m-S)

r p

A.

B,

c,

D.

E.

F.

,21\
219

,017

,u7

.0t/

,m6

.n0

.n3

-,073

,JN

,088

,J27

,u0

,n5

.105

.ffi
,107

,IN

,67

,t134

,n6

,361

,4n

,0æ

,m5

,2t47

.16

.198

,11_1

,IA

,u.rr

,160

,w
,tltg

018

ti6

G

H

J.

K.

L.

M

N

0

P

0

R

S

,w
,2r/

"BsG = BELIEF s'rREÌslH x orlTcq'lE EvALuAT¡t¡. 
b" 

= PaqRsor pRourr HI4ENT

CORREI-AT¡q{ COEFFICIENT. 
.P 

= PRCAqg¡LITIY USI¡¡G A g,¿E-TAILED T-'IEST.

A(i¡Jt8) B(I\FJE)

c
,^b P r p

,T53

,3S

,181

,268

,278

,n5

,lU

,01r

,€1

,81

,rn

.2n

,ß{
,u{4

,n7

,12.

,û7

.108

.08r

.082

JN

- J35

,w2

-,087

,ß7

,187

,zffi

-,ml

.1æ

.1r0

.105

,?f4

,n7

.l{83

.?33

,29.

,289

,nu

,Æ8

-,012

,167

--ma

,257

,261

:,f52

,151

,w
,w

,099

,1%

"Æ

,028

,468

Å2ß

,la

,0t

,0i6

J5{

.15õ

,4{0

,11{6

,25r

,797

,0Ð

,19
,11!

,_004

,-u

,536

.139

010

J13

,n7

-,073

.æ0

3n

= DELETED ¡TEI,I



211.3

T¡er-E F-l

Gnop A, B, A pr-rs B kspcnoe¡ns: CmReulcns or lrb¡¡-Gnq.p Ba{Av¡oRAu

Beurr Pnou¡rs ß$E)a w¡rx Benav¡oRr Inrur¡on (BI)

A + B(lrS)

Beurr Srerr¡le¡n

A, He] p keep me up to da te i n
my professìon

B, Be à personal ly satì sfyi ng
ìearning experìence

C, (Not) requìre a sì9nìfìcant
effort on my part to ìearn

D, Enabìe me to provide a
better servìce for my
pa ti en ts

E, Prepare me to comnunìcate
inteì ì'igentìy wi th other
profess ional s

F, Enable me to integrate
addi tional knowledge/
skjìls ìnto my work
setti ng

G, Al ì or'/ me to seek out
infoñnation when I want to

H, Fuìfulì part of my
professional responsibì I i ties

I, Alìow me to exchange ideðs
wj th another professionaì

J, Stimuìate my interest
i n denta ì hygi ene

K, (Not) confl ict rii th my
other interests or
r€sponsibil ities

L. Provide me v{ith information
that is usefuì to me

r p

,m ,168

.016

,ll2

,lp

.301

,w

,?38

,191

.u9

.ffiO

,w

,m8

,2]8

,æ8

,B+

,|]Yr

,r78

.071

.m

,lEr

,lm

,n5

,2q5

tNffi 
= BELTEF sTRENGTH x ourco,lE EvALllATIori, 

b, - Pt¡nsm pRou.rr FütNT
CORREI.ATIO,¡ COEFF¡CIENT. 

.P 
= PROtsABILITY t,SIl{G A q{E-TAIIID T-'TEST.

A(i¡=$) B(¡Fq8)

cp
br r p

.3IÐ

,m

.ß3

,t73

.T53

,m3

,2ß

,2U

,æ4

,013

.ln

,ts

,ß{

.094

,105

,Jn

.193

3n

.lfl{

,2U5

,ml

,ffi
,n3

-,048

J2. ,Æ.

.165 .131

c88 .?15

.ll2 ,-æ5

,!85 ,m
,ztn .0ll

.ú7

,081

,NI

.078

,85

,270

,n5

,n3

.085

,lm

.Otr

,0n

- 
= DELETED IÎEX



T¡eu F4

Gmr A, B, A p¡-ls B Responoerrs: Connelqr¡q{s or Gnorr ¡r¡n lùn-Gno¡ ¡bffiAr¡\E BEuer hourrs
(l$t)u wtrH Benqv¡mn¡- INre¡n¡q{ (BI)

l{¡rGnotp

A + B(¡FS)

krenûn

A, F¡r.r¡uv

B, Ce+onxens

c. Pnuans

D, hnsvEn

E. Respectm MB.tsERS tr 'tHE

F{TAL I{IG¡E1#/DE{TAL
PRtrESSIO{

F, PRoræs¡oru cou-EAGTTES

G. l,loN-oe.¡rAL FRTENF

pr

,191

.61

,tCIt

,ln

,t474

,25

.010

,162

,u25

,m5

-,m7

.075

ulüï, 
= NmlATt\E BEL¡EF x mrlvATIcN To co¿pLy, b. = þqp5q{ pRoilrr l,n4ENT coRREL,ATIctr coEFFrc¡ENr, 

tp = pRoBABILITv us¡nc A ü{E-TAIIID
T-TEST.

- 
= DÊLEÎED I-IE,I.

B(¡rr8)
pr

.101

,197

JP,L

.ffi

,!86

.0t/

,2t+8

,089

,Æ
,2ß

J05

.{1

A(l,fJE)

pr

.198

,n4

,tñ2

,121

,106

.116

.075

,r78

,125

,110

,01r{

.168

A + B($S)
pr

m,ffi
35 s,m

Tn .w2

7{ 9,ffi

3fi s.ü[

3i8

.298

ml

uJ2

B(¡FlE)

pr

n5 .m3

R8 ,m
Ir49 ,m3

u35 ,m1

n3 .ml

,m1

,m3

3A

,45

GRorr

¡1'çl¡$)
DCrp

,n4

.H

.1R

.62

,725

,m

,186

,2m

,m

,150

,036

,012

,019

,lü




